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IHTRODUCTIOW 
The Escherlchla-Aero'bactei' group of bacteria 
comprisoa one of the important groups found in dairy 
products. Milk even \mder careful conditions of produc­
tion practically alvmys contains some of these organisms. 
The fact that the Escherichia type represents organisms 
coming from tr.e inteatlnal tract of man and. animals while 
tlio Aerobacter type repz'esents organisms coming from 
soils and grains makes a distinction betv/een the two 
impei'ative. 
Possibility of grov/th together v/ith the dif­
ferences between the tv/o types makes any attempt at at­
taching sanitary siiiinificance to the presence of these 
organisms in milk difficult. For this reason, it lias not 
been looked upon with favor in this country. The ability 
of certain strains to survive pasteurisation temperatures 
has been reported by a number of investigators so that 
their presence in pasteurized milk may not alxvays bo due 
to faulty pasteurisation. 
The presence of Escherichia-Aerobacter organisms 
in dairy products is always undesirable for in addition to 
forming acid and gas from lactose, they produce undesirable 
flavors and aromas. Among the defects reported as due to 
this gro^^p of organisms are ropiness in milk and cream, gas 
in cottage and choddar cheese and in evaporated and 
svreetened condensed milk. 
-Se­
lla moat or the previous v/orlc done on this 
group in dairy products. Identification of organisms 
has not been curried to a species hasis. Accordingly, 
thex'e is little inforimtion available on the I'elative 
'numbers of the various species in dairy products and on 
those species coimaonly responsible for abnormal 
conditions. 
This study has been undertaken with the object 
of studying on a species basis, the Escherichia-Aerobacter 
group of organisms occurring in dairy products with special 
i-'eference to the ntombers present undei? different coriditions, 
their survival dtu''ins commercial pasteurization, the 
defects caused by them and ti:.eir biochemical action on 
the constituents of milk. 
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CLA3SIPIGATI01I 
Various achemos for the classification of 
bacteria Lave boon proposed from time to time. In this 
study, the sciioine outlined in Dergoy's (6) Manual of 
Detorminative Dacteriology has been follov/ed. Although 
not fomially approved by the Society of American 
Bacteriologists and in no sense official or standard, it 
represents the classification most v;lde3.y used by 
American bacteriologists at the present tijiie. 
The Escherichia-Aerobacter or' colon-aerogenos 
group of bacteria may be considered to include non-spore-
forming Gram-negative rods which ferment lactose with the 
production of acid and gas and which are capable of gr-ow-
ing aerobically, 
A survey of the species listed in Bergey's 
Manual in the genus Escher'lchia and'tlie genus Aerobacter 
shov/s a number of species which v;ore originally described 
as oeing unable to ferment lactose with the formation of 
gas. These species with the original references are as 
follows: 
E. foetida (Perez, 1899(33)); E. noctuarii (V/hlte, 1923(40)); 
spj^i3.ngidi3 (Vftiite,1923(48)); E. iclithyosmia(Haminer, 1917(16)); 
E. iliaca (Ford, 1903(13)); and A, bombycis (Glaser,1924(14)). 
The first indication that species had boon 
va'ongly included in the genus Escherichia and the genus 
Aei'obactor was gained from E. ichthyosmia (}3ac. ich 
Thyosmius) originally described by llaimer (16) as 
fei']iionting glucose and. sucrose but not lactose v/lth the 
production of acid and gas. This species should Imve 
been placed in the genus Proteus instead of the genus 
EschericMa. As the above six species do not belong in 
ti e Kscherichia-Aerobacter grovip according to Bergey's 
key to the genera of the tribe Bacterieae, they have 
been omitted from the revised classification. 
Bergey's Key to the genera of tribe Bacterieae 
A. Ferment dextrose with pi-'oduction of acid or acid and gas 
1. Gas formed from dextrose, 
a. Gas formed from lactose, 
b, Acetyl-metlxyl-carbinol not formed from dextrose 
Genus XVII. Escherichia, 
bb, Acetyl-methyl-carbinol formed. 
Genus XVIII. Aerobacter. 
aa. Gas not formed from lactose. 
b. Gas formed from sucrose. 
Genus XIX. Proteus. 
E. schaeffex'i has boon omitted from the re­
vised Icey as it has been considered synonymous with IC.coli 
in accordance v/ith the suggestion of \7eldin (45). Bergey 
et al differentiate E. schaefferi by its failure to 
coagulate m^lk. Weldin has pointed out that coagulation 
of milk la a questionable cJiaractor for specli'lc 
differentiation and that the original description vms ao 
Incoraploto it did not sufficiently differentiate the 
organism from E. coll. lie states that later descriptions 
have added little of value. 
Errors In Sergey's Classification of the 
Genus Eocherichia v;ith Corrections 
Revision and correction of Bergey's classifi­
cation represents an attempt to perfect the present 
scheme. That this assistance is welcomed by the 
Committee on Manual is shoraa by their statement in the 
Preface to the First Edition. 
"The assistance of all bactorlologlsts is 
earnestly solicited in the correction of possible errors 
in the text? in the collection of descriptions of all 
bacteria that may have been omitted from the textj in 
supplying moi-'e detailed descriptions of such organisms 
as are described Incompletely; and In furnishing complete 
descriptions of nev/ organisms that may be discovered, or 
In directing the attention of the coiranitteo to publicatlong 
of such newly described bacteria." 
The description of each species has been 
compared with the description in the original article 
except where \7eldin has described the species in question. 
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Inaamucli as Weldln (45) in 1927 made a complete review 
of the literature, his descriptions v/hon agreeing with 
Dergey'3 have been conaidored correct v/ithout referring 
to the original. 
In a number of cases, the key and apeciflc 
doGcriptions a'e not in agreement. 
Errors with corrections a. e given in table I. 
Revision of Borgey's Key to Species of 
the Genus Hscherichia 
Bergey's key lias been revised to enable the 
user to trace unlmown species more rapidly. The changes 
made are based vipon the fact that the key cannot bo used 
to completo idontification but merely to serve as a :;'upid 
means of determining the apocios v/hich riiust be coitflrmed 
by a careful chock with the complete description. 
The present key in some cases lists two species 
undei* the same final chai-acter, fox"* example; 
1. No acid oi' gas in sucrose. 
A. Gelatin not liquefied. 
a. Motile. 
b. Acid and gas in salicin. 
c. IJitrates reduced. 
d. Milk acid; coagulated, 
1. Escherichia coli, 
2. EschericlAia paragriinthali. 
a!ABLE I 
Corrections to Bergey^s (1930) Key to Species and 
Descriptions of Species Belonging to the Genus 
Escherichia, 
-
;Bergey's statement 
: in 
: Statement : 
:in original: 
Species : CJharaoter :Key to 
:species 
:De8crip-
;tion of 
;species 
:description: 
• • « • 
• « • • 
Reference 
E.griinthali litmus milk slightly 
acidj be­
coming 
alkaline 
slightly 
acidj be­
coming 
alkaline 
acid; 
coagulation Castellan! and 
Chalmers (10) 
E.vekanda salicin 
raffinose 
acid,gas 
acid,gas 
acid,gas 
acid,gas 
-
It 
II 
E.neapolitana gelatin liquefaction + - tm Weldin (45) 
E.psendocoscorobae gelatin liquefaction 
salicin 
+ 
acid,gas 
-
mm 
It 
II 
E.astheniae gelatin liquefaction + «!• mm ~u  
E.plebeia nitrate reduction - + Ford (13) 
E.gastrica indol formation no state­
ment 
not 
formed 
usually 
produced IT 
E.alba nitrate reduction + - Schrire (38) 
^8-
Tliis necoasltatea reading tlirough tv/o specific desci»ip-
tiona before finding a diffoi'entiating character. The 
px'esent key has been revised by ad;)ing an additional 
character for aepa •atiri^' the tv;o species in the above 
case the fermentation of dulcitol. It is nov; posraiblo 
to identify the species v/ith reading but one specific 
description. 
1. Ko acid or gas in sticrose. 
A. Gelatin not liquofied. 
a. Motile. 
b, Aoid and '-as in salicin. 
o. lliti'ates reduced, 
d. Milk acid; coar'iii'ated. 
e. Acid and gas in d -ilcitol. 
1. Escherichia coll. 
ee. Ko acid or gas in dulcitol. 
2. Escherichia paragriinthai 1. 
A needless repitition of characters appears in 
Bergey's key to species of the genus Escherichia where 
they are the same for species listed under them, for 
example: 
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1. Ho acid or gas in sucrose, 
A, Golatin not liquefied, 
a, Idotilo, 
b. Acid and ;:a3 in salicin, 
G. Nitrates redvtced. 
d. Milk acid; coagulated. 
1, Escherichia coll. 
2, Escherichia paragrunthali, 
dd. Millc acid; not coa^iulatod, 
3, Escherichia schaefferi. 
ddd. Milk slightly acid; becouiing alkaline, 
4, Escherichia velcanda, 
bh, Ko action on salicin. 
In the above key, "c. Nitrates reduced" is 3uperf3,uous 
as all the species fermenting salicin with acid and ;;as 
production reduce nitrates so th';t it is not a differ­
entiating chai'acter. In order to siraplify the key and 
hasten identification, non-differentiating characters 
have been omitted from the revised key, 
A further iiaprovement in the key has been 
brought about by indentation of characters, for example 
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1, No acid or gas In sucroae, 
A. Gelatin not liqueried. 
a, Motilo. 
b. Acid and f-fis in salioin, 
0. Mi.ll: acid J coa/Tulatecl, 
d. Acid and gas in diilcitol. 
1, Eochez-'icliia coll. 
dd. Eo acid or gas in dulcitol, 
2 .  ISachei'icliia paragriinthal 
cc. Milk acid; not coagulated, 
While indentation of cliaracter-s adda to the publishing cost 
it should te insisted upon as it niakos a luuch easier key to 
f ollov/, 
Bex'goy's koy and the revised key to the species 
of the genus Escherichia follovf. In order to facilitate 
comparison of the two, the numher by which a species is 
liated in Bergey's key is included in parenthesis in the 
revised key. 
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Kevialons o;C Ber^ey's Specific Deacrlptiona 
of Species Belonging to the Genus Escherichia 
The follov/in|T changes have been made in 
accordance with the specific descriptions found in the 
original referencea• 
"Litrnus m;iJ.k; Slightly/ acid, coagulated, 
becoTiiing ailcaline" to "Litmus inillc; 
Add, coagulated." 
liii* "Acid and jyic. in salicin and raffinoae" 
to "No acid oi"' gas in salicin and 
raffinose." 
E. alba "Nitrates reduced" to "Nitrates not 
reduced". 
E* gaatrxca "Indol not formed" to "Indol usually 
produced". 
Much of the difficulty in recognis'.in/T, species 
described in the litei'ature is dTie to incomplete 
descriptions. In tlie revlev; of original descx'iptions, a 
number oi" characters v/oi-e found v;hich liave not been in­
cluded in Bergey^s specific descriptions. It is suggested 
that theoe bo added in ord'^r to facilitate recognition of 
species. lYlrlle In certain cases these characters have been 
already listed in the key, it is advisable that they be 
also I'opeated In the specific descriptions. 
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E. coli "No acid or r-as in siici'^ose." 
E. pai'atintha 1 i "Ho acid or  r ja s  in sucrose, dulcitol 
oi' adonitol." 
E. formica "No acid or gas in aucroso or salicin". 
E. alba "Ho acid or in dulcitol, saocharose, 
adonitol, intxlin, sorbitol, de:ctrln, 
saliciii, raffinoso or Inositol. 
E. alcalescena "No action on salicin". 
E. cllinrox'i "No action on salicin," 
Ber ey's aoj to tho Species of tlio 
Genus Escherichia 
1, Ho acid or r-as in ^^^cr030• 
A. v'Jolatin not lirmeficd, 
a. Motile, 
b. Acid and gas in salicin. 
c. llitratoa roduood. 
d. Milk acid; coa,:3ulatod. 
1. Escherichia coli, 
2, Escherichia 
paragriinthali, 
dd. Milk acidJ not coagulated, 
o. Eschox'ichia schaefferi. 
ddd. Milk slightly acid; bocoraing alkaline, 
4, Eochoriohia vekanda. 
bb. Ho action on aalicin. 
c, Hitratos roducod. 
d, Uilk acid; coa(jiilal;ed. 
5. Escherichia I'or-niica. 
dd. MilJc fjli.fchtly acid; bocoming alkKlino. 
6. Eocherichia 
psoudodysoiiterieae. 
V. Escherichia ginintliali. 
a a. I'l on-mo 111 o. 
b. /,cid in salicin, 
G. Nitrates reduced, 
d. lililk acid; coagula ted. 
8. Escherichia anaerogenes. 
bb. A.cid and fias in salicin. 
c. ITitratoa reduced. 
d. Milk acid; coagulated. 
9. Eacherichia enterica. 
bbl3. Ho action on salicin. 
c. Nitrates reduced. 
d. irdlk acid; coagulated. 
10. Escherichia 
vesiculif oinnans. 
11. Eycherichia Toetida. 
CO. Nitrates not i'educed, 
d. Milk acid; coagulated. 
12. Escherichia acidilactlci. 
AA. Gelatin liqxiefied. 
a. Motile. 
b. No action on salicin. 
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G, ITltratoG roducod. 
d. Liilk acid. 
Ii5, Eachoriolila alba, 
2 ,  Acid and gas in sxici'oso. 
A. Crolatln not liquefied. 
a. I.'otile. 
b. Acid and gas in aallcin, 
c. Nltoates reducod. 
d. Milk 0.cld; coagulated. 
14. Escherichia coiiimunior. 
15. Escherichia 
pseudocoloides. 
bb. rio action on salicin. 
c. Hitratos reduced. 
d, Mi'lJc aoidj coGr;u'ated. 
16. Escherichia anlnuollca. 
dd. ilillc ^ll'^htly acid; becoming alkaline. 
17. Escherichia alcaleacens. 
AA. Gelatin liquofied. 
a. Motile, 
b. Acid and (^;aa in salicin. 
c. Nitrates reduced. 
d. I4i 1 k acid; c o a fju 1 a te d. 
18. Escher-ichia leporis. 
cc. Hitratos not reduced, 
d. Milk slightly acid; becoming alkaline. 
"l l j -
19. Eachei'icliia noctuai'ii. 
20. Esciiei'lchiti sphinf.idis. 
bb, Ho action on aalicin, 
c, nitrates rodvxod, 
d, Killc acidj lltmua reduced, 
21. Eaoliericliia ichthyosrnla, 
dd. Kilk acid; coagulated. 
22. Escliericliia castrica. 
ddd. LUllc acid; coagulated; peptonized. 
23. Escherichia iliaca. 
cc. Nitrates net rodaced. 
d. Millc slightly aci;I; becoming allcalirje. 
24. E:3chorlchia plebeia. 
aa. Kon-iaotile, 
h. Acid and r^as in salicin. 
c. iiit'ratea x'edacod. 
d. MlDc acid; coagulated. 
25. Escherichia neopolitana. 
2G. Sp,chericllia 
paeudocoscoro-oae, 
"bl;). Ko action on aalicin, 
c, nitrates reduccd. 
d. Milk acid; coagulated. 
27. Escherichia astlieniae, 
28. l^.schei'ichia ellinfieri. 
dd. Milk slinlitly acid, becoralnn alknline, 
539 , Ec'ueriOitia [;;alo.ctoprAlfi, 
Revised Key 1;o Species of the 
Geims EschcricMa • 
1, Ho acid or f;as in 3"acroao, 
A, Gelatin not liquofXGd, 
a. Motile. 
b. Add anf^ gaa in salicin. 
c. Acid and in dulcitol. 
1. Eacherichia coll (1)"'. 
cc, I'lo acid or o;ii3 in dulcitol. 
2. Escher-icliia 
pa3?agriinthali (2). 
bb. jio action on salicin. 
c. Milk acid; coagulated. 
d. Acid and gas in dulcitol. 
3. Escherichia .I'ormica. (5). 
dd. Ko acid or in dulcitol. 
4. i^ncherichia gr&ithali (V). 
cc. Milk slifcbtly acid; bocoi^:ing allcaline. 
d. Nitrates reduced. 
5. Escliericbia vekanda (4). 
dd. Nitrates not reduced. 
G. Hscherichia 
pseudodysenteriaae (G), 
aaii Hon-raotile. 
b. Acid in salicin. 
-"-dumber by whicli the species is listed in Bergey's key. 
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7. Ecsohei'ichla 
anaoropjonea (0), 
bb. AO id and in aallcin, 
8. Escherichia eiitorlca (9), 
W:l', Mo action on aalicin. 
c, Hltrntes roduced. 
9. ]i;.','.ohoi''ichla 
ve ai ci,xl li'orm'-na (10 ). 
ec. Nitoates not reduced. 
10. Eschorlchxa acidilacticl 
(12). 
AA. Gelatin liquefied, 
a. Motile. 
b, ilo action on aalicin. 
11. Escherichia alba (13). 
2« /-cid aiad i.aa in sucrose, 
A. Golatin not liqueriod. 
a * IviO t u. 1 o. 
b. Acid anvi -^as in oalioin. 
c. Acid and r;as in dulcitol. 
12. EsolioPiclila coimiiunior (14). 
oc. Ho acid ox* :;;a3 in dnicitol, 
13. Escherichia paeudocoloidos 
(15). 
bb, Ho action Oxi aaliciji. 
G. FiiDJc acidj coagulated. 
14. Escherichia anindolica (IG). 
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cc. Milk alielitly acid; bocoraing alkaline. 
15. LJschericliia 
alcalescona (17), 
aa. ITon-motile. 
b. Acid and [Kaa in salioin. 
16. Escherichia 
neapolitana (fib). 
bb. ITo action on salicin, 
c. l/iilk acid; coagulatod, 
d. Indol formed, 
17. Eschei'ichla 
psQudoGoaoorobae (86). 
dd. Indol not forraed. 
18. Eacherichia aathoniao (27) 
cc. Hilk slirihtly acid; bocoiaing alkaline. 
19. Eaclierichia Kalactov.-hila 
(29). 
Gelatin liquefied, 
a. Motile, 
b. Acid and gas in salicin. 
20. Escherichia lei:)0rls (in)«' 
bb. No action on Siilicin. 
c. Milk acid; coagnlated, 
21. Escherichia gaatrica (22). 
cc. Milk acid; becoming alkaline, 
22. Escherichia plebeia (24). 
aa, Hon-inotile, 
b. Ho action on salicin, 
25, Escherichia ellin;:erl (28) 
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Bergey's key to tlie speciet? of the (jjonits 
AorobactGr has boon dianged by oraitting /l. bonibycls 
as aoGOi'cliiic to Glaaer's (!''•) oi'lginnl description, 
ii* floGt! not fei'iaent lactose v.'ilh f;a3 pi^oductlon, 
Berney'a key and tlio revised ]:oy' folX nv, 
Bex'gey's Key to Spocies of the 
Genus Aerobactex'* 
A, Ilon-iiiotile, 
1. Acid and p;as foiniied iii aiici-'oso. 
a. Tic acid oi^ '-as in dulcitol, 
1. Aor-obactcr aeroyenea. 
aa. -Acid and gaa iii d\ilcitol. 
2. Aerobacter oxytoouiu, 
2. Ko acid or rras in aiaci'ose. 
3. Aorobaoter* chinenae* 
AA, Motile, 
1» Acid and r-us forraed in sucx'ose. 
4. Aei-obactei' cloacae, 
5. Aorobacter bombycis, 
2. Ho acid or gas in Gucr-oae. 
6. Aorobacter levans. 
Hovised Key to opccie:J or the 
Genus Aerobactor 
A. lIon-rnotllG, 
3.. Add and gas formed in aucrose. 
a. I'To acid or' ijan in diilcitol. 
1. r.erol:': •.otei;- aoi^ogcnoa, 
a«. A.oid and gaa in diilcitol. 
2. ;,ei''obr-.ctGr* oxytocnrii. 
2. ITo acid ox' gas in sncrone. 
3. Aerobacter chinense. 
AA. Motile. 
1. :\oid and /-as formed in sucrose. 
4. Aerobacter cloacae. 
2. Mo acid or gas in siJ,crO£3e. 
5. Aerol.)a.Gtor levans. 
In viev; of the large nnitfvQV' of atynical cultures 
E. formica 
found in this study to coHpare v^ith/_A« aerogenes and _A. 
oxytocuir. in all reapGCts e:vCOi")t that of indol production 
and in view o.f the conatanoy of bhia cliaractor reported 
later in thia ai'ticlo^ it is nuggosted that the specific 
descriptions of the:;© organiainn be ch.anp;ed to read, "Indol 
jnay or- may not be formed". In the px'ORent study, tlioso 
cultures have been idontificd as atypical br.t it v;ould be 
preferable to reco^niae thorn an tyoical st3:'ain8. 
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Rocor,nitlon of tlic G(3iuis Citrobacter 
]Xij:-lng fclio course ol" study, twenty-five cul.turea 
v/ere found v/iixch lipon repeated ;lurifIcation gave a positive 
meth 1 rod teat, a neRativo Vogos-Proakauer reaction and 
wlaicli v/e.-e able to utiliZG citx'ato as tlie oole isource of 
carbon, Theae cultui'ea cou'd not be identified acco-ditig 
to Bergey's aoherne of classifici'.tion and corresponded to 
the intermediate section decicx''ibed by Koser {25) and (26). 
Koaor found organisms of t^.is tyj;e to be Tfid-^ly distributed 
in unpolltitod soil. Of *72 culturoa from Tinpolluted soil, 
31.9 per cent bolongod to tMs f-roup. 
vJerlaiiBn and (fillon (47) propose to give this 
group goneric recognition xmder the gentis. name Citrobacter. 
In view of th.e fact that t is seems to be a fairly Y?ell 
defined group it has been recognl5Jod in t...is study. 'Their 
genei'ic diagnosis is as follov/s: 
'•'Gram negative non-aporulating short rodsj 
produce trimethylene glycol from glycerol5 citrates serve 
as the solo source of cnrbon and urates as the solo soui-ce 
of nitrogen; fail to produce acetoivi from glycerol or 
dextrose; methyl rod positive (or vvealcly so); attack many 
ol' tho carbohydrates vd.th the production of acid and gas; 
nitrates reduced." 
IDJSHTIFKJ/'TION Ol-' ClTLTTJRiilS ISOLi\TED 
PROM DAIRY PK0I)1J0T8 
In most of the prcvlouo v/oi'-Ic doiio on tho 
identification of Eschericiiia-Aerobactor orgoniamo occvir-
I'^inG in dairy products, the Escherichia type has merely 
been separated from tho Aerobacter v;lth no study of 
individual species. Many of the results rop'r ted my 
also ho criticlisod in vie\7 of t" o fact th:.;t cultures v;ero 
isolated by on enrlcluient method which nfforcded the 
opportu'.ity for ono typo to 0utsj?0Y; another. 
The little work that lias boon dor.o towa'xls 
identifIc-'tion on a spocios basis is hard to interpret in 
the lir;ht of oui- present scjienes of classification so that 
tiio spocios described are quite problorrfitical. 
In viev," of the above, the study ronorted iieroin 
was planned with the object of doter-mininf;; (1) tlie 
I2scherichia-Aorobacter spocies pror.ent in dairy products 
accordlnr;: to a revised scheme of ]3orgey's clas3iflc;..tion 
previously describod and (2) the relative occurrence of 
each typo and specios. 
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RevleViT of Llteratux'e 
Levlne (27) sunmurizod. the incldonco of 
aerogones types amoiig colon bacilli Isolated from milk 
by six different investig:.. tora, aa follows: 
Ilumbei" of Per cent 
strains studied aerogonos 
section 
Investigators (V.P.h; M.R.--:) 
orr-;:- (32) 850 39.0 
MacConkey (28) 26 57.8 
Rogers, Clark & Davis (35) 124 47,5 
Hulton (21) 18 72.3 
Wood (49) 93 17.5 
Stokes (42) 271 59.8 
1382 43.1 
•"-Glucose fermenters, lactose reaction not recorded. 
Hunter (22) repoi-'ted that of 590 cultures 
isolated from milk D, coll comiiixjnla represented 0.5 
per cent of the total cultxires isolated, B. coli coOTimnlor 
50 per cent, B. acidi lactici 2.2 per cent and B. lactis 
aerogenes 47.2 per cent. However, a study of Hunter's 
i7ork showp that he has reported the above species as glvln 
both acid and alkaline reactions to the methyl rod toat so 
that it is impossible to I'ecognize these species in the 
light of our present system of classification v;hich uses 
the methyl red teat to differentiate the Escherichia from 
the Aerobactei' type, 
Klimmer, Hauft and Borchers (24) in a stvidy of 
the coli-aerogenes bacteria in milk concluded that a 
separation of the coli bacteria from the aeroconea 
bacteria was uncertain as different methods employed 
with the aame bacterial sti'ains gave different results, 
Maulhardt (29) studied fifty samples of milk, 
cow feces and stools. His Investigation of the milk 
samples siiov/ed B# coli in 88 per cent of tlie samples, 
B. lactia aerogenea in 48 per cent and B. acidi lacticl 
in 84 per cent. 
Methods TJaed 
Isolation of Cultures 
Cultures were isolated by both an enriciunent 
method using gentian violet lactose peptone bile broth 
and a direct plating method using eosin methylene blue 
acar. 
Enrichment Method 
The gentian violet lactose peptone bile bi->oth 
medium devised by Kesoler and Svj-enarton (23) v/as used for 
the presumptive test. These wor'kei's compared plain 
lactose broth, gentian violet lactose broth and gentian 
violet lactose peptone bile broth as to their reliability 
for detecting coli-aerogenes organisms in milk. They found 
that the gentian violet lactose peptone bile was the most 
I'eliable of theae media, and that formation of gas in this 
medium v;hen inoculated with milk or diluted milk was a 
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positivo Indication of the pr'Gsence of D. coli which for 
practical purposes needed no confirmation. The {gentian 
violet inliibited the crov/th of gram positive or^^anisuis 
while the biTo decreased the inliibitory action of the 
gentian violet on the coli-aero(^;enea group. It v/us 
I'ouud iraposaihle to use plain Itictose broth due to the 
frequent occuxTonce of positive presujnptive tests in the 
higher dilutions while the low dilutions v/ei'o negative. 
This was exx)lained as due to the fact that the S. lactis 
organisms in milk outnurabei' the Eocherichia-Aorobacter 
;;ind develop sufficient acid in the lov/ dilutions to in­
hibit tl:oir growth. 
The Bacto Gentian Violet Lactose Bile (dehydrated) 
used had the following composition: 
Bacto-Oxgall 10 parts 
Bacto-Peptone 10 parts 
l'>acto-Lactose 10 parts 
Gentiar. Violet 0.04 parts 
Thirty grains v;e:-e dissolved in 1000 cc, of 
•distilled v/ater, tubed in fermentation tubes and 
sterilised for 20 ainutes at 15 pounds pressure. During 
sterilisation, steam was allov;ed to escape from the auto­
clave so that the air v/ould be completely driven from the 
fermentation tubes. 
The dilutions used for inoculation were ntultiples 
of ten. Tv/o tubes were used for each di].ution. Gas 
poaltlvo tubes were recorded after 24 and 48 hours incu-
hutlon at 37,5° C, The comparative results at 24 and 48 
houi-3 were so jiesirly alike that no further mention of 
them has been imde In tMs tudy. a few instances 
l^as v/as present in a hlf;;hor dilution after 48 hours than 
after 1J4 hours, especial:y during the latter part of tiie 
study when aoxtie of the results ./ere based on incubation 
at 30° C. 
The highest and lowest dilutions showing the 
presence of gas after 24 hours incubation Yiei'o streaked 
on eosin methylene blue agar using a technic such that 
well isolated colonies would develop. The colonies v/ex'e 
identified as to Escherichia oi' Aei'obacter type from tJieir 
appearance on the eosin methylene blue agar according;; to 
Levine's (27) descriptions as follows; 
Bact, coli (Escherichia) 
"Vv'ell isolated colonies are 2-3 m.m. in diameter 
neighboring colonies show little tendency to nm together; 
colonies slightly raised; surface flat or slif^htly concave 
rarely convex; dark almost black centers which extend more 
than 3/4 across the diameter of colony; internal structure 
of centr-al dark portion difficult to discern; colonies 
dark, button-like, ofteti concontrically ringed with a 
greenish metallic sheen by reflected liglit." 
Bact, aoroj-^enoa (Aorobactor) 
"Well isolated colonies are larger than 
coli; visually 4-6 in.m. in diaraetei'* or inoro; nei,'3liboi''lnfi 
colonies I'un together quickly; colonies considerably 
raised and iriarliofly convex; occasionally the center drops 
precipitately; centers deep brov/n, not as dark as Bact. 
coll aiid aaialler in proportion to the rost of the colony. 
Striated Internal structure often observed in young 
colonies. ITuch li/;;hter than Bact. co3.i. Metallic slieen 
not observed oxcept occasionally in depressed center Y/h.en 
such is present." 
In cases v/hero divect plating v/as unsuccessful, 
cultui'es wei'o isolated from the streak made from the 
hl(-"hest dilution as it seeraed likely that the predoriinant 
type would be secured in this inani-er, the types present 
in fewer ntunbers being lost through dilutioxi. One culture 
was Isolated from each distinct type of colony and the 
relative frequency, based on a total value of ten, noted. 
For exoraple, where a cultu:.-o represented a type approxim­
ately 90 per cent predoriinant, it vma given a relative 
freqvioncy value of 9. 
Isolations v/ere not made usijig the enrichriGnt 
scheme unless the eosln metiiylon.o blue plates v;ere poor 
as where several types are present, one typo may outgi'ow 
the other and erroneous results be secured. In order to 
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eliminate thia factor aa aiucli as possible, isolations T/oro 
made from tubes incubjited foi^ 24 hours instead of 48 hours. 
Tho possibility of drav/ing erronooxis conclusions fx'om eosin 
methylene blue af:£ir streaks froDi the prosuin/jtive test has 
bo n v;oll shovm by the wox'k of RucliLioft, Kail as, Chinn and 
Coulter (36) with the Chicago Banitary Board. They pre .ent 
data to shov; th. t it is rjos.'iible for either Bact. coli or 
Bact. gerogenos to ovori;rov/ the other in lactose ©riTich-
inent v/hen they aro both initially presoiit in equal numbers 
and sliov; thut this nay produce distorted views of the 
initial condition as detor'iiiined by eosin methylene blue 
streaked isolation platec. They also fomid tluit isolated 
colonies could not be relied upon to be pure as typical 
Pact, coli colonies contained both Bact. coll and Bact. 
aex'0c;;er-0S and vice versa. 
In order to obtain information on tho overgrowing 
of one ty."ie by another, the streaks from the lov/est dilution 
were compared with thoso from tlie hi^jhest. 
Direct Plating Method 
Direct plating of tho rav/ milk and cream samples 
for detoi'^ralnation of the nvimbor of Escherichia-Aerobactor 
oi-ganisms per unit volume and for isolation of cultures was 
desirable for a number of reasons. In tho first place, it 
served as a chock on the coxmts secvired by the presumptive 
tost. In the second place, it eliminated the objection 
pr-eseirc with the isolatioii of ctiltui-os by tho enj'lcj:nnQnt 
scheuio as tlioro v/as no possibility or ono tyj o ovei'tjrow-
liijj; another v/her-o platos contained between oO and 500 
colonicc:. A mo;;'e exact idea could bo gained oi"" the 
relative frequency oi' the dlfxercnt typo:.;, Laotly, there 
v."aa an advantace in that the ir.edluia did not contain f.;entian 
violet which ia knovm to have an iiiliibltory action on 
certain ctrains of Eochericliia-Aerobacter. 
Sosln methylene blue agar v/aa selected as the 
plating raediuEi arj preliminary study showed that It \";a3 
poayible to detect Escherlc.-ia-iierobacter colonies fx'ora 
other types with good success where dilutions of 0,1 cc. 
or higher v/ere Visod. In lov/er dirations than this, the 
large quantity of lailk present luade it impossible to 
distinguish the deairod typos so that tho method proved 
Impractical for high quality raw rnilk produced undei' winter 
conditions v.'hox'e the number of Bschericha-Aerobactor 
organisms was ordi;iarl3-y less tj'ian 10 per cc. 
Colonies of the S, lactis typo wore not confusing 
on the eosin methylene blue agar plates due to their small 
siae. Staphylococci were easily differentiated by their 
colony appearance, having a deep blue colox* in xaost cases. 
Certain colonies of spoi-'e-forming-roda most nearly 
approached the Eschei'iclaia-Aerobactex' colonies in appear­
ance but were generally much lighter in color. 
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JCliminer, Ilaixpt and Box-cliors (24) used eosin 
jiicthylono blue gentian vioiot agar In the direct plating 
of ral'k. They uormpared lactose bouillon with eosin 
methylene bD.tie gentian violet agar and br'om-thp.iol-lilue 
lactose trypaflavin agar. Tlie results obtained v/ero 
consistent and they concluded that the tlir-ee inethoJs were 
equally good for the determination of the coli-aei^ogenos 
titre of Eiillc. 
In viev; of the above results, eosin methylene 
blue gentian viol.ot agar was tried out in this study but 
discarded in favor of the plain eosin methylene blue agar, 
as the addition of the gentian violet made it moi'e difficult 
to identify types and as it v/as easy to recognize the 
Esnherichia-Aerobacter' from the grara-positivo types on 
plain eosin metliylene blue agar plates, 
The eosin methyj.eno blue agar was made up 
acco ding to Levine's (27) modification, as follov/s: 
Distilled v/ater 910 cc. 
Peptone (Difco) 10 grams 
Dipotassi-uiu phosphate (E2IIP04).- 2 grams 
Agar 15 grams 
Lactose, 20 per cent solution 50 cc. 
Eosin, 2 per cent aqueous sol 20 cc. 
Methylene blue, 0,5 per cent aqueous 
sol, ,,, 20 cc, 
The agar^ peptone and. dipotaaoluiri phospl-'ate 
were rii'ct dissolved over the or^en flame and then 
riltored throu.ri;h cotton. Tho filtered solutions of the 
dyes wore next added, the raodlura tuhed in ten cc,. 
quantities and storl' IzQd in tho autoclave for- 20 
i7iliT;i.tc3 nt 15 pounds pressure. 
v;ith direct ijlotir.g of the diluted iTillk or 
crernn it was difficxtl.t to ideritlfy the Aerohactor and 
•EacherlcMa tyn©;:-, due to the large number of sub.-stirface 
colonioB v/hich had tho scino appearance. Two methods wei'o 
devol :• TBd to overcone this difficulty. 
In the first method, the diluted millc or croain 
Y/as placed iii the bottom of the petri dish ond tho plates 
poured in the usual manner, SoveJ-al dilutions were plated 
in duplicate, so th'j.t j:lates would resiJlt v;lrlch contaiiied 
betv/eon 25 and 850 typical Escherichia-Aerobacter colonies. 
Ten of those colonies v;ere then • Ickod from a represent­
ative portion of tho plate to lactose broth. Gas positive 
tvibec were streaked on eosin riethylone blue anar" plates 
and cultures isolated from the different types notodt The 
percentaf^o of each typo present v/as noted and a relative 
frequency value assip:ned to each as previously outlined. 
In the secor.d niGthod, plates v/ere first poured 
v-'lth oosia laotliylene blue agar and pi'^edried by placing 
in the 37.5*^ C. incubator ove nig^'t, Tho diluted irtilk 
or croam, 0.1 cc, or hlcirior, was thou jolaced upon tho 
surface and distx'ibuted with a glass i^od l^ent at a right 
angle, After the diluted luatoi'ial hud been absorhed -up­
on the surface of tiio agar, the plates v/ere inverted and 
incubated for 43 hours at 5V.b° G. As all of the resiilt-
ing colonioa were surface colonic3, Escherichia-Aorobacter 
types were recorded directly, a culture of each typo 
iaolated, and relative frequency values a3Cox'*tained, As 
part of the inoculum clung to the disti»ibuting rod, this 
method did not give as acc;urate a total couiit aa the other 
method but the i-elatlve proportion of the varluua types 
v/as luaintaiiiod. 
The entire scheme fox> the isolation of 
Eschorlchia-Aerobactei' cultures frora milk and croam is 
outliried in diagraivi I. 
Identification of Cultm''es. 
Culttires we e identified according to the 
revision of Bergey's classification aa previously outlinod 
in fi'.ia report,. 
As the oultux-es isolated co'.;ld not be x'olied 
uyion to be pure, they v;ere first piu''lflod by replating 
on eosin methylene blue agar and picking single Isolated 
colonies, to plain agar slopes. They were next checked for 
formation of gas from lactose. Examination for presence 
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DIAG 
Scheme for Isolation of Escherichia-Aeroba 
Milk or Ore 
Standard Plate 
Covmt per cc. 
250.000 
Gentian violet lactose peptone 
bile broth 
Probable 
E-A 
count per 
cc, in 
48 hours 
hovirs at 
37.5OC. 
dilution In cc. 
1.0 0.1 0.01 0.001 0.0001 
24 ++ +4- +— 
48_- ^  ++ ++ ++ w mm — 250 
Lowest dilution showing gas in 
24 hours streaked on eosin 
methylene blue agar and the 
colony types noted as compared 
with the hi^est positive 
diltition. Cultures not isolat­
ed except in cases vrhere 
types present were not found 
with highest dilution and 
where direct plating method 
was unsuccessful. 
purest dilution showing gas in 
24 hours strealced oh eosin 
methylene blue agar, colony types 
and relative frequency of each 
noted and cultures isolated where 
direct plating was unsuccessful# 
Where a higjaer dilution was 
positive•after 48 hours, it was 
streaked, and 24 hour results 
discarded. 
Culture BMIO 
Typical coll 
type colony; 
90 per cent of 
colonies of tMs 
type giving 
relative frequency 
value of 9. 
Culture BMll 
Typical aorogenos 
type colony; 
10 por cent of 
colonies of this 
type giving 
relative frequency 
valvio of 1, 

DIAGRAM I 
schericMa-Aerobacter Cultures from Milk and Cream Samples 
Milk or Cream Sample 
Probable 
E-A 
count per 
cc, in 
48 hours 
)001 
— 250 
methylene blue agar plates« Method 1 or Methc 
; gas in 
»ln 
Lony types 
)f each 
xted Y/hero 
jcessful. 
was 
, it was 
ssultu 
Method 1 
Direct Plating'Method 
48 hrs. at 37.50C. 
E-A Count 
from QVfsrage 
no,colonies Dilution in cc. 
0.1 0,01 0,001 250 
Method 2 
StLPface Inoculation 
48 hrs. at 57«50C. 
Dilution in cc« 
0.1 I 0.01 I 0.001 
Plate A" 
24 typical E-A colonies 
surface and subsurface 
Plate B 
26 
colonies 
Plate iT 
24- typical E-A stxrfs 
colonies 
3ulturo BFll 
Uypical aorogenos 
b^e colony; 
10 pe:? cent of 
colonies of this 
type giving 
relative frequency 
value of 1. 
Ten consecutive colonies picked 
to lactose broth, gas positive 
tubes streaked on eosin methylene 
blue agar, types and relative 
numbers noted and one culture of 
each type isolated. 
Culture Mil Culture MIO 
Typical coll 
type colonyj 
90 per cent of 
this type giving 
relative frequency 
value of 9. 
Typical aerogenes 
type colonyi 
10 per cent of this 
type giving relative 
frequency value of 1. 
Number of colonies c 
type recorded from c 
observation of plat( 
percentage of each ( 
on basis of 10; cul-
each type isolated, 
lactose broth and i: 
positive retained fi 
fication. 
Culture MIO 
Typical coll 
type colony; 
90 per cent, 
relative 
value of 9, 
T 
a 
t 
1 
r 
v 

V. 
:AGRAM I 
jbacter Cultures from Milk and Cream Samples. 
!rem Sample 
Eosin methylene blue ap;ar plates ^ Method 1 or Method 2 
Method 1 
Direct Plating"Method 
48 hrs. at S7.50C. 
E-A Count 
from overage 
no.colonies Dilution in cc. 
0.1 0.01 0.001 250 
Method 2 
Surface Inoculation 
48 hrs. at 37.50C. 
E-A Count 
from average 
no. colonies Dilution in cc* 
0.1 0.01 0.001 250 
Plate A [Plate B 
24 typical E-A ooloniea 26 
surface and subsurface colonies 
iPlate A "1 i:^e B 
24 typical E-A surface 26 
colonies colonies 
Culture MIO 
Typical coli 
type colony} 
90 per cent, 
relative 
value of 9. 
Culture Mil 
Typical 
aerogenes 
type colony 
10 per cent 
relative 
value of 1. 
Culture MIO 
Typical coli 
type colony} 
90 per cent of 
this type giving 
relative frequency 
value of 9. 
Culture Mil 
Typical aerogenes 
type colony; 
10 per cent of this 
type giving relative 
frequency value of 1 
Ten consecutive Colonies picked 
to lactose broth, gas positive 
tubes streaked on eosln methylene 
blue agar, types and relative 
numbers noted and one culture of 
each type isolated. 
Number of colonies of each 
type recorded from direct 
observation of plates and 
percentage of each computed 
on basis of lOj culture of 
each type isolated, picked to 
lactose broth and if gas 
positive retained for identi­
fication. 

r/ (;» 
— vOv.i-
or spores was made fr-oin at^ar aloj)© ciiltm"'e3 loft Tor 
five days at room tOTrtpex^at-uPG. All t3ioso G\iltures 
whicli pz^oved to bo non-spore-forming grani-negativo 
lactoae-ferruontera v/oi*e retained for identification. 
The clmracters studied foi' identification 
were tlie rietlayl r>ed axid Voges-Proskaiier teats, utilis­
ation of citrate as tlio sole source of carbon, motility, 
liquefaction of gelatin, reduction of nitrates, formtion 
of indol, litauG milk action and the fermentation of glu­
cose, lactoae, sucrose, dulcitol and salicin. 
The metlayl red and Vogos-Proskauer i-oactions 
were cax^ried out by grov/ing cultures for five days at 
300 Q, in ten cc. of medium of the follovrlng composition: 
Glucose O.ij par cent 
Prot0ose-Peptone(l)lfco) 0.5 per cent 
Dibasic iDotaasiuiii phosphate,,,. 0»5 poi- cent 
For the Diethyl x-'ed tost, five drops of methyl 
red solution vjex-e added to 5 cc. of the cultured mediim. 
A positive roaction v;as indlct;.ted by a distinct rod color 
and a negative reaction by a yellow color. The indicator 
solution was prepared by dissolving 0.1 gram of methyl rod 
in 300 cc. of 95 per cent alcohol and diluting to 500 cc. 
with distilled water. 
The Voges-Proskauex' reaction v;as car-ried out 
according to Werlcman'a (46) modification. Tv/o drops of 
a two pel"" cent solution of FOGLG vfore added to five cc. 
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of tbo jiiodiuni and followed b;/ 5 oc. of a 10 por coat 
soliition of UnOII. The v;as slialcen and allowed 
to stiij.id for a 3J'j,ort time vmen a po::-2iancrit co-^iDer coloi^ 
a:pi:iear-od in liie co.3Q of a \''03ltiVG i-eaotion, 
ytill.'iatiori of clfci'ato atJ tiao aole sourco of 
carbon was detorxiiinod by grov/ing c•alt^u'os for ttooo days 
at G. in citi'^ato luediuiu of the following 
co:7ipo3ition devised by Ko-ser. 
Sodiiim aiffluonlxuii phospimte 1,5 parts 
Ilonobasic potaseixuu nhospiiato,..... 1,0 parts 
Ilacjnesiuiii s.ilxjliato 0.2 parts 
oodiiJin citx'ate o.O i;art3 
A positivo rostilt xmp. in<]ic:-ited by the preaenco of growth. 
Motility v/ac deterrdued by ;;;rov/lng cu."'. iui'os at 
roon ter.:poj.'at\ire In {^lucoso broth for 18 to 20 hours and 
iiiiiaodiatcly oxaininin^;; by -aee of a hanfjirig drop slide. 
Gelatin litiuefaction uac doterrninod by ^x'oxrlii^ 
cult-ai'os for 14 days at C. in a gelatin laodiuiu of the 
£(3llovrinc comijosition: 
lieef ej:tract 0.3 parts 
Peptone 0.5 parts 
Qolat'in 12.0 parts 
After tho incubation p-.i'iod, tho cxiltrn'-od i;iedi\ir.i was 
cooled in ico v.'atoi"». A positive ro;,'ult was indie;, tod by 
failm^e of tlio gelatin to aolidlfy. 
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Reduction of n . ti^atos v/as dGtox'ininod after 
fovir days incubation at 37.5° C. in a medium of the 
follov/lng composition: 
Beef extract 0.3 parts 
Peptone 0.5 parts 
Potase.iixm nitrate 0.1 parts 
The prcaence of nitrite was determined by putting a few 
drops of suphanilic acid and alpha-napthylamine i^eagents 
in each broth culture. A positive tej3t was indicated by 
a distinct pink or red in the broth. The reagents v/ore 
made up according to dii'octions in the Manual of Methods 
for the Pui-e Culture Study of Bacteria (41) as follov;s: 
"Prepare sulphanilic acid i-eagent by dissolving 8 grams 
of sulphanilic acid in 1 liter of dilute sulphuric acid 
(1 part concentrated acid to 20 parts v/atei'). Prepare 
alpha-napthylaraine reagent by dissolving 5 grams of a 
naphthylainlne in 1 liter of very dilute sulphuric acid 
(l-po.rt concentrated acid to 125 parts water)." 
Formation of indol v;as determined after tliroe 
days Incubation at 37,5° C. in a one pei" cent solution of 
Bacto Tr./ptophane Broth (dehydrated). The Gore teclmic was 
follov/ed, vising the following solutions as outlined in the 
Manual of Methods for the Pure Culture Study of Bactex'la (41), 
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Solutlon 1 
Para-dlmothyl-amino-Tjonzalclehyde 1 grain 
Ethyl alcohol (95 por cent) 95 co, 
llydrochlor-ic acid, concentrated 20 cc. 
Solution 2 
Satux'atQd aqueous solution of potassium 
perauli'ate (KgSgOs)*.. 
The plug of the culture tube (of v/hite absoi'hent cotton) 
v/aa removed, moistened first with five drops of solvition 
No. 2 then v;ith the same amount of solution ITo, 1. The 
1,'lug was replaced and pushed dovm until within an inch of 
the sui'face of the culture, A positive test v/as Indicated 
"by the appearance of a red color on the plug due to the 
volatile indol. 
Action in litraus iTdlk was determined after 
grov.th for 14 days at 37.5° C. 
Fermentation of cai>hohydrates with acid and gas 
pr-odixotion was de^termined after incuhation for tliree days 
at 37.5° C. The medium was composed of one part peptone 
and one part of the test cai^bohydr'ate, A five per cent 
alcoholic solution of "brova-crosol-purple was added as an 
Indicator at the iate of 0.5 cc. per liter of mediiuii. Acid 
production was indicated by the appearance of a yellow color 
and gas production was noted in fermentation tubes. These 
cai'bohydrates were sterilized for 20 minutes at 15 pounds 
presaure with the excoption of lactose "broth v;hich was 
sterilized Tor IS minutes at 12 pounds prossur'e in order 
to lesr.en the chances of inversion. The lactose broth 
tubes were then held in the incu"bator over night to 
detect unsterile tuT^es. 
Results Obtained 
Identification of Cultures Isolated from 
Dairy Products 
Raw Milk 
On© hundred and. two samplos of raw milk wei-e 
examined for the numbers and species of EscherichJla-
Aerobactcr oa?ganiBm3 present. These sam'")l63 repx'e-^ej-ited 
the raw milk supply of the College Dairy and 13 pasteuriz­
ing plants locnted in 7 lov/a cities. None v/ere taken durin;; 
July and August and the lai'-ger pai-'t botv/een January and 
June. 
Comparative Escherichia-Aerobcicter counts and 
identity of the cultui-es isolated frora rav/ milk are 
repox'tod in table II. A comparison of the Escherichia-
Aerobactcr counts on 50 sajuijles by the enricliraont aiid 
plating methods SIJOV/S that they cheolc well when it is 
cojaaidered that the proba'ole number of organisms pei* cc. 
with two tubes pej? dilution is only an approximation. 
Buchanan and Pulmer make the statement that for accurate 
resu].t3 five samples per dilution should bo used. This was 
TABLE II 
Comparative Escherichia-Aerobacter Counts and 
Identity of Cultures Isolated from Raw Milk. 
Sample: E-A Count Description of Cultures Isolated 
Wurober: £MB : Broth :Method of :<:3ult. 0 • :Reaative. 
« 
• Plate s Tube :Isolation :Ho. :Typ© : Identified Species tPrequency 
1~ AP Ml E. grunthali 10. 0 
5 AP H2 E. comniimlor 10.0 
9 < 1 BT BM3 E. coli 10.0 
11 6 BT H54 E. paragrunthali 6.7 
BT m5 E. vesiculiformans 3.3 
14 3 BT Ba7 E, connmmior 5.0 
BT Bsao E. coli 5.0 
15 250 BT ma E, formica^* 5.0 
BT BSIll II n -ss-
n » 
5.0 
23 700 600 AP M14 H 5.0 
— BT SIO E. coll 5.0 
24 40 60 AP M20 A A. aerogenes 5.0 
BT S12 E S. coli 5.0 
25 30 25 AP M22 S E. commimior 6.7 
AP M23 A A. oxytocum 3.3 
33 130 . 250 AP M24 E E. enter!ca 10.0 
39 1,400 2,500 AP- il25 E E. grunthali^ 2.5 
AP M26 I A. aerogenes"" 7.5 
44 no growth 6 BT BH27 E E. anaerogenes 10.0 
59 8,000 25,000 AP M56 I A. oxytocum 10.0 
64 90 250 AP M39 E E. ve siculiformans 10.0 
67 60 60 AP M42 E E. ve siculiformans 6.7 
AP M43 A A. cloacae 3.3 
72 440 2,500 AP M49 I E. anaerogeioes 10.0 
73 20 25 AP M51 E E. pseudocololdes 5.0 
BT mso E E. pseudocoloides 5.0 
75 no growth 13 BT m53 E. paragrunthali 10.0 
76 no growth 6 BT m54 E. pseudocololdes 10,0 
77 uzisat* 60 BT BM55 A A. aerogenes 10.0 
82 no growth <1 BT ^59 E Citrobacter 10.0 
83 15 60 BT BE460 E Citrobacter 10.0 
84 30 250 BT EM65 E E. pseudocoloides 5.0 
BT EM66 E E. pa3?agrimthali 5.0 
86 no growth <1 BT EM68 A A. aerogenes 10.0 
87 20 6 BT m69 E E. psetido coloide s 10.0 
I 
M 
CD 
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77 unsat. 60 BT H555 A A. aerogenes JLU*U 
82 no growth. <1 BT M59 E Citrobacter 10.0 
83 15 60 BT Bld60 E Gitrobacter 10.0 
84 30 250 BT Hd65 E E. pseudocoloides 5.0 
BT m66 E E. paa?agrunthali 5.0 
86 no growth <1 BT mea A A. aerogenes 10.0 
87 20 6 BT BM69 E E, psetidocoloides 10,0 
90 unsat. 6 BT m7i I A. aerogenes 10.0 
94 unsat* 250 BT BI74 E E. coll 10.0 
96 unsat* 6 BT BM75 A A. aerogenes''^ 10.0 
100 no growth 50 BT m78 A. aerogenes^ 10.0 
101 no growth <1 BT m79 E. pseudocoloides 10.0 
102 400 250 AP M80 A A. oxytocum 8.7 
AP M81 wind E. paragriinthali 1.3 
104 170 2,500 AP Ma2 E Citrobacter 6.5 
AP M83 E E. enterica 3.5 
105 unsat. 25,000 BT QI85 wine E* communior 2.0 
BT BM86 E E. enterica 
E. formica , 
8.0 
106 unsat. 2,500 AP M84 E 10.0 
107 unsat. 2,500 BT ms7 E E. neapolitana 10.0 
3.08 unsat. 250,000 BT BM88 E E. vesiculiformans 10.0 
110 50 60 AP M91 E E, pseudocoloides 5.0 
BT M96 E E. pseudocoloides 5.0 
111 10 13 A? M92 I Citrobacter 10.0 lis ISO 250 AP U93 I E. anaerogenes 5.0 
BT M97 I E. vesiculifoirmans^ 5.0 
114 500 60 AP M94 E Citrobacter 10.0 
116 no growth 25 BT M98 A A. oxytocum 10.0 
118 no growth 60 BT M99 I A. aerogenes'' 10.0 
119 unsat. 600 BT MlOO E E. coll 10,0 
Atypical 
<1 
AP 
BT 
A 
E 
I 
unsat. 
Relative ) 
Frequency) 
Key 
Either gas entirely absent from 1 cc. quantities of milk or one 
tube positive, the other negative. 
Culture isolated from eosin-methylene-blue agar plates. 
Culture isolated by enrichment method from broth tubes, 
Aerohacter type colony. 
Escherichia type colony. 
InteiTaediate type colony. 
Plate count not determined due to overcrowded plates or spreaders. 
The number of organisms based on a total of ten organisms of 
Escheriehia-Aerobacter types per sample. 

TABLE II {continue d) 
« 
Sample; E-A Coxmt Description of Culttires Isolated 
Huniber: BiB •• ; JBrotii :Method of ;Cult• • • jRelativ.© . 
9 Plat© : Tub© ;Isolation :Ho. ;Typ0 : Identified Species :Frequency 
121" 4,400 25,000 AP M102 E Cltrobacter '9.6^ 
AP M103 A A. cloacae 0.4 
125 tinsat. 600 AP M104 E E. coli 10«0 
126 •unsat. 2,500 BT M108 E E, paragriinthali 10.0 
127 no growth. 3 BT M109 E E. paragrimthali 10.0 
128 no growtli 3 BT MHO E E. canrnmlor 10.0 
130 no growth 3 BT Mill E E. comaroaiop 10.0 
154 400 250 AP M113 E E. coll 10.0 
135 25 60 AP M116 E E. paragrun^hali 10.0 
156 no growth 6 BT M119 A A. oxytoeum"' 5.0 
BT M120 E E. coli 5.0 
137 550 2,500 AP M117 E E. pseudocoloide s^* 10.0 
138 2,500 AP M118 E E. ve 3 iculif ormans 10.0 
159 16,000 25,000 AP M122 E A. aerogenes 5.0 
AP M123 A A, cloacae 5.0 
141 400,000 >25,000 AP M121 E E. enteyica 10.0 
143 60 BT HI A E. coli'' 5.0 
BT R2 A E. paragriinthali 5.0 
146 25 BT R4 A E. coll 10.0 
149 600 BT R3 A Citrobacter 10.0 
152 • 600 BT R5 A A. cloaca© 2.5 
BT R6 I Citrobacter 7.5 
156 3 BT R7 A Citrobacter 10.0 
159 600 BT RS A A. cloacae 10.0 
163 >1 BT R9 A E. coli'' „ 10.0 
167 250 BT RIO A A. cloaca©^ 10.0 
170 250 BT RH A A. cloaca©"'^ 5.0 
BT R12 E Citrobactsr 5.0 
174 250 BT R13 A A. cloacae^* 10.0 
177 250 BT R14 A A. cloacae^ 
cloacae 
10.0 
181 60 BT PJ.5 A A, 10.0 
189 60 BT R16 E E. coll 10.0 
193 250 BT R17 A E. coiJEirunlop 10.0 
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not poaslblo in this 3t\icly aa It v/ould l avo aeriotxsly 
limited the nuraijer* of >lea which could Imvo been 
handled, Discrission of the counts obtained appears later 
in the section dealing with number of organisms present 
in J'av; mlllc. Diiring the early part of the study, winter 
samples regulai'ly gave a lev/ Escharichia-Aerobacter count 
by the dilution method, gas often being absent from 1 cc. 
quantities of milk. As these results v/ere contrary to 
those reported by a number of other investigators, it was 
thought that the technic used might be at fault Uiiti;-. a 
comparison of the two methods sliov/ed that Escherichia-
Aerobacter colonies v/ero not developing on eosin methylene 
blue ag!ir plates prepared from a 0.1 co. dilution, the 
lowest diliition that could be used for aatiafactcry plates, 
Hinety-one cultu:?es were isolated from seventy 
samples of milk, Tiiirty-four of the cultures were 
isolated from eosin methylene blue agar plates poured by 
the direct plating method while fifty-seven cultui-es were 
isolated by the enrichment method. Cultures wore isolab ed 
by the direct plating method whenever possible due to the 
possibility of ono type overgrowing another during enrich­
ment, as has already been discussed. Vihere the Escherichia-
Aerobacter count was below 25 per cc,, cultures were not 
ordinarily isolated from plates as too few colonies were 
pi'^escnt (two or tliree v;ith 0.1 cc, dilution) to accurately 
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dotormlno tlie relative proportion of tlio different types. 
Plates containing between 10 and 250 colonies were pre­
ferable for iaoltvbion purposes. 
The coiiipai'ative percentages of the species 
isolated from raw milk are summarized In table III. The 
percentages of organisms are based on relative frequency 
values calculated on a basis of ten organisms of 
Escherichia-Aerobacter types per sample, ^'Vheii compared 
v/ith percentages as calculated on the basis of number of 
cultures isolated, as most workers have done^, the results 
are px'actically the same. This v;as due principally to 
the fact tlmt in the majority of cases (48 samples) but 
one species viaa detected. 
The data shov/ that the genus Escherichia 
comprised 61.7 per cent of the EschericMa-Aerobactei» 
organises, the genus Aerobactor 25.9 per cent and the genus 
Citrobacter 12.4 per cent. The genus Escherichia contained 
10 3T)ooies of which K. coll was luost numerous (14,3 per 
cent of all Eacherichia-Aerobacter ox'sanlsiiia) followed by 
E. coattiiyinior, E, i)aragrunthali, E. 
vesiculifoinaans, E. enterica, E. formica, E. anaer.ogenes, 
gr"unthali and E. neap oil tana. The genus Aerobe.cter 
contained tliree species of which A. aerogenes was most 
numerous (11.1 per cent of all Eacherichia-Aerobacter 
orgu,n4.s-u3) followed by A. cloacae and A. qxytoctm. 
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TABLE III 
Comparative Percentages of Species 
Isolated from Raw Milk. 
Species 
EsCherichla-Aerobacter 
Cultures cCrganlsma 
t 
Number :Per cent .:Per cent 
E. coli 18 13.2 14,3 
pseudocoloidea 9 9.9 9.3 
ooranrunior 8 8.8 8.4 
paragrttnthali 8 8.8 8.4 
ve siculiformans 6 6.6 6.4 
enterica 4 4.4 4.5 
formica 4 4.4 3.6 
anaerogenes 3 3.3 3.6 
griinthall 2 2.2 1.8 
neapolltana 1 1.1 1.4 
Total 57 62.7 61.7 
A, aerogenes 9 9.9 11.1 
cloacae 10 11.0 9.5 
oacytocum 5 5.4 5.3 
Total 24 26.3 25.9 
Cltrobacter 10 11.0 12.4 
Grand Total 91 100.0 100.0 
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Pastevxr'lKed Milk 
Sixty-four s: rtiplos of pastiioriKed milk wore 
oxaminod for the mimbera and species of Eschorlclila-
Aerohacter orgai-sisms pronont, Thene samploa vjer'e from 
the sa;;ie 30IIJ."C0 of supply as the raw milk stunples 
reported in tables II and III so that results arc 
comparable. 
The number of Escheriohia-Aorobacter organisria 
according to tlie enrichjnent method and ider^tity of the 
cultui'es isolated fi-'om pantourlaed milk are reported iii 
table IV. Discussion of the Escherichia-Aerobactoi' counts 
appears later in this article in the section dealing vfith 
the nmubors of Escherichia-Aerobaoter ox'sanisras ocoTArring 
in milk. 
Due to the small numbers of Eschericliia-
Aerobacter organisms pres<';nt, the 3am ;leg could not be 
plated successfully. This nxade necessary the isolation 
of cultuT'es by the em'ichnient method. In ordei' to detect 
smll numbers of organisms, 10 cc» quantities of pasteurized 
Biilk vrevG used as inoculum in some cases. 
T\^fenty-one cultures were isolated from nineteoii 
samples of pasteurized milk. Eleven of these samples were 
taken at the College Dairy, ton from bottled milk and one 
from the pasteui»izins vat following pasteurization» The 
remaining eight samples were collected by extension workers 
TABLE rV 
Ntaaber of Escliericiiia-AeroTDacter Organisms and Identity 
of Cultures Isolated from Pasteurized Milk, 
Sample 
« 
« 
: E-A Count 
• 
« 
• Description of Cultures Isolated 
Number • • : Culttire : EMB'-' • • :Relative „ 
-
:Broth Tube : Number ; Type ; Identified Species : Frequency'*' 
66~ >250 OT37 E E. pseudocoloides"" 10.0 
62 25„ M38 E E. paragriinthali 10.0 
65 <1^ EM40 E E. vesiculiformans""""" 10.0 
70 <1 EM41 E E. gruntha^ 
A. cloacae 
10.0 
80 25 BM56 A 10.0 
85 6 M67 A A. cloacae 10,0 
93 >250 BM73 I E. paragrunthall 10.0 
109 6 mB9 E E. pseudocoloides 5.0 
BM90 A A. cloacae 5.0 
120 <1 MlOl E E. pseudocoloides 10.0 
145 <1 PBl A Citrobacter 10.0 
154 <1 PB3 A E, ooli 10.0 
158 <1 PB4 E Citrobacter 5.0 
PB5 A Citrobacter 5.0 
166 <1 PB9 A E, coli 10.0 
172 >25 PB12 E Citrobacter 10.0 
176 6 PBIS E Citrobacter 10.0 
183 <1 PB14 A Citrobacter 10.0 
184 <1 PB15 A Citrobacter 10.0 
194 <1 PVl A E. pseudocoloides*"'"''* 10,0 
195 3 PB16 I E, communior 10,0 
* See key for table II 
Atypical 
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at si2: Iowa pasteurising plunta. Throe of theae samples 
were from bottled, milk and rive wex^e taken from the 
paateurlzing vat following paatexirization. 
The percentages of the species Isolated from 
pasteixrlzed milk on the basis of nvunbers of cultures 
are 3untiuix»ised in table V. The data show that the i^enus 
Sachorichia comprised 57,2 per cent of the PJscherichia-
Aerobacter organisms, the .^enus Aerobacter 9,5 poi> cent 
and the ;2.enus Citrobacter .'33.3 per cent. The geniis 
Escherichia contained six opecies of which E. pseudocoloides 
was raost common (23.8 per cent of all cultures) followed by 
E. coll, E, paragrilntbali, E. coromunior, E. griintliali and 
E, vesiciiTifoi'mans. cloacae (9,5 per cent of all 
cultures) was the only species found belonging to the genus 
Aerobacter, 
A comparison of the predominant species of the 
raw lailk samples reported in table III r.nd of the 
pasteurized milk sa-iuplea reported in table V sl.ov^s 
significant differences, \7lille the total percentage of 
species belonging to the cenus Escherichia is about the same 
in each case (61.7 and 57.2 per cent), E, paeudocoloides 
constitutes 9,3 per cent of all organisms of the genus 
Escherichia in the case of the raw and 23.8 per cent in the 
case of the pasteurized mi3.k. Species belongding to the 
genus Citrogacter also constitute a larger porcentage of 
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TABLE V 
Percentages of Species Isolated 
from Pasteurized Milk. 
: Gultiires 
Species : : 
t Number : Per cent 
E. pseudocoloides 5 83.8 
coll 2 9,5 
paragrtinthali 2 9.5 
comawnlor 1 4.8 
griinthall 1 4.8 
vesiculiformans 1 4.8 
Total 12 57.2 
A. cloacae 2 9.5 
Citro'bacter 7 53.3 
Grand Total 21 100.0 
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tho flora in the pasteurized jnilk, 33,3 per cent aa 
against 12,4 per cent In the case of the raw rnlllc. 
Theae reaults v/oiild Indlc^ito cither that E, 
pseudocoloideand the apociea hGloncing to the genus 
Citrohactor are raore heat resistant than the other 
apeoiea in this group or tluit they are more likely to 
occur as cortarainanta follov/ing pasteurization. 
Heat resistance studies on two cultures, 
BM73 (E, paragrtothall) iaolated from a "bottle of 
paatcurizod railk and BK90 (_A. cloacae) isolated from a 
sample taken directly follov/ing pastem^'ization v;ero jiiade. 
The detailed results of this study are discussed later in 
the soctlon dealinjc, with the number of organisms occurx''ine 
in pastoui'ized inilk. Ten minutes at 62° C. (143,6'^ F.) was 
.the lon^^est survival time noted which indicates tiiat the 
presence of these oi'ganisjr.s in the pastexxrized saranles 
v/as due either to faulty pasteurization or to oontamnation 
following pasteui'ization. 
Unfortunately, the liiipoi"'tance of E. pseudocoloidos 
and the species belonging to the genus Cltrobacter v/as 
not realized at the tiiuo and no heat resistance stvidies 
wex-e r.iado of these species. 
Raw Ore am 
Thirteen samples of sweet and eleven of sour 
raw cream were examined for the numbers and species of 
Eacherlcliia-Aerobacter organisms present. Those aainplea 
repretsentecl part of the cr-cara s-J-pplied tho GollecQ Dairy 
roj? Imttorranklnc between Fe'bruax''y and. April, 1930• In 
most Instancer;, they wore composite samples rei:)resenting 
a miraber of patrons. Cream deliveries were laade tlireo 
timer, a v/eek during the period of sampling so that the 
cream ozamined was appi^oxiiiiately two days old, 
Compai'tttivo Bscherichia-Aerobacter covints aoad 
identity of the cultui'es isolated fi-»om raw oi'oam are 
reported in table VI, Due to the small nmibei' of samples, 
no attempt v/as made to classify the data on the basis of 
sweat and sour cream. 
A comparison of the Escherichia-Aerobacter coiints 
on 23 sam"i^l6s by the enrlcliment and dii'oct plating methods 
shows that they are in nieiicral agreement. Eighteen of 
the samples v/ere :?lated successfully by the direct plating 
method wl\ich. was a higher i^ex-centage of success tlian In 
the cane of the raw milk due to the lai'gei'' number of 
Escherichia-Aerobacter oi'ganlsms present. This made it 
possible to use higher dilutions in plating and loss 
trouble was Gncountei^ed with confusing types of colonies. 
S'0rty-t\70 cultures wer'e isolated from the 
twenty-triree sam les of raw cream, thirty-aix by the 
direct plating method and six by the enricliment method. 
TABLE VI 
Comparative Escherichla-Aerobacter Cotints 
and Identity of Culttti»es Isolated tpcm 
Eaw Cream. 
E-A Comt 
Sample s Agai? : Broth :Method of rCult. • • ;Relative. 
N-umljer : Plate : 3}ube :lsolatioxr :Ho, zType • « Identified Species :Prequency 
28 •Qiisat^ >2,500 AP CI E E, coli 10.0 
29 tinsate 25,000 AP C2 E Citrobacter 10.0 
30 Tinsat. 25 BT BC3 E E. comrtmniop 9,0 
BT BC4 A A. cloacae 
foiTnica JT 
formica'^ 
1.0 
51 110 60 BT BG5 E. 3.3 
BT BC6 E. 6.7 
32 75,000 25,000 AP C7 A A, aerogenes 8.0 
AP C8 E E, coll 2.0 
35 imsat» >25,000 AP CIO A A. oxytocum^ 10.0 
37 53,000 60,000 AP CU A A. cloaca©^"^ 0.6 
AP 
AP 
C12 
C13 
E 
A 
Citrobacter^ 
A. cloacae . 
5.7 
3.7 
38 4,300 3,000 AP C9 E A. aerogenes 
aerogenes*"®" 
10.0 
41 34,000 60,000 AP C14 E A. 3.0 
AP C15 A A. cloacae 6.0 
AP C16 wine A. aerogenes^] 
aerogenes 
aerogenes^ 
aerogenes 
1.0 
42 90,000 25,000 AP C17 E A. 10.0 
45 tmsat. 250 BT BC19 E A. 7.0 
BT BC20 A A. 3.0 
46 1,000 600 AP C21 I E. neapolitana 6.7 
AP C22 A A. oxytocxm 3.3 
47 12,000 6,000 AP C23 A A. ox^octnn 10.0 
48 700,000 250,000 AP C24 E E. comniunloj? 10.0 
49 25,000 25,000 AP G25 A A. cloacae^ 10.0 
51 250,000 250,000 AP G26 E E. conmunior 10.0 
55 l,rOOO 600 AP 034 E £.  enterica 9.0 
AP CS5 I E. coll 1.0 
56 100,000 250,000 AP C32 E E. paragriinthali 1.0 
AP C33 E E. anaerogenes 9.0 
57 39,000 60,000 AP C31 I A. aerogenes^' 2.0 
AP C29 E Citrobacter 4.0 
AP CSO T A- aeroErerte 4-0 
I 
CD 
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SO tinsat* 25 BT BC3 
BT BC4 
31 110 60 BT BC5 
BT BC6 
32 75,000 25,000 AP 07 
AP C8 
35 tmsat. >25,000 AP CIO 
37 53,000 60,000 AP en 
AP 012 
AP 013 
38 4,300 3,000 AP 09 
41 34,000 60^,000 AP 014 
AP 015 
AP 016 
42 90,000 25,000 AP 017 
45 tmsat* 250 BT BC19 
BT BC20 
46 1,000 600 AP 021 
AP 022 
47 12,000 6,000 AP 023 
48 700,000 250,000 AP 024 
49 25,000 25,000 AP 025 
51 230,000 250,000 AP G26 
55 1,000 600 AP C34 
AP 025 
56 100,000 250,000 AP 032 
AP 033 
57 39,000 60,000 AP 031 
AP 029 
AP 030 
58 28,000 6,000 AP 027 
AP C28 
71 200,000 60,000 AP 045 
AP 046 
AP 047 
AP 048 
88 89,000 250,000 AP 061 
AP 062 
89 160,000 600,000 AP 063 
AP 064 
* see key for table II 
atypical 
E E, communiop 
•kW V V# 
9.0 
A A. cloacae 
formica 
formica"** 
1.0 
E. 3.3 
E. 6.7 
A A, aerogenes 8.0 
E E. coli 2.0 
A A. oxytoctzm^ 10.0 
A A. cloacae^'^ 0.6 
E 
A 
Citrobacte^ 
A, cloacae . 
5.7 
3.7 
E A. aerogenes^" lOoO 
E A. aerogenes*^" 3.0 
A A. cloacae 6.0 
wine A. aerogenes^^ 
aerogenes^" 
aerogenes^ 
aerogenes 
1.0 
E A, 10.0 
E A. 7.0 
A A. 3.0 
I E. neapolitana 6.7 
A A. oxytocxnn 3.3 
A A. ox^ocTim 10.0 
E E. coinnrunior 10.0 
A A. cloacaei^ 10.0 
E E. comnnxniop 10.0 
E £. enterica 9.0 
I E. coll 1.0 
E E. paragriinthali 1.0 
E E. anaerogenes 9.0 
I A. aerogenes*^* 2.0 
E Citrobacter 4.0 
I A. aerogenes'^ 
aerogenes 
aerogenes^ 
4.0 
E A. 3.0 
E A. 7.0 
wine A, cloacae 0.5 
I A. oxytoctnn 0.6 
wine A, ox^octtm 1.3 
wine Oitrobacter 7.6 
A A. aerogenes 0.1 
E E. coll 9.9 
A A. aerogenes 0.4 
E E. paragrimthall 9.6 
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The comparative percentages of the species 
isolated from raw cream are summarized in table VII. 
The data show that the gonua Escherichia comprised 42,2 
por cent of the Escherichia-Aerobacter organisms and 
33.4 per cent of the cultures while the genus Aerobactei^ 
comprised 45,9 per cent of the organisms and 57.vl per 
cent of the cultures. It is evident from these differ­
ences that it v/ould have been erroneous to determine the 
proportion of species of the Escherichia and Aerobacter 
genera on the basis of the numbei' of cultvires Isolated. 
The genus Escherichia contained seven species 
of which E. communior was present in largest numbers 
(12.6 per cent of all Escherlchia-Aerobactoi' organisms) 
followed by E. coli, E. pax-'agrunthali, E. formica, E. 
enterica, E. anaerofjenes and E. neapolitana. 
The genus Aerobactei' contained three species 
of which A. aerogenes v/as present in largest numbers 
(25.4 per cent of all Escherichia-Aerobacter ox'ganisms) 
followed by A, oxytocum and A. cloacae. 
The results indicate that the Escherichia 
and Aerobacter genera are present in about equal niimbers 
in rav; cream and that A, aerogenea is the species most 
commonly present, making up approximately 25 per cent 
of all organisms of the Escherichia-Aerobactei^ group. 
TABLE VII 
Comparative Percentages of Species 
Isolated from Raw Cream. 
: Escheriohla-Aorobacter 
Species ; Oulttucea " ' tOr'ganlsma 
• t » 
• • • 
:Number :Per cent jPer cent 
E. communior 3 7.1 12.6 
coli 4 9.5 10.0 
paragrunthali 2 4.8 4.6 
formica 2 4.8 4.S 
enterlea 1 S,4 3.9 
anaerogenes 1 2.4 3.9 
neapolitana 1 2.4 2.9 
Total 14 33.4 42.2 
A. aorogenea 15 30.9 25,4 
cloacae 6 14.3 9.5 
oxytociam 5 11.9 11.0 
Total 24 57.1 45,9 
CitrolDacter 4 9.5 11.9 
CFrand Total 42 100.0 100.0 
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Ice Cream 
Twenty samples of comDiorcial ico croara from 
twelvG plants were examined for the niimbers and species 
of Eschericlaia-Aoro'bacter organisms present. The 
Escherichia-Aei'obacter coimta were determined by Lir, E. N, 
Pabricitts by the enrichment method already deacribedj 
since ice cream is normally hold at low temperatures and 
since certain Aerobactor strains grow better at 30° G« 
than at 37,5° C., comparative counts v/ero made at the 
two Incubation temperatm''os. Tlrie Escherichia-Aerobacter 
counts and types of Escherichia-Aei'obacter organisms were 
essentially the same at both temperatures so that 
comparative results are not reported. 
The Escherichia-Aerobacter counts by the enr-ich-
ment method and the identity of the cultures isolated at 
300 Q, are reported in table VIII• 
Sixteen cxilturos were Isolated from sixteen 
samples of ice cream. The percentages of species present 
based on the nimber of ctiltiires belonging to each, are 
summariried in table IX« The data shov; that 31»3 per cent 
of the Escherichia-Aerobacter cultures belonged to the 
genus Escherichia while 5G.2 per cent belonged to the 
genus Aerobacter, The remaining IS.5 per cent was made 
up of species belonging to the genus Citrobacter. The 
Escherichia organisms belonged to three species (E, coll, 
E. communlor and E. paeudocoloides) while the Aerobacter 
•"SS"" 
TABLE VIII 
Number of Escherlchla-Aerobacter Or­
ganisms and Identity of Cultures 
Isolated from Ice Cream* 
• • 
Sample tE'-A Count; Description of Cultures Isolated 
Number: : Culture sjEfitfei?'; 
iBtoth Tubo:Number :Type: Identified Species 
: : : : 
197 25 PI A • A. aerogenes 
198 25 P3 A A, cloacae 
200 3 P5 A E» coli 
201 25 P6 A A, cloacae 
202 25 F7 A E* coraraunior 
203 250 P8 A A. aerogenes"^"'' 
204 25 P9 A A. cloacae 
205 250 PIO A A* cloacae 
206 2500 Pll E Citrobacter 
207 25 P13 I E» coli 
210 2500 P15 A A. aerogenes 
211 25 P16 I A* cloacae 
212 250 P17 A E. communlor 
213 3 FIB wine Citrobacter 
215 25 F21 A E. pseudocoloides' 
216 250 F22 A A. cloacae^ 
see key for table II 
atypical 
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TABLE IX 
Percentages of Species Isolated 
from Ice Cream, 
Species 
• 
• 
• 
• Cultures 
• 
• 
: N-umber 
• 
• 
; Per cent 
E, coli 2 12.5 
cojanunior 2 12.5 
pseudoooloides 1 6.5 
Total 5 31,3 
A, cloacae 6 37.5 
aerogenea 3 18,7 
Total 9 56.2 
Citrobacter 2 12,5 
Grand Total 16 100.0 
organisms belonged to two species (A. cloaGae and A. 
aerogones). A. cloacae v/as tlio predominant spoclea 
comprising 57,5 per cent of all the Eschorlcliia-
Aerolnicter cultures studied. 
An the history of tho sonnies v/as not available, 
the si(];nifIcance of the presence of these species could 
not he dotei'TP-ined, The limited nuinbor of cultures 
studied also makes the drawing of definite conclusions 
lllo[',lcal. 
Defective Butter 
Twenty-fivo cultures, belonging to the 
Escheriohia-Aorohacter group, v/hlch v/ero isolatod hj 
Dr. 13, W. Hairaaer and tii', H, A. Derby from samples of 
defective butter were identified. Tj^eae cultures were 
isolated by an enricliment method and were secured in a 
search for other oi-ganisms so that their signifl. mice 
is xmcertain. 
The identity of the Escherichia-Aerobacter 
cultures isolated is r-epoi'ted in table X, A. aerogeues 
v/as predominant, compx'lslng 60 per cent of the 25 cultures 
The remaining cultures wore identified as A, oxytocum 
(16 per cent), A. cloacae (12 per cent) and species belong 
Ing to tho genus Citrobacter (12 per cent). The absence 
of the Eschericlrla section indicates that conditions in 
butter are not favorable for growth or survival of those 
TABI.E X 
Identity of Eselierichia-Aerobacter 
CTiltures Isolated from De­
fective Butter. 
Sample 
• • 
• • 
;Culture: 
• 
• 
• 
Number :Number : 
• « • • 
Species ! Source of Sample 
• • 
B1 3 A, aerogenes Control butter from past, cream 
B2 4 A. oxjtocum'''\ Butter Ic 
BS 8 Ae aerogenes"^ Defective butter 
n 9 A. aerogenes Defective butter 
B4ZI 10 A, aerogenes Defective butter 
B5__ 11 A, oxytocm Defective butter, predominant type 1! 12 A, oxytoctna Defective butter, predominant type 
14 A, cloacae Defective contest butter from British. Columbia, 
from surface 
n 15 A. cloacae Efom interior of above butter 
B7__ 17 Gitrobacter Defective Iowa butter produced under unsanitary 
conditions. 
B8 24 A, aerogenes'^ Surface taint ssmple 
n 25 A. aerogenes'"'" n ti t: 
B9,1Z 26 A, aerogenes* H !l H 
II 27 A. aerogenes n n n 
BIOZ 28 A. aerogenes ti n ti 
ti 29 A. aerogenes n 11 jj 
Bill 30 Gitrobacter n n H 
B12.._ 32 A, aerogenes !l !» t! 
n H IT 
« n H 
n 33 A, aerogenes 
Bl^ 34 A. aerogenes 
B14_ HI A. cloacae Defective butter tt H6 A. cloacae n n 
Bl^ D1 Citrobacter n K 
B16__ D2 A» aerogenes One year old Canadian butter 
BIT,, H70 A. aerogenes Butter 16, direct isolation 
Atypical cultures 
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organisins at the tompers-tures r.t which butter is 
ordinarily held and axxggests that the presence of the 
Aerobacter section in defective butter may be correlated 
v;ith certain defects. 
Ropy Milk and Cream 
Organisms of the Escherichla-Aerobacter group 
have frequently been reported as the cause of ropy milk 
and creaitt outbreaks which yearly cause considerable 
economic loss. 
The identity of Escherichia-Aerobacter cultui'ea 
isolated from ropy milk and cx'oam by workers at the Iowa 
Agricultural Experlijysnt Station is x'^eported in table XI. 
The data show that six of the nine cultures were 
aerogp-nes and that three vrnre oxytocum. Further study 
of 63 A. aerogenes and A. oxytocum cultures Isolated from 
non-ropy dairy products shov;ed that a majority produced a 
ropy condition in litmus milk held at 30° C. in from one 
to tliroe days. The ropy condition could be predicted, in 
most cases, by the appearance of a gummy layer at the 
sm''face. This condition was not noted with ciiltures be~ 
longing to the genus Escherichia, These results Indicate 
that organisms of the Aerobacter type, particularly A. 
aerogenes and A.oxytocj^, are commonly responsible for 
outbreaks of ropy milk and croam. 
While the Aerobacter species are most commonly 
concerned, at least one outbrealc has been reported as due 
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TABLE XI 
Identification of EachericMa-Aerobaoter 
Cultures Isolated from Ropy Milk and Cream. 
• • 
• • 
Sample; Culttire: 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Number:Number : 
• • 
• • 
Species : Source of Sample 
• 
1 19 A. aerogenes Plymouth cream, ropy stock 
culture. 
2 22 A. aerogenes Cream, ropy stock culture 
3 25 A. oxytocum* Milk, ropy stock culture 
4 RPl A. aerogenes Ropy raw milk outbreak 
5 Rpa A. aerogenes II « 5) H 
6 RP3 A, aerogenes (I ti II II 
7 NRl A, aerogenes tt H « 11 
8 B125 A. oxytocum Slightly ropy sour cream 
9 B126 A. oxytocura'"* Ropy raw milk outbreak 
Atypical. 
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to the Escherichia type. Sadler md Middleraass (37) 
classed a luunber of cultui-es iaoiated from an outbreak 
of ropy Kii k as atypical E. neapolltana. They were 
atypical in that they failed to produce indol and grevf 
better at 21° 0. than at 37° C. 
Atypical Cultures 
Forty-eight Escherichia-Aei'obacter cultures 
could not be idGutlfled according to tlie scheme of 
classification used. These cultures v/ere repui'ified and 
all tests confirmed before i-aaking further study. As 
descriptions of these cultui'ea differed from those of 
defined species by single chax»acters not of sufficient 
importance to warrant the establislTnient of nev/ species, 
they have been considered atypical. 
The comparative niimbers of typical and atypical 
cultures of each species are listed in table XII. The 
key to this table s: avs that the characters eonsidoi'ed 
atypical were action on salicin and dulcltol, formation 
of indol and the liquefaction of gelatin. 
The data shov; tlmt 11 cultures belonging to 
the genus Escherichia (14.3 per cent of all cultures be­
longing to the genua Escherichia) v/er-e atypical. Three 
cultures of E. coll (15 per cent of all E. coli cultures), 
six of E. pseudocololdes (40 per cent) and one of E» 
vesiculiformana (14.3 per cent) were atypical in tliat 
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TABLE XII 
Comparative Nwrnber' of Typical and 
Atypical Cultures, 
Species 
• 
• 
; Esclierichia-Aerobacter Culturea 
• 
• 
:Typical 
• • 
# • 
: Atypical : Total 
E. coll 17 3 20 
communlor 14 0 14 
paragriintliall 12 0 12 
pseudocololdes 9 6 15 
ve slculiformans 5 2 7 
formica 0 6 6 
enterica 5 0 5 
anaerogenea 4 0 4 
grunthall 3 0 S 
neapolltana 2 0 2 
Total w IT m  
A. aerogenes 25 21 46 
cloacae 16 11 27 
oxytocum IS 5 17 
Total "SS W 
Grand Total 130 ' 48 178 
Key to Atypical Cultures 
E ,  coli 
" pseudocololdes 
" ve 3 iculif ormans 
II 
" formica 
A, aerogenes 
" cloacae 
" oxytocum 
no action on salicin 
no action on salicin 
no action on aalicln (1 culture) 
no action on dulcitol (1 culttire) 
formation of indol 
formation of Indol 
no action on salicin (1 culture) 
no noticeable liquefaction of gelatin 
(10 cultures) 
indol not foraed 
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thoy had no action on salioln. One culturo of E. 
veaictilifomians (14.3 pex* cent) v/aa atyvical in that 
it shov^ed no action on dulcltol. Six cultures of E. 
formica (100 per cent) v^oro atypical in that thoy formed 
indol. 
Of cultures belonging to the genus Aerohacter, 
37 (41.1 per cent of all cultures belonging to the genus 
Aorobactcr) vTere atypical. Twenty-one cultures of A, 
aerogenes (^5,7 per cent of all A. aerogenes cultures) 
v/ero atypical in that they formed indol. Ten cultujres 
A* were atyyical (37 per cent) in that gelatin 
liqiiefaction could not be observed. One culttire vms 
atypical in that no action on salicln could be detected. 
Five cultures of A. oxytocum (89.4 per cent) were atypical 
in that indol formation was not observed. 
In view of the large number of cultures found to 
be aty- ical with respect to indol formation, it v/as 
decided to determine the constancy of this character by 
a study of 136 cultxires of the Escherichia-Aerobacter 
group containing approximately equal nximbers of indol-
forming and non-lndol-forming strains. The test for form­
ation of indol v/as repeated on these cultures after they 
had been held for tiiree months on agar slopes at 7,2° C. 
A pei-fect correlation was found which indicates tlmt indol 
foi-'mation was a reliable and constaait character for the 
particular species concerned in tliis study. In view of 
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tliG fact that Indol forniutlon la a cliaracter not tiaod in 
the key foi'' separation of opeclos, it ia sjuggoatod that 
tho specific doaci'lr-tions of the species E. formica. A, 
aerogonos and A. oxytocuci bo chan^od to road, "Indol may 
or may not be formed". 
Ten cultiires could not he identified because 
they v/(;re motile and did not liquefy gelatin. None of 
the species in the scheme of classification used would 
fit this description. These cultures might liave boen 
classified eithei' as A. cloacae, atypical in that gelatin 
liquefaction did not take plact or A, aorogenes, atypical 
in that motility was observed. As gelatin liquefaction 
is frequently slow and relatively difficult to recognize 
(Weldin (45)), it is probably a less reliable character 
than motility. For this reason, the cultures were 
classified as atypical _A, cloacae, atyj^ical in that they 
caused no noticeable liqxiefaction of gelatin. 
Identification of Escherichia and Aerobacter 
Types from Appe.'.:I'ance of Colonies on I^osin 
Methylene Blue Agar 
The identification of Escherichia and 
Aerobacter types from the appearnce of colonies on eosin 
methylene blue agar is reported in tables II, IV, VI and 
VIII, The data ahov; tliat the Escherichia and Aerobacter 
types v/ere correctly identified in 70,5 per cent of tho 129 
oult;m''ea atudied. Taenty-ttipee culfcui'ea belonfjing to 
tlio genus. Gitrobacter v/ei''e omlttod froni the compariaon, 
being raost coriEionly mistalcon for the Eachorichla type. 
In the case oi' the x'omainir-g 33 cultures vn^'ongly Identi­
fied, each type was mistaken for the other in about an 
equal number of cases. 
The accuracy of the type identification noted 
her'e did not equal that reported by Leviiie (27) v/ho found 
that in \7ater analysis work in Iowa, 96,9 per cent of 102 
colonies fished as probable Bact, coli px'ovod to be such 
and 82,4 per cent of 122 colonies fished as Bact, 
aerogenes proved to bo such. It is probable that an 
accuracy app3?oximatins Levine's could have been attained 
v;ith more expei'ience. 
Discussion 
The percentagQ of E3chei''ichia-Aei'>obactox' 
organisius in the raw milk v/nlch belonged to the f-enus 
Aorobacter (25.9 per cent) was lev; coEipared to the percent­
ages found by six other v/orkers v/hich have been summarized 
by Levine (27). Levine states that 43.1 per cent of 1382 
strains stiidled belonged to the aerogenes section. If 
additional samples liad been obtained in this stixdy daring 
the suimier months of July and August, it is possible that 
a higher proportion of organisms belonging to the genus 
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Aerobacter T/o^ild have "been found duo to the ability of 
the Aorobncter apecios to grow better than the Escherichia 
at torapcratures at ^vhich milk is ordinarily hold. This 
belief la supported by the fact that 45.9 per cont of the 
Escherichia-Aerobacter organisms present in the rav; cream 
belonged to the genus Aerobacter. As the cream v/aa held, 
approximately tv/o days before delivery, more opportunity 
for firov;th v/as afforded than in the milk delivered daily. 
Correct identification of the species concerned 
and ostabllsliment of the relative rr oportion of these 
species in various dairy products is a difficult problem. 
Era?icli3nent methods must be relied upon for isolation 
purposes whore small numbers are present. Direct plating 
metliods, such as the one xised in this study, offer good 
possibilities, especially v/ith rav/ milk and cream, v/hen 
the numbers of Escherichia-Aerobacter organisms are large 
enough to give agar plates suitable for isolation purposes. 
Summary 
Two hundred and four cultures belonging to the 
Escherichia-Aerobactei' group v/iiich wore isolated from 
two hundred thirty-six samples of raw and pasteurised milk 
and cream, butter" and ice cream v/ere identified on a 
species basis. Of the total number of cultures studied, 
91 wore fi»om raw. milk, 21 from pasteurized milk, 42 from. 
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raw cream, 9 from ropy milk and croam, 16 from ice 
cream and 25 from defective buttex*. 
A general sixmmary of the percentages of 
apeclea iaolntod from dairy products is given in table 
XIII. The data show the following: 
(1) The genus Escherichia comprised 61.7 
per cent of the Escherichia-Aerobacter group in raw railk; 
57*2 per cent in pasteurized milkj 42.2 per cent in ravi 
cream; 31.3 per cent in ice cream while none were foimd 
in samples of defective butter. 
(2) The rentxs Aerobacter comprised 88 per cent 
of the Escherichia-Aerobacter group in defective butter; 
56.2 per cent in ice cream; 45.9 per cent in x'aw cream; 
25.9 per cent in rav/ milk and 9.5 pei' cent in 
pasteui^ized milk. 
(3) The genus Citrobacter comprised 33.3 per 
cent of tne Eschei''ichla-Aei''obactei' groxip in pasteur»ized 
milk; 12.5 per cent in ice cream; 12.4 per cent in raw 
milk; ,12 per cent in defective butter and 11.9 per cent 
in rav; cream. 
(4) E. coli was the predominant species in raw 
milk (14.3 per cent of all Escherichia-Aerobacter ox'^gan-
isras); E. pseudocoloides in pasteurized milk (23,8 per 
cent); A. aerogenes in raw croam (25.4 per cent) and in 
defective butter (60 per cent); and A. cloacae in ice 
cream (37.5 per cent). 
lABLE XIII 
Stmimary of Percentages of Species 
Isolated from Dairy Products, 
Species 
Ttaw" 
HIT 
Dairy Product Soigce 
Past. Raw Cream : Ice Cream :Butter 
E. coli 14.S 9.5 10.0 12.5 
paeudocoloide s 9.3 23.8 0.0 6.3 
eoimnunior 8.4 4.8 12.6 12.5 
paragriinthali 8.4 9.5 4.6 
vesiculiformans 6.4 4.8 0,0 
formica 5.6 0.0 4.3 
enterica 4.5 0.0 5.9 
anaerogenes 3.6 0.0 3.9 
gruntiiali 1.8 4.8 0.0 
neapolitana 1.4 0.0 2.9 
Total 61.7 57,2 42.2 31.3 0.0 
aerogenes 11.1 0.0 25.4 18.7 60.0 
cloacae 9.5 9.5 9.5 37.5 12.0 
oxytocum 5.3 0.0 11.0 0.0 16.0 
Total 25.9 9.5 45.9 56.2 88.0 
jrobacter 12.4 33.5 11.9 12.5 12.0 
G-rand Total 100.0 100,0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
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(5) The gonuB Kschericliia contained ten apecios 
of wliioli (conniderins '^ air-y products) S. ooli v;i\s 
present in lai-'gGf:t mim^>ors followed by S» paoiulocoloides, 
2i* £2S?H'2~2£» l, E. veaiculifoviuana, 
E. J-'orraj-Ga, E, onterica, 1^. anaerogenea^ E. griinthali and 
15, noapolitana. 
(6) Tlio gonus Aorobacter contained tlu'oo spacios 
of v/hicli (ciDnsiderino all dairy products) A. aorogonos 
ocoil rod in largest nunbers follo\7ed by A., cloacae and 
h." 'bocum. 
ti* '•'-'•Qrogeneig and A, orytocxun v/ore the species 
reiir.'Ojnsible for ropinosa in nine samples of ropy niillc 
and crema. 
Porty-eiglit of tlie cultm-es could not Ixj 
positively identified and wore considered atypical 
strains of closely I'^olated species. 
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iriJIfflEH OP EBCIDKIGIIlA-iMKOBAOT^K ORGAiriSI.iS 
IH DAIRY PHODUCTS 
Past studies on tl e nurabor of Eachericliia-
Aerobacter oi'gan:".:u:is in dali'^y px'oducts have been carx-iod 
out, Tor the moat part, v/lth tho object of establishing 
their sanitary significanc-o. Varioi>.a factors may affoct 
the number of these organisms. One of the most important 
of theso factors ia tho temperature at which milk and 
cream is hold. The fact that these organisms grov; 
rapidly at temperatures above 10° C. (50° ?•) renders 
an interpretation of their sanitary significance 
difficult. 
The significance of tho presejice of these 
organisms in pasteui'i^jed milk and cream and ice cream is 
still .uncertain, A number of workers liave found certain 
strains capable of resistin(i pasteurisation at 62.8° C. 
(145° P.) for 30 minutes v/hile a number of other invest­
igators have found opposite results. The possibility of 
contamination follov/ing commercial pasteiii'lzation as v;oll 
as faulty pasteurization must also be considered. 
The work reported herein has been carried out 
with the object of determining the number of Escherichia-
Aerobacter organisms in raw and pasteurized milk and cream 
and ice creava v/ith different methods of iiandling. The 
survival of these organisms during commercial pasteuris­
ation has also been studied. 
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Revlow of Llteratiire 
In 1918, Ayors and CloDEner (2) mado an oztonslve 
study of the significance of the colon count in x'av; railk, 
Thej'' concludod that fresh milk produced under the best 
conditions always contained some organisras of the colon-
aero^enes group but rarely over 2,000 per cc., evon whon 
produced under the worst conditions normally encounteroci. 
They found thnt high colon counts could nearly always be 
attributed to the growth of ornanisraa original3.y introduced 
into the milk. 
Pinkelstein (12) found that where care vms used, 
the niunber of colon-aerogenes organisms in raw milk 
averaged less than 100 per cc, and whei'e Indifferent 
methods v;eie \ised, 588 per cc. 
In 1926, the Hew Hampshire State Board of 
Health (31) in a study of the rav; milk supply of that state-
found that one-thii'd of all the samples showed a colon 
value of 0 per 0,01 cc. and sixty per cent of all samples 
afforded a colon value not exceeding 10 per 0,01 cc. From 
this they concluded that the colon limit recogniaed by 
their depar-tment of not exceeding 10 per 0,01 cc, was 
sufficiently high to be entirely fair to the pralucor, 
Klimmer, Hauft and Borchers (24) in 1929, while 
investigating 12 mai^ket milk samples found that 57 per 
cent contained more than 10 coli-aerogenos colls per cc,, 
23.5 per cent being between 10 and 100, ten per cent betv/een 
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100 and 1,000 and ?.o.5 per cent over 1,000 cella per co» 
Niraieroua studies have "been raade on the stirvival 
of Eaoherichia-Aor'obacter organisms dxiring pasteurization. 
The i-eciults "reported toy tlio vai'ious v;ox>]cors are not in 
agreement so that the significance of the preserice of these 
organisms in pastouriaed dairy products is still luicertain. 
In 1915, Ayors and Johnson (3) fovind that the 
presence of luemhers of the Eucherichia-Aerobacter groiip 
in pasteurized riilk could not he taken as an indication 
of unsatisfactory heating. Of 174 cultirres studied, 95 
(54.5 per cent) survived 60° C,. for 30 minutes and IS 
(6.89 i3er ccnt survived 62,8° C. • 
The above results v/ere confirmed by Shippen (40) 
who studied 31 strains of organisms of the Escherichia" 
Aerobactor gj^oup isolated from pasteurized milks of 
Baltimore. Of the 31 strains, 11 remained viable after 
60° C. for 15 minutes J of those one was killed at 68° C. 
in 15 minutes and at 65° C. foi' 30 minutes, None of the 
oultui'es of A, aerogenea resisted treatment at 60° C. for 
15 nxinutoa, Shippen concluded tliat the pi'esence of E, 
coli in pasteurised milk was not to be interpreted as an 
index of Improper pasteuriaation nor of subsequent "contam­
ination. 
B'inlcelstein (12) found that the holding method 
left an average of 42 colon-aor'ogones organisms per cc* 
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of milk. In aomo cases, no colon-aerogenes organisms 
aui'vived. The critical temperature for the destruction 
of these organisms was sibout 62.8° C. 
Tanner and Dubois, in 1925, (43) repoi'^ted their 
experimental results indicated tlmt members of the colon-
typhoid group in milk, in the number's in which they occui», 
w e r e  d e s t r o y e d  b y  p a s t e u r i z a t i o n  ( 3 0  m i n u t e s  a t  6 0 ^  c , ) .  
In 1927, Brannon and Pi'ucha (8) foimd tlmt 
tliree colon organisms did not survive pasteurization for 
35 minutes at 62.5° C. 
Two years later. Tanner and Windsor (44) noted 
the possibility of resistant strains, or cultures contain­
ing some resistant cells, surviving a temijerature of 62.80 c. 
for 30 minutes. They used three methods of treatment; 
sealed tubes, open flasks and litmus milk tubes and found 
that they checked closely, Sui'vival v/as observed for a 
shorter time in open flasks than in sealed tubes. Only 
one of S3 cultures of E, coli survived the temperatures of 
62.8° C, for 30 minutes in sealed tubes. 
In 1930, Beavons (5) found in an examination of 
100 samples of pasteurized milk that in 32 per cent of the 
samples, Eschei^ichia-Aerobacter organisms were able to 
survive the temperatures used in commercial pasteurization. 
He concluded from this that the coli test was not a true 
index to pi-'oper pasteurizoLtlon, 
Haiiimer and Hvissonn, in 1931, (18) studied. 
throe oultiu'^ea of A. aerogenoa, that produced ropinsBa 
in railk, for their heat ro.<ilstance and found it to vary 
gv^oatly, \7ith one culture, orGanlams from an old 
di3.utod Eiillc or agar slope ciiltm'c survived C2.8"^ C. for 
10 riiiuutes but thoae from, a yoving milk cultux'O did not; 
With another culture organisina from either a youns or 
old diluted miUc or agar SIOIDG cultui>o failed to svu'vive 
61,1*^ C. for three minute25 v/lth a thii'd culture, organ­
isms from an old diluted milk OT agar slope c^.^lture 
regularly resisted 62,8° C. for 10 minutes and in some 
instances for 20 minutes althouo^i organisms from youjig 
ctiltur-es failed to resist these exposures, Their results 
indicated that, in some instances, rbpiness in pasteurized 
milk or products m.o.de from it ia due to contonlnatlon 
fbllov;ing the heating and that this possibility should be 
considered along with heat resistant causative organisms. 
In 1930, Beavens (4) sug;jested that survival of 
members of the Eacherichia-Aerobactor group in ice cream 
mimics pasteurised at 62,8° C. (1450 1?,) for 30 minutes may 
be cauaed by the protectix'-c action of the ]iigh sugar content, 
Pablan and Coulter (11) studied in ice cream the 
thermal death point of 53 cultures of E, ooll^ 7 cultui>es 
of A, acrogenes and 4 culturoa of lactosG-formonting 
organisms isolated from v;-ater but not definitely classified. 
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Pour detorminations xvere made. At 62,8° G. for 30 
minutes the poroentagoa Burvlving were 22,7, 6.8, 2,2 
and 2'-3.7 x-'espoctively for the successive determinations. 
These investir^ators found tliat ico cream had a greater 
protective action than slcim milk, all the cultures beln{; 
Icilled in slcim milk v/hen held at 62.8° G. for 30 minutes. 
Methods Used 
Determination of Prohahle lliomber of Organisms 
The number of Eschei-'ichia-Aerobactex' organisms 
was determined by the dilution method using gontian violet 
lactose peptone bile broth as the enrichment meditim. The 
composition of this meditim with a discussion of its ad­
vantages and disadvantages has already been given in the 
section dealing with the identification of cultures. 
The usual way of determining the number of 
organisms per unit voliune by the dilution method is to use 
dilutions in multiples of ten, V/lien a single tu.be is inocu­
lated with each dilution, the number of organisms present 
per unit volume may lie recorded as the reciprocal of the 
highest dilution shov;lng grov/th. If, for example, the 
highest dilution showing grov/fch is 0,01 cc,, the number of 
organisms may be designated as 100 per cc. 
The approximate number of Escherichia-Aei'obacter 
organisms per cc, was dotei''mined in this study by 
.V3' 
inoculating tv/o txxoos with each dilution and recording 
gas formation aftor 48 hours incubation at 37,5° C. The 
probable niuubei' of organisms v/as derived from an adapta­
tion of McCxady's (50) tables given by Buchanan and Fulmer 
(9) as follows: 
Host Probable Number of Organlams V,'-'.th 
IVo Tubes oi' Each Dilution 
Significant Ntunber Probable muriber of Ort-^anisjns 
200 2,5 
201 5,0 
210 6,0 
211 13,0 
212 20,0 
220 25.0 
221 70,0 
222 110,0 
The 31,'inifleant numbor miy be defined to include 
tho figures representijig the highest dilution in which all 
txibos are positive, and tho next tv/o. For example, for a 
series 1 cc., 0«1 cc,, 0.01 cc,, 0,001 cc., 0.0001 CO., 
tho results secured might be 22100, The significn.nt 
number is 210, Examination of the table shov/s tho 
probable number to be 6, This is tho probable number of 
bacteria in 0,1 cc. of the original srimnlo so that the 
probable number por cc, is 6 times 10 or GO, 
If in the series of dilutions, there is a 
negative follov/ed by a positive, such as in the series 
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1 cc»-!, 0,1 cc,-j 0,01 cc,+, 0,001 cc.-, tho probo.'bl© 
ntutfoor In takon aa tho r'eciprocal of tho clllution ne:ct 
pi-'occdi5A£S tho last poaitivo result, in this case 10 
per cc. 
Llothods of Sti^djilng Heat Realatance 
Yotmg aiid old cultm^es of the tost oi'ga^.ismn 
were prepared as follov;si T.tlllc tubes v;ere inoculated 
fi'om aj^ar slope cultui'os; o.ftei' 65 houra incubation at 
S7.5° C.j, transfers were made and the newly inoculated 
cultures incubated foi* 5 hoiu-'s at 37,5*^ C, 'fills resulted 
in a set of cultm'^es 70 hours old containing old. cells 
and a act of cultxu''G3 5 houra old containing young cells. 
Heat resistance studies were made on cultm^es 
diluted so that approximately tjie sarae number of organ-
isTiis v;ould be present in each case. This v/as done by 
adding 1 cc. of the 5 hour axD.tiu'e and 0,1 cc, of the 70 
hour calture to respective tubes of milk. The number of 
test organisms in those dilutions was determined by the 
standard plate method. 
The technic of the open pipette and sealed tube 
methods used for the study of heat resistan-ce was as 
follov/s; Open pipettes v^ere prepared by drav/ing glass 
tubing (5 riEu^) to a slender tip approxiraatoly 30 cm, long, 
the large ends of which wei-e plugged v/ith cotton and 
sterilised in pipette cases. The test cultui-es were then 
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drav/n up into the pipettes for a distance of approximately 
5 cm. (ono-twentieth to one-fortieth cc. of :rnilk) and the 
tips sealed. For the sealed tube xiethod, than v/all glass 
test tubes, 7,6 cm. long and of 8 mm, bore v/ere used. 
These tubes were sealed in a flame after 1 cc, of the 
test culture v/as introduced. 
The sealed tubes were then fastened to the 
coi-'respending pipettes v/ith a rubber band in such a way 
that the milk levels would be the same. After all were 
prepared, thoy were iDBnorsed in a water bath preheated to 
62° C, (143.60 F.), The variation in the temperature of 
the water was 0,2° C, Care was taken to have the milk 
level five or six inches beneath the siirface of the water 
and three or four inches above the bottom of the bath. 
Survival of the teat organisms was determined at 
ten, twenty and tJiirty minute intervals. Individual teat 
samples were prepared for each time interval. As each 
time intex'val was completed, the respective tubes and 
pipettes were withdi'avm and immersed in cold water to 
iimnediately check the heat effect. 
In discharging the heated cultures, the tips of 
the pipettes were dipped in HgCl2 solution, v/iped dry and 
broken using sterile cotton and the contents blown into 
sterile milk tubes. In the case of the sealed tubes, the 
tops were marked with a file, broken and 1,5 cc, of the 
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lioated culture pipetted to sterile railk tubes. V/liore 
growth did not appear in the tubes after five days 
incubation at 37,5° G,, It v/as concluded that the teot 
organisms did not survive the heat tx»eatment. 
Results Obtained 
Number of Escherichia-Aerobacter Organisms 
in Dairy Products 
Raw Milk 
Studies at tho College Dairy 
Escherichia-Aerobacter and standard plate 
counts were made on 38 samples of raw milk supplied the 
College Dairy betv/een January and June, 1930. Nineteen 
samples of night milk cooled to betv/een 50° P, and 60° P. 
and nineteen samples of uncooled morning milk were obtained 
from nine Individual patrons. Glass pipettes which would 
reach to the bottom of a ton .'oallon railk can were used in 
securing samples. 
The comparative Escherichia-Aerobacter and 
standard plate counts of the cooled and uncooled milk are 
reported in table XIV. It is interesting to note that 1 2  
of tho 38 samples contained leas than one Escherichia-
Aerobacter organism per cc. indicating that under carefixl 
methods of production, very fev/ of these organisms are 
present. The data in table XIV have been summarized in 
tables XV, XVI and XVII. 
TABLE XIV 
Comparative Bscherichia-Aerobacter and Standard 
Plate Counts of Cooled and TJncooled Raw Milk, 
1930 
:Approx, : : 
;Air Temp, : ; Sample Description 
Date :in Degrees: Patron ; 
:F. : Htmiber : 
• 
9 ... 
Cooled Kight Milk : TJnoooled Morning Milk 
• • • 
• • • ^oterial Cotmt : fecterial ^ount 
• • • E-A : Standard ; E-A : Standard 
Jan, 17 -10 8 6 25,000 3 9,700 
" 26 +20 1 <1« 6,300 <1 7,300 
FeT3..__ 3 30 5 <1 1,700 <1 3.100 
" ..6 35 2 6 2,200,000 250 24,000 
" 6 35 4 250 500,000 600 2,400,000 
"  . ™ 8  35 9 25 170,000 60 46,000 
" __JL7 30 5 <1 38,000 17,000 
Mar...jL5 40 5 <1 15,000 <1 10,000 
M a y 5  70 3 25,000 330,000 2,500 >1,000,000 
" ... 5 70 6 2,500 >5,000,000 2,500 15,000 
" -__21 70 1 13 36,000 60 190,000 
" 21 70 3 250 1,700,000 <1 8,500 
67 4 <1 99,000 3 84,000 
" -._27 67 7 2,500 250,000 600 170,000 
" _29 68 6 3 2,700,000 3 140,000 
" -_59 68 8 3 22,000 <1 16,000 
June__ 4 66 2 250 1,700,000 <1 35,000 
"  . _ 4  66 5 6 440,000 250 5,500 
" 4 66 9 2,500 >500,000 2,500 71,000 
<1 EsdiericMa-Aerobacter organisins absent from either one or 
two 1 cc. quantities of milk. 
TABLE X7 
Comparative EsdiericMa-Aerobacter 
Goxmts of Cooled and TJnoooled Raw 
Milk. 
Eseherichia-Aerobacter Counts 
Sample SoTirce « • 
: Less than 10 ; 10 to 100 
• 
« 
; Over 100 
I  • a • J • 
:Himiber sPer cent :Ntmber JPer cent sHimiber r.Per cent 
Cooled night 10 52.6 2 10.5 7 55.9 
Uncooled morning 10 52.6 4 10.5 14 36.9 
Total go 52.6 4 10.5 14 36.9 
TABLE XVI 
Influence of Season of Year on 
Escherichia-Aerobacfcer Counts. 
EsoliericMa-Aero'bacter Counts 
Season of Year • • 
: Less than 10 
• 
i 10 to 100 
• 
• 
: Over 100 
m 
• 
: Number 
• 
• 
:Per cent 
• 
: Number 
• 
• 
;Per cent 
• 
:Hum"ber 
• 
tPer cent 
Winter (Jan, - Mar.) 11 68,8 2 12.5 S 18.7 
Sumraer (May - June) 9 40.9 2 9,1 11 50.0 
TABLE XVII 
Correlation between Escheriohia-
Aerobacter and Standard Plate Counts. 
Standard Plate Counts 
E-A CoTmts 
Less than 100.000 
• 
; 100,000 to 1,000.000 
• 
• 
; Over 1, 000,000 
NuKiber 
• 
• 
:P0r cent 
• 
• 
zHtoober 
* 
• 
:Per cent 
• 
zNmber 
• 
• . .. . 
;Per cent 
Leas than 10 16 80.0 2 10.0 2 10.0 
10 to 100 2 50.0 2 50.0 0 0.0 
Over 100 4 28.6 5 35.7 5 35.7 
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Taale :r\r gives the comparative Eachox'icliia-
Aeroljactor tiounts of the cooled and vuicooled rav; milk. 
The data ahow that the nimbor of Eschcrichia-Ae'robactor 
organising v/as less than 10 per cc. in 52.6 per cent of 
all the samples; between 10 and 100 per cc. in 10,5 
per cenb; and over 100 pex' cc. in 36,9 per cent. The 
Eschorichia-Aerobactoi' counts ranced from less than 1 
to 25,000 per cc. The same i-olative percentages v/ere 
found for both the iiight and mox-ninc milk indicating 
tlaat the cooling factor v/as negligible if it vjas asstnned 
that all other factors having a bearing on the Escherlchia-
ft.erobactor counts v/ere the smue, 
Tlie influence of the season of year at \Thich the 
samples were taken on the Escherichla-Aerobacter counts is 
!:iho\vn in table XVI. Sixteen winter samples (January to 
Mai'ch) and twenty-two spring and summer samples (May to 
Juno) were studied. The data shov/ that 68»8 per cent of 
the winter samples and 40,9 per cent of the suimner 
saiiiples contained less than 10 Escherichla-Aerobacter 
orcar.isjiis per cc.; 12,5 per cent of the v;lnter samples 
and 9,1 per cent of the suinmer samples contained between 
10 and 100 per cc.; and 18,7 per cent of the winter samples 
and 50.0 per cent of the summer samples contained over 100 
per cc. 
The larger number of Escherichla-Aerobacter 
organisms in the summer samples was tincbubtedly due to 
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the fact that the milk was not as well cooled in the 
auimner, resulting In more favorable conditions for 
growth. 
The corrolation between the Escherichia-
Aerohacter and standard plate counts is reported in 
table XVII wJ.ich shows that 80 per cent of the samples 
with Escherichia-Aerobacter counts less than 10 per 
cent cc, had standard plate counts less than 100,000 
v/hile 50 per cent with F.scherichia-Aerobactor counts 
betv;een 10 and 100 .nd only 28,6 per cent with 
Eschei'lchla-Aerobacter counts over 100 had standard 
plate couiits less than 100,000 per cc. The above 
results indicate a slight correlation betv^een the 
Escherichia-Aerobacter and standard plate cotmts as is 
to be expected when such counts are due to growth rather 
than contamination. 
Studies from Iowa Pasteurisation Plants 
Eschei'lchla-Aerobacter and standard plato 
counts-"- were made on 20 samples representing the composite 
rav; milk supplies of 11 l0\va pasteurization plants. These 
samples v/ere secured by v/orkers of the dairy extension 
department of Iowa State College dviring April, lilay and 
June, 1930. Tliey represented part of a series of samples 
•"-Standard plate counts determined by lir. M, Michaelian* 
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taken before and after paatevirlzatlon. 
The .Eacherlchia-Aerobacter and standard plate 
countd are ahovm in table XVIII. The standard plate 
counts show that the milk v/as of poor quality, 70 per 
cent of the samples having standard plate counts ovor 
500,000 per cc. 
The data have been suimnarized in table XIX 
to show the correlation between the Escherichia-
and 
Aerobacter/standard plate counts. The table shows 
thn.t 40 per cent of the samples contained less than 
100 Escherichi^-Aerobacter organisms per cc« 
Pasteurized Milk 
Studies at the College Dairy 
The number of Escherichia-Aerobacter organisms 
in 53 samples of milk was determined before and after 
pastevirization and again after bottling. Fifteen 
pasteurization runs were represented by those samples^ 
The Escherichxa-Aerobacter counts of the raw milk 
samples v/ere not accxirato as they v/ere obtained just 
prior to pasteurization when the milk was at a temperature 
of 115° P. to 140° B'. The pasteurized milk samples were 
secured from the pasteurizing vat follov/ing pasteurization 
at 142° P. to 144° F, for 30 to 35 minutes. The milk was 
then cooled to 110° P., pumped over a surface cooler, 
cooled to apiDi'oximately 40° F. and bottled. The first 
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TABLE XVIII 
Comparative Escliericliia-Aerobacter 
and Standard Plate Goimts of Ravv Milk 
Supplies of Pasteiirization Plants, 
1930 : Plant Bacterial Count 
Date : Source 
: E—A 
• 
« 
: Standard 
April 9 A 25,000 5,700,000 
n  9 A 250 1,600,000 
II 10 B 60 4,000,000 
11 10 G <10 52,000 
If 19 D 60 1,600,000 
tt 24 G 250 320,000 
<1 26 H <1 300,000 
« 26 I 600 2,100,000 
26 J 250 1,100,000 
M 26 K 6 820,000 
Ma^ 3 L 250 1,900,000 
8 B 250,000}{- 7,000,000 
tt 22 K 60 360,000 
It 22 J 25 1,100,000 
n 22 M 60 1,300,000 
II 22 H 600 250,000 
11 23 a 25,000 870,000 
II 30 L 250 500,000 
June 6 A 20,000 75,000,000 
It 6 A 25,000 15,000,000 
Much, higher than other E-A counts and 
omitted from discussion of results. 
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TABLE XIX 
Correlation between Eachericlila-Aerobacter 
and Standoi'd Plate Oo'onts, 
Standard Plate Counts 
E-A Counts 
leas 
500» 
than 
000 
: 500,000 to i over 
; 5,000,000 : 5.000,000 
• • » • • 
• • • • • 
number:per centinumber:per centjnumber:per cent 
less tlmn 100 3 37.5 5 62.5 0 0.0 
100 - 1000 3 42.9 4 57.1 0 0.0 
over 1,000 0 0.0 1 20.0 4 80.0 
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bottlo filled and one other were taken as samples, 
y\pproxliiiatoly 800 hottles v/ere filled diu^'lng a 90 
iiiimite period. 
The Escherichia-Aerohacter co^mts beforo and 
after paateurissation and again after bottling are report­
ed In table XX. The data show that the number of 
Escherichia-Aerobacter organisms in the Diilk before 
pasteurization was between 100 and 600 in 64.5 per cent 
of the samples (9 out of 14 samples) with the remaining 
saiaplos having an Eschorichla-Aerobactor count below 
100 per CO. 
The samples taken from the pasteurizing vat 
failed to show the presence of Escherichia-Aerobacter 
organisms in 10 cc. quantities of milk in 93,3 per cent 
of the cases (14 out of 15 samples). Escherichla-
Aerobactex'' organisms v/ere present in one sample In ten cc. 
but not in one cc. quantities of milk Indleuting the 
survival dvirlng pasteurization of a heat resistant strain 
which was Isolated and identified as E. psexidocoloidcs. 
Tne first milk bottled contained Escherichia-
Aerobacter organisms in 81,8 per cent of the samples (9 
out of 11) while the milk bottled later contained 
Esoherlchia-Aerobacter organisms in only 53,8 per cent of 
the samples (7 out of 13). The difference in the number 
of organisms is significant. The first milk bottled 
contained less than one Escherichia-Aerobacter organism 
TABLE XX 
Escherlchia-Aero"bacter Cotints Before and After 
Pasteurization and Again After Bottling. 
' • Before : 
;Pa3teT3rization: After Pastexirlzatlon 
1930 : :Pasteur- I I Miscellaneous -Cottle 
Date :E-A Count ;izipg vat.. iFirat Bottle : ; 
J ite-A Coimt Count ; Stage of Bottling iE-A Gotint 
Jan. 12 130 0 last 
" _JL3 25 0 last <1 
" _.14 600 0 last 0 
600 0 <1 last 0 
" _23 3 0 <1 no sample 
_29 600 0 3 middle 3 
Peb..__ 4 <1 0 6 last <1 
" ...18 250 0 no samiDle 145th bottle <1 
Mar_._ 4 250 0 25 . last 0 
" ._.JL1 250 0 6 no sample 
250 0 0 65th bottle 0 
" 18 60 0 <1 60th bottle ^1 
Aj^ril. 2 
60 
0 
0 
<1 
0 
100th bottle 
last 
0 
0 
"117 600 <1 3 last <1 
0 Escherichia-Aerobacter organisms absent from 10 cc. milk. 
<1 Escherichia-Aerobacter organisms present in 10 cc. milk but 
absent from either one or both 1 cc. quantities. 
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per cc. In 44.4 por' cent of the positive samples (4 out 
of 9) while the milk bottled later contained less than 
one Eschorichia-Aorobacter organism per cc, in 85,7 
pel* cent of the positive samples (6 out of 7). 
The above results indicate that tho, presence 
of Escherichia-:.erobacter organisms in the bottled milk 
v/as duo largely to contamination following pasteurization, 
undoubtedly from the cooling and bottling equipment, and 
that the extent of this contam3.nation wap gradually re­
duced by the flow of milk thi'oixgh the equipment. The 
persistence of slight contamii.nation throughout the entire 
90 minute bottling period is significaxit from the stand­
point of coliform standards on bottled pasteurized milk. 
Studies from Iowa Pasteurization Plants 
Escherichia-Aerobacter and standai'd plate counts 
wei^e made on 45 samples of milk from 13 pasteui'izatlon 
plants. These samples were taken before and after 
pasteurization and again after bottling. They were 
collected by woi-'kers of the daii-y extension departmoiat 
of Iowa State College during April, May and June, 1950, 
The i''aw milk counts have already been discussed in 
connection with the number of Escherichia-Aerobacter 
organisms in ravif milk. 
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The comparative Escherichla-Aorobacter and 
standard plate counts of samples taken ijefore and after 
pasteurisation and again aftoz'' bottling are reported in 
table The data show that Escheriohia-Aerobacter 
orgaiiiains v/ere present in 44.4 per cent of the samples 
of pastevirized milk (11 out of 25), In the case of 
samples taken from the pasteiu?izins vat f-allowing 
pasteurization, 29,4 per cent (5 oxxt of 17 samplos) 
contained Escherichia-Aei"»obactcr organisms while 75 per 
cant of the samjDles (6 out of 8) taken from the cooler 
and bottled milk contained Escherichia-Aei'obacter 
orcanisraa. These reatilts indiCEite that contamination 
follov/ing pasteurization was largely responsible for the 
presence of these organisms. 
Faulty pasteurization v/as undoubtedly 
responsible for the presence of Esoherichia-Aerobacter 
organisms in three of the five positive samples taken 
from the pasteurizing vat, for the recoi^ds given in 
table XXI show that they were pasteurized at 140° F, for 
Intervals ranging from 25 to 50 minutes. One positive 
sample was pasteurized at 142° P. for 30 minutes while the 
pasteurisation record for the remaining positive saniple 
was not available. These results indicate that the 
presence of Eschorichia-Aorobaoter organisms in the 
pasteurized milk samples vms due to faulty pasteurization 
mSLE XXI 
Comparative Escherichia-Aerobacter and 
Standard Plate Counts of Samples Taken 
Before and After Commercial Pasteuriza­
tion and Aggin After Bottling, 
1950 
• 
« 
# 
« 
• 
• 
: Ra^r Milk 
• 
» 
« Pasteiirized Milk 
Date : Plant : Bacterial Qoiml; • • ' : Bacterial . 
: Source « • • • : Source and Description : Count 
• ! E-A : Standard : of Saiat»l© :E-A _jStandard 
April 9 A 25,000 5,700,000 Ifet, 140°P. - 25 min. 250 400,000 
ij c Cooler 60 500,000 
H n Regular bottle 25 550,000 
iT tl In sterile bottl© 250 490,000 
it u 250 1,600,000 Vat, 142°P. - SO min. 0 19,000 
n « Cooler 0 13,000 
"n 10 B 60 4,000,000 Vat, 146°F. - 30 min. 0 180,000 
n G CIO 52,000 Vat, 1450P, - 30 Hiin. 0 7,000 
"it 19 D 60 1,600,000 Vat, 142®P. " 38 min. 0 23,000 
it E Bottle 0 34,000 
F Bottle 25 8,000 
tr" 24 & 250 320,000 Cooler, 143 ° F ,  - 30 min. 6 26,000 
n 26 H <1 300,000 Vat, 143^. - 30 min. 0 13,000 
n I 600 2,100,000 Bottle 250 34,000 
!t J 250 1,100,000 Vat, 144°P, - 30 min. 0 84,000 

n n 
10 B 60 4,000,000 
t! G <10 52,000 
^ 19 D 60 1,600,000 
iT E 
"ii • P 
24 G 250 320,000 
" ~ 26 H <1 300,000 
u I 600 2,100,000 
n J 250 1,100,000 
ii K 6 820,000 
Hay S L 250 1,900,000 
" ^ 8 B 250,000 7,000,000 
" '22 K 60 360,000 
n J 25 1,100,000 
!I M 60 1,300,000 
H 600 250,000 
" "23 G 25,000 870,000 
""30 L 250 500,000 
June 6 A 20,000 75,000,000 
H A 25,000 15,000,000 
Cooler 0 13,000 
Vat, 1450p. 30 mill. 0 180,000 
Vat, 145®P, - 30 mill. 0 7,000 
Vat, 142®P. - 38 mln. 0 23,000 
Bottle 0 34,000 
Bottle 25 8,000 
Cooler, 14S®F. , - 30 min. 6 26,000 
Vat, 143®?. - 30 min. 0 13,000 
Bottle 250 34,000 
Vat, 1440p, - 50 min» 0 84,000 
Vat, 140Op. - 32 loin* 0 4,100 
Vat, 150Op. 30 min. 0 56,000 
Vat, 142®P. - 30 Tnln. 6 7,500 
Vat 0 16,000 
Vat, 144°P. mm 30 min. 0 16,000 
Vat <10 15,000 
Vat, 141®P. " 30 min. 0 5,600 
Vat, 144°P. mm 30 min. 0 90,000 
Vat, 140®P, 30 min. <1 45,000 
Vat, 140°P, - 50 min. 6 120,000 

tmd contamination folloiving pasteurization rathor tlian 
the survival of heat resistant strains and confirms the 
findii-i(3S of the studies at the Colle/^e Dairy, 
Examination of the standard plato coimts of 
the pasteurised samples show tlaat 64 per cent had 
counts less than 50,000 (16 ovit of 25 samples); 12 pei' 
cent (3 saraples) covmts Viotween 50,000 and 100,000; and 
24 pel' cent (6 samples) counts over 100,000 per cc, V/ith 
the exception of the flx'st aeriea of somrlea from plaiit 
A v/hicli showed very high Eacherichia-Aerohacter and 
standard plate counts, there was no coi^relation hetv/cen 
the two oouiita as has also been already ;• exported as true 
of the saraples "befoi'e pasteurization. 
Identity of Eseherichia-Aerobaoter Cultui-es 
The identifioation of 21 Escherichla-Aerohactei' 
cultures isolated from pasteurized milk has been already 
discussed in the section dealing v/ith the identification 
of cxiltures. The genus EschericMa- comprised 57.2 per 
cent of all cultui'es, of which E. pseudocoloidoB was the 
predominant species (5 out of 21 cultures) follov;ed by 
E« coll, Eo paragrimthall, E, coiisminior, E. grunttoall and 
E»' veslcixlif ormans. ' The genus Aerobacter comprised 9.5 
per cent of all ciiltures of which A. cloacae was the only 
species. The remaining cultures (33.3 per cent) belonced 
to the Gltrobacter. 
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Heat Resistance of Eschoricbia-
Aerobucter Organisraa 
The ability of t\70 Esciaerlcliia-Aerobactei' 
cultures Isolated from pastetirized milk to survive 
pasteurization at 62° C. (143.6° F.) for 30 mfmxitea 
was studied. The technic used has been desci'lbed tinder 
rasthods used. 
Culture E. paragrCCnthalij, was isolated 
from a bottle of lailk pastem'izod at plant I on April 
26, as i-^eported in table XXI. The Escherichia-
Aorobacter count vma 6 pei' cc. and the standard plate 
count 7500 per cc. 
The heat i^esistance of the two organisras at 
62° C« (143.6° P.) is reported in table XXII. Young 
cultures (5 hour) and old cultures (70 horn') were 
studied at ten, twenty and thirty minute intervals by 
tv/o different ruethods; open pipettes and sealed tubes. 
Tlie data show that the longest survival time v/aa 10 
minutes. Old cells of E. paragrunthali survived ten 
minutes heating by the open pipette and sealed tube 
methods but not 20 minutes. Old cells of A. cloacae 
survived ten minutes heating by the sealed tube but not 
by the open pipette method. Young cells of both E. 
paragrunthali and _A. cloacae did not survive ten minutes 
heatln^^ by either of tiie tv/o methods. 
TABLE XXII 
Heat Resistance at 62®C. (143,6®F.) of Two Esclierichia' 
Aerobacter Organisms Isolated from Pasteurized Milk. 
; 
Age of Culture 
Culture Species • 
5 Hour Kilk Culture : 70 Hour Milk Ctilture 
Standard! : Growth After ^Standard : Growth After. 
Plate : 10 : 2o ; 5b ; Plate : I'O : ,20 .: , 3Q_ 
Count :Min« :Min. :Hin. :Count :Min, :Min. :Min. 
I. Open Pipette Method 
BM7S E. paragrunthall 4,900,000 - - - 8,800,000 + ^ 
BM96"~ A. cloacae 12,000,000 - - - 25,000,000 - - -
II, Sealed Tube Method 
BM7S E. paragrunthall 4,900,000 - - - 8,800,000 + - -
BI90~ A. cloacae 12,000,000 - - - 25,000,000 + - -
The abovG reaulta indicato that the tv/o 
organisms studied v;ore unable to survive pasteuriaation 
teinperature and suggeata that tboir presence in the 
paateurizod samples v/as due either to faulty pasteuriz­
ation or to subaequont contamination. The survival of 
old colls for l-mger perio'.ls than the younn; cells confirms 
the results of Sherman anrl vStark (39) and Hawjnex* and 
Hussong (19) v/ho have sho^vn tlmt younn colls aro more 
easily killed than aro older onos. 
Raw Cream 
The numbor of Eacherichia-Aerobacter organising 
was deterininod In 24 samples of rav/ cream supplied the 
College Dairy foi' buttermking during Febi»uary, March and 
Api'il, 1930. Thirteen of the samples were sweet croaui 
and eleven sour creaiu. The cr-eaiii samT)led v/aa approxiirmtely 
two days old, creara deliveries being made tlu-'ee times a 
v;eek. The majority were composite samples i'epresenting 
cx'-eam from a nuDibei* of patrons. 
The Escherichia-Aerobacter coimts of tho sv/eet 
and nour ravf creara ai-e given in table XXIII. The data 
show that 61.5 per cent of the sv/eet cream samples (8 
samples) and 63.6 per cent of the aour cream samples 
had Escherichla-Aerobacter counts over 10,000. These 
posults indicate that the number of Eacherichia-
Aerobacter organisms in av;eet and aour i-^aw cream ia about 
17 
24 
24 
28 
3 
10 
13 
IS 
13 
14 
L 4 
6 
15 
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TABLE XXIII 
EsohericTiia-AQro'bacter Coimta of 
Sweet and Sour Raw Cream. 
: Grade of Cream 
; Sweet 
• 
• 
; Sour 
: E-A Count 
• 
• 
; E-A Count 
2,500 
25,000 25 
25 25,000 
25,000 
60,000 2,500 
25,000 60,000 
250 250,000 
600 
6,000 
25,000 250,000 
600 250,000 
60,000 6,000 
60,000 
25,000 250,000 
600,000 
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•fcho sains. The llmitod number of samples do not warrant 
deflnlto conclualona. Plvo Eacherichla-Aoro'bacter counts 
Yiore over 100,000 per cc. The counts obtained show that 
much larger numbers of Escherichia-Aerobacter organiaina 
are present in cream than in milk. 
Pasteurized Cream 
Pour samples of cream taken from the pasteuriz­
ing vat following pasteurization at 62,8° C. (145° F.) 
for 30 minUbOS failed to shov; the presence of Escherichia-
Aerobacter organisms in tv/o cc. quantities of the 
pasteurised cream. 
Ice Cream 
The number of Escherichia-Aerobacter organisms 
was determined in 20 samples of commercial ice cream from 
11 lov/a plants. Samples were taken during January and 
February, 1931. The Escherichia-Aerobacter counts are 
given in table XXIV. The data show that 70 per cent of tlae 
samples had Escherichia-Aerobacter counts less than 100 per 
cc, while the range in counts was from 3 to 2500 per cc. The 
history of the 3ami)les was \inknov/n so that it was Impossible 
to interpret the restilts secured* 
Discussion 
Tlie range in the number of Escherichia-
Aerobacter organisms fovind in the raw milk (less than 1 
-QCa-
TABLE XXIV 
Eaolierlchla-AerolsactQi? Gouats 
of Ice Cream. 
Sample Nianber E-A Count 
197 25 
198 25 
199 3 
200 3 
201 25 
202 25 
203 250 
204 25 
205 250 
206 2,500 
20V 25 
208 25 
209 25 
210 2,500 
211 25 
212 250 
213 3 
214 25 
215 25 
216 250 
por CO. to 85,000 per cc.) togothor with a lack of 
coin-elatioii between tlio Eachorlchia-Aejr-obactQr and 
standard, plate coxmts Indicates that a cori-ecc intej?-
p3?etatlon as to the sanitary signiflcanco of these 
oi-Qarisao is difficult. The fact that ovov 50 per cent 
of the raw railk sornplos fi-'Oiu tho College Dairy contained 
loss than 10 Escherichia-Aerohacter organisras per cc. 
s ov/s that initial contamination is slight v;ith caroiul 
methods of production. 
Gontaraination follov/itag paatovLrlzatlo.u appears 
to be largely responsible for the presence of 
Escherichia-Aorobacter organisms in bottled lailk 
pasteurised at 142'^ P. to 145^'^ F. foi' 30 minutes, Inas-
mach as the saauples studied wei-e obtained from a number 
of coinniercial plants \i3ino; various types of pasteurizing 
equipment, it is felt that the results obtained v/ere 
rei^resentativo of cominercial pastoui'ization, 
SuaiEnary 
1. or 58 samples of rav/ milk taken betv/een 
January aiid J^ne, from individual patrons of the College 
Dairy, 56.2 per cent contained less than 10 Escherichia-
Aerobactox' organisms per cc.j 10,5 per cent contained 
between 10 and 100 organisms per cc.; and 55,9 per cent 
contained over' 100 organisms per cc. The Escherichia-
Aorobacter counts ranged fx'om leas tiian 1 per cc, to 25, 
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X:>03? cc. There was no difi'ox'enco hotv/een the numbar of 
Eachorichia-Aerobacter oi-'ganiains in cooled niijht and 
imcoolod morning niilk; winter samples contained sinallor 
nuinbors than did smraner saruolos; and there vms a sliglit 
cor-rclation notween the Escherichia-Aorobaotor' and 
standard plote counts. 
2. Of 20 samples taken during April, May and 
June, from composite raw irdlk supplies of eleven lov/a 
pastoiirlsation plants, 15 per cent contained less tl.;an 
10 Eachei'ichia-Aerobacter organiams per ccj 25 poi"* cent 
contained between 10 ".nd 100 organisms pei^ cc.; and 60 
per cent contained over 100 organiams per cc. The 
Kschericl.ia-Aerobacter oouiats ranged fi'om less than 1 
T.^oi'^ cc. to 25,000 per cc. Mo correlation was fouiid 
botv/ecn the Eachei''ichia-AerobaGter and the standard 
plate counts except in the case of Escherichia-Aerobacter 
counts ovei"* 1,000 pei* cc. 
5. The number of Escherichia-Aerobacter organisms 
was deteinidned in 39 samples of pastetirized milk 
representing 15 pasteurization runs at the College 
Balry- A3.1 Escherichia-Aerobacter organisms were 
destroyed in 10 cc. quantities of milk in 93.3 per cent 
of the samples (14 out of 15) taken from the pacteurisilng 
vat following pasteurization at 142" P. to 144° F. for 30 
to 35 minutes. Escherich-a-Aerobacter organisms were 
99-
prosent in a larger percentage of 3ar/i;;les and in 
larger numbora in the milk bottled first than in the 
milk bottled Inter (81,8 pei* cent of the aainplea as 
compo-.ved to 5o,B per cent). These x'oeults indicated 
that the presence of Escherichia-Aerobacter orgr.r rlsinD 
in the bottled xailk vms dtio to contamilnation follevrlrg 
pastetiris^ation which was gradually reduced as the milk 
flov;ed througli the ©quipmcjnt, 
4, The munber of Escherichia-Aerobacter 
organisms in 10 cc. quantities of paatevirized rai.lk was 
deterriined in 45 aamplea representing 22 cotrimorcial 
pasteurisation runs at 13 lot/a pasteurization plants, 
V/liile 29,4 per cent of the saEiples taken dii-ect from the 
pasteux-iaing Vit showed the nresence of Eschericlua-
Aerobacter organissis, the records showed tliat 5 of the 
5 positive saraples were pasteurized at 140*^ F, indicating 
that their presence vms largely dtie to faulty pasteuris­
ation rather than to stirvival of heat resistant gti''ains. 
Seventy-five per cent of the samples taken from the cooler 
and from the bottled milk contained Escherichia-Aerobacter 
oi'ganisras. The results obtained v/ere in agreement v/ith 
those from the College Dairy, 
5, Heat resistance studies of young and old 
cultures of E, par'agrunthali and A, cloacae Isolated 
from pasteurized milk, showed tliat they v/ere destroyed in 
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20 minutes at 62° C. (143.6° F.) and indicated that 
their pi'eaence in pasteurized milk "/as due to fa^ilty 
pasteurization or subsequent contamination. Old cells 
were more resistant than young cells. 
6, Larger nvimbers of Escherichia-Aero'bactor 
organisms v/ere present in raw cream than in milk, Ovei* 
60 per cent of the 24 cream samples studied liad 
Eschericbia-Aerobacter counts exceeding 10,000 per cc. 
Sweet and sour cream samples shov/ed approximately the 
same Escherichla-Aerobactei' coimts. Five oream samples 
had Escherlchla-Aerobacter counts exceeding 100,000 pel* cc, 
7, Eschorichia-Aerobacter organisms v/ore absent 
from four samples of cream pa3te^^ri2ed commercially at 
62,8° G, (145° P.) for 30 minutes. 
8, The numl^er of Escherichia-Aerobacter 
organisms in 20 samples of commercial ice ci-eam taken 
during January and February from eleven plants was less 
than 100 per cc. in 70 per cent of the cases. The counts 
ranged from 3 per cc, to 2500 per cc. 
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RELATIOll OF ITOIffiER OF E8CIIERIGHIA-ASR0BACTER 
ORGANISMS TO TI-IE TtSmLOmvm OP OPP-FLAVORS 
IK EXPERIMKHTAL BUTTER 
The isolation of organisms belonging to tlio 
Esoherichia-AorobactQr group by workers at the lovm 
Agricultural Experiment Station from samples of defect­
ive btitter suggested that these ox'ganisras may be 
responsible for certain defects. The ability of the 
Aerobacter species to grov; better at lovr tempor'atux'es 
than the Escherichia species foretells that the former 
are most likely to be found in butter. Vjhilo the 
stoi'age tempei'ature at which butter is ordint./j'lly held, 
-17.8° C. (0° P.), is too low for appreciable bacterial 
development, butter is often held In retail stores and 
homos at temperatures of from 7.2*^ 0. (45° P.) to 18,3° C. 
(66° P.) so that appreciable growth may take place. This 
Is especially true of unsalted butter since salt checks 
bacterial development to a great extent, With the rapid 
development of the unsalted butter market within the past 
few years, the problem of defects caused by bacterial 
deterioration has become an Important one and will un­
doubtedly be of Increasing Importance In the future. 
Hitherto, little study has been made of the 
grov/th or action of the Escherlchia-Aerobacter group of 
ox'ganlaras In butter* The work herein rei;orted was under­
taken to give information on the extent of growth, the 
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species concerned and the defects cauaod by tlila group 
organisms in "butter held at temperaturos often found in 
retail stores and homes. 
Methods Used 
Sweet cream of good quality was pasteurized in 
tliree quart lots at 82.2° C. (180° P.) for 15 minutes, 
after v/hich it was cooled to 21,1° C. (70° F.). The 
cooled ci'eam was then equally divided between tv;o 
sterile glass jars of one gallon capacity. This cream 
vras then hold over night at 7,2° C, (45° F.) to 
solidify the fat globules before churning, Jast previous 
to churning, one jai' of the cream was inociilated v/ith 
tiireo to four cc. of a 24 to 48 hour milk culture of the 
test ox-ganism while the other was left miinooulated as a 
control. The teat organisms represented identified 
specioa. In the majority of trials, one species belonging 
to tho genus Escherichia-and another belonging to the genus 
Aex'obactor were studied at tho same time so that results 
would bo comparable. 
The churning process v/as carried out v/ith a 
small experimental shaker chui'n commonly used at the 
lov/a Agricultural Experiment Station. This churned one 
jar of cream at a time. Churning usually required from 
20 to 25 minutes, After chux-ning, the buttermilk was 
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poured off, the 'butter vrajslied tv^ico with atei'ile 
diatllled vmtex' at the same temperature as the Isutter-
railk and the 'butter roinoved to a atorile enamel dish in 
which it Was worked with a small butter paddle. 
Half of the "butter In a churning v;as salted 
while the other hulf v/aa left unaalted. Each lot was 
divided into two poi-ticns and wi»apped in Gtoi>lle pai'clTonent 
paper. One portion was hold at 7,2° C. (45° P.) while the 
othex^ was held at 18,3° C. (65° B''.) • Holding temperatures 
varied two ov three degrees but not enough to affect 
results appreciably. 
An attempt was made to incorporate two per cent 
salt in the salted butter but duo to leakage and difficulty 
in ^ /ox'king the salt uniformly tlu'o^ighout the buttex", the 
salt content vai'ied conBidei''ably as subsequent analyses 
sliowed. Salt analyses v;ere cari''ied out (after the butter 
liad been held tv/o to five days) as follovrs: After removing 
the surface layer., a ten gram samijle was weighed on a sriiall 
piece of parcliment paper. The butter was dissolved by 
placing paper and butter in 250 cc. of hot water contained 
in a graduate. After the fat had risen to the surface, 
25 cc. of the serum vfas pipetted off and titrated v/ith 
AgNOg using K2Cr04 as indicator. 
The butter was plated after churning and at two, 
five and ten day Intervals, Agar plates were puujced with 
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eosin methylene hlue agar which made it possible to 
distinguish the Escherichia-Aerobactor group from other 
groups of Oi'ganlsras v/hile in the case of surface 
colonies, it was possible to distinguish the Escherichia 
type from the Aei'obacter type. Agar plates were poured 
in duplicate and incubated for tv/o days at 57.5*^ C., 
previous tests Imving shovm that all of the test organ~ 
isms would grow well at this temperature. 
A number of direct microscopic counts were 
made iia con,-Junction v;ith the plate counts, using the 
method developed by Hammer and Nelson (19), Briefly, 
this method was as follows: A representative sample of 
the butter was melted carefully by heating to 45° C. 
Ten cc, of the melted butter was centrifuged in a 
separatory funnel, the serum withdrawn and 0,01 cc, of 
the mixed soin.au, measured v/ith a Breed pipette, spread 
over an area of from one to eight square centimeters and 
stained as in the microscopic count for milk. An estim­
ation of the number of o.gaxilsms per cc, of butter vms 
found by determining the number per microscopic field of 
the serum, then the ntunber per cc, of serum and finally 
the numc'er per cc, of buttei"*. 
Expressed as a foi'mula, the number of 
individual bacteria per cc, v/as determined as follov^s: 
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averaree nxxmbep number of squai'o standardization 
baetcria per field x cen'^lmoters examinod x factor 
9(ratio of butter to serum)'"' 
After plating, the butter was examined by Dr. 
B, Vi', Haiiimei' and tlao author for the development of off-
flavors. Sterile spatulas v/ere used iJ^ aecuriiag the 
sample and precautions taken to prevent contamination of 
the butters. 
Results Obtained 
In order to gain a definite idea In I'ogard to 
the -growth of the Escherichia-Aerobacter group of bacteria 
in salted and iinsalted butter and thoii' relation to tho 
dovolopment of off-flavors, four species belonging to 
the genua Escherichia and three belonging to the ge•ia^^3 
Aerobacter were studied. Eight sex^ies of Gxperiiaents 
wo.i-e carried out as alread.7 outlined, in six of which 
both Escherichia and Aerobacter species were studied. 
Table X.XV gives tho detailed data v/hilo tables X.XVI to 
XXXK incltisive, preseiit summfirieo prepared. 
Control butter did not s ;bV7 the presence of 
col )nies on eosin methylene blue agar plates v^hen plated 
in dilutions 1:10 and 1:100 with the exception of the 
control in series A v;hish developed a count of 5,200,000 
per cc. ond a prcno'onced off-flavor in ten days. These 
colonies v/ere not typical of the Escherichia-Aerobacter 
•JtPor butter with 15.0 to 15.5 per cent moisture, approximately 
1.1 GO. of serum is obtained from 10 cc. of butter giving 
9 as the ratio of butter to serum. 
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TABIiE } 
Bacterial Gountss of Escherichia 
Development of Off-Flavors in Si 
Held at 7.2°C. {45®P.) and 18.3' 
Series Culture Species 
E OS in-me thylene-
blue Agar Plate 
Counts por c.c. 
on Inoculated 
Cream 
Butter 
lolding 
?eriod 
in Days 
7 
Saltod 
E.M.B. Agar • 
Plate Counxs:Cent3 
:Salt: 
A 
C16 
• a 
A.aeroRenes 
( ati^ical, 
indol +) 
30,000,000 
0 
2 
5 
. 10 
Control <100 
0 
2 
5 
10 
B 
023 A.oxytocum 23,000,000 
0 
2 
5 
10' 
C8 E«coli 14,000,000 
0 
2 
6 
10 
C 
Cll A,cloacae 1 7,600,000 
0 
2 
5 
10 
M2 E.comimmior 5,300,000 
0 
2 
5 
10 
- {a no off-flavor 
+ = slight unclean off-flavor characteristic of Aerobacter 
++ = pronounced unclean off-flavor characteristic of Aeroba 
+++ = very pronounced unclean off-flavor characteristic of A 
n.t. = off-flavors, not characteristic of Aerobacter species 

TABLE XXV 
I of Eschorlohia - Aerobacter Organ!ems and 
)ff-Flavors in Salted and Unsalted Butter 
:45®P.) and 18.30C.(65®P.) 
7.2"C. 16.w. i & m , )  ' .... 
Saltod : ynsaiteS Salted ; "(Jnaalted 
[jB. Agar *^^2? : 
ite Cotints;CentiFlEivor": 
;Saltt 
lii.M.S. Agar : 
Plate Counts; Flavor 
• • 
E.M.B. 
Plate 
Agar ! 
Counts! 
• 
M 
! E.M«6, Aigar. : 
Flavor"^: Plate Counts: F1 
• • 
1,100,000 
71,000;000 
61,000,000 
1,100,000 
56,000,000 
56,000,000 
68,000,000 
<100 - <100 
>100,000 
12,000 - 11,000,000 
<100,000 - 5,200,000 
980,000 - 980,000 
16,000,000 - 54,000:000 
76,000,000 - >70,000,000 
>30,000,000 ++ 80,000,000 
2,800,000 
11,000,000 
20,000,000 
4,700,000 + n.t. 
2,800,000 
17,000,000 
23,000,000 
33,000,000 +4 
420,000 
740,000 
,600,000 
4,900,000 
o 
420,000 
14,000,000 
290,000,000 
110,000,000 +-H 
300,000 
830,000 
360,000 
670,000 
300,000 
20,000,000 
38,000,000 
35,000,000 
Lo of Aerobacter species 
i?lstio of Aerobacter species 
pactoriBtic of Aerobaoter species 
obacter opocies 

1 
ftBISjQCy 
Ichia - Aerobacter Organisms and 
In Salted and Unsalted Batter 
18.30c. (65^.) 
Butter Holding Temperature 
V.gOQ. (4S0^.) ; I6.3OC, (6S0g.) 
ff"' ' ' : ^ tfnsalted t ^ ^ i^alted i ITnsaltsd 
!Per : 
Cent tRLavor": 
Salt i 5 
iD.M.B. Agar ; 
Plato Counts; 
• 
• 
tt 
Flavor"'^: 
• 
S.M.B. 
Plate 
!A'gar s 
Counts! 
e 
S.M.S. 'Agar.. 
Flavor^: Plate Counts 
* 
« 
• 
•• • 
: Flavor'^ 
« 
• 
1,100,000 
71,000;000 
61,000,000 
1,100,000 
56,000,000 
56,000,000 
68,000,000 +++ 
<100 
12,000 
<100,000 
m <100 
>100,000 
11,000,000 
5,200,000 
mm 
+-h n.t. 
980,000 
16,000,000 
76,000,000 
>30,000,obo •f+ 
980,000 
64,000,000 
>70,000,000 
80,000,000 
MM 
2,800,000 
11,000,000 
20,000,000 
4,700,000 + n.t. 
2,800,000 
17,000,000 
23,000,000 
35,000,000 
mm 
++ n.t. 
420,000 
740,000 
2,600,000 
4,900,000 
mm 
+ 
420,000 
14,000,000 
290,000,000 
110,000,000 
mm 
300,000 
850,000 
360,000 
670,000 
bacter species 
ft-erobacter species 
0 of Aerobacter species 
odea 
300,000 
20,000,000 
38,000,000 
35,000,000 
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TABIiE 3 
Series Culture 
3 
ft 
• 
: 
Species 
Eosin-Tnathylene-
Tblue Agar Plate 
Coimts per c.c. 
on Inoculated 
Cream 
« 
• 
Butter J 
Holdinp: : 7 
Period J • Salted 
in Days :E,M,B, Agar :Per 
;Plate Counts rCent 
: rSalt 
D i 
Ql 1 E.coli 
0 300,000 2.00 
2 130,000 
5 7,500 
10 7,900 
Control <100 
0 
2 
5 
10 
E 
016 A.aerofJienes 
(atypical, 
indol +) 
0 88,000 1.53 
2 9,000 
5 69,000 
10 >500,000 
08 E.coli 2,100,000 
0 110,000 1.69 
2 29,000 
5 17,000 
10 6,500 
Control <100 
0 <100 
2 <100 
5 <100 
10 <100 
P 
C25 A.oxytocuin : 2,100,000 
• 
: 
0 2fed,000 1.35 
2 18,000 
5 5,000 
10 120,000 
M14 E.formica 
, { atypical, 
indol +) 
3,400,000 
0 260,000 1.2^ 
2 21,000 
5 43,000 
10 16,000 
t 
Control 
s # 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
: 
: <100 
: 0 <100 
: 2 <100 
: 5 <100 
: 10 <100 

i 
TAB3LE XXV (continued) 
: Butter Holdlnp; Tengjerature 
3 : V.W. CSSOg.) ; ^ IS.SOC. „ 
t Salted ; Unsal'ted Salted t Unsall 
3 :E.M,S, Agar :Per : 7jte.M.B, Ag^ ! ;E7iOT~Igarl ; K.M.S, Agar., 
tPlate Counts:Cent:Plavor'"';Plate CoxmtsrPlavor^'":Plate Counts: Plavor*: Plate Counts 
! iSalt! I { J I 5 , 
300,000 2.00 - 300,000 - 300,000 - 300,000 
130,000 - 530,000 - 1,200,000 - 25,000,000 
7,500 - • 85,000 - 1,500,000 - 21,000,000 
7,900 - 5,130,000 - 1,200,000 - 20,000,000 
<100 — <100 
<100 + n.t. <100 
<100 + n.t. <100 
<100 + n.t. <100 
88,000 1.53 88,000 B8,000 • 88,000 
9,000 - 230,000 - 22p00,000 «• 100,000,000 
69,000 75,000 - 23,000,000 46,000,000 
>500,000 mm >1,000,000 
— 
6,000,000 ++ 50p00,000 
110,000 1.69 110,000 tpm 110,000 tm 110,000 
29,000 - 130,000 «• 1,200,000 - 18p00,000 
17,000 97,000 - 2,300,000 19,000,000 
6,500 - 150,000 - 1,200,000 m 23p00,000 
<100 
<100 
<100 
<100 
<100 
<100 
<100 
<100 
<100 
<100 
<100 
^100 
w* <100 
<100 
<100 
<100 
220,000 
18,000 
5,000 
120,000 
1.35 
M 
220,000 
190,000 
•330,000 
1,000,000 
220,000 
2,100,000 
3,000,000 
11,000,000 
+ 
+ 
+ 
220,000 
16,000,000 
100,000,000 
130,000,000 
260,000 
21,000 
43,000 
16,000 
1.27 
mm 
260,000 
160,000 
99,000 
85,000 
260,000 
1,200,000 
1,100,000 
+ n.t, 8,300,000 
mm 
260,000 
16,000,000 
11,000,000 
22,000,000 
<100 
<100 
<100 
<100 
-
<100 
<100 
<100 
<100 
<io(i 
<100 
<100 
<100 
mm 
mm 
<100 
<100 
<100 
<100 
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TABL] 
Series Culture 
Species 
3 OS in-me thylene ~ 
bluo Agar Plate 
Counts per c#ce 
on Inoculated 
Creom 
• 
• 
Butter ! 
Holding! 7.20( 
Period : Salted 
in DayssE.M.ii. Agar :Per ! 
:Plate Counts :Cent;] 
: :Salt: 
G 
Qll A.cloacae 9,600,000 
0 280,000 1.50 
2 110,000 
5 330,000 
10 160,000 
M2 E.communlor 2,900,000 i 
0 490,000 2.00 
2 52,000 
5 50,000 
10 60,000 
Opntrol 
0 <10 2.00 
2 <10 
5 <10 
10 <10 
H 
HI A,cloacae 14,000,000 
0 1,000,000 0.69 
S 
5 420,000 
10 800,000 
H3 A.aerof^eneo 
(atypical, 
indol +) 
2,100,000 
t 
0 140,000 0.74 
2 20L000 
J 5 '510,000 
10 1,800,000 
BM4 E .paraKriinthfiO. 1,800,000 
0 160,000 0.79 
2 61,000 
5 57,000 
10 40^000 
Control <10 
0 <10 0.71 
2 <10 
: 5 <10 
: 10 <10 

TABLE XXV (continued) 
Butter Holding Temperature 
t 7.2^C. (450P.) • « 18.SOC, (650P,} 
: Salted : Unealted « • halted • IJnsa] 
:E7M,B. Agar 
:Plate Counts 
• 
:Por : „jE.M,B, Agar : , , i  
:Gent tPlavor""" ;Plate Counts :Plavori 
;Salt: ; ; : 
E.M.iB, Agar : 
Plate Counts i. 
• 
• 
• 
Plavor^'^: 
• 
• 
S.M.6, Agar„j 
Plate Counts! 
- -  i 
280,000 
110,000 
330,000 
180,000 
1.50 ~ 280^000 
310,000 
3,300,000 
17,000,000 
mm 
280,000 
1,900,000 
26,000,000 
18,000,000 + 
280,000 
32,000,000 
170,000,000 
110,000,000 
490,000 
52,000 
50,000 
60,000 
2.00 490,000 
300,000 
850,000 
2,500,000 
-
•490,000 
1,900,000 
17,000,000 
12,000,000 
mm 490,000 
30,000,000 
28,000,000 
29,000,000 
<10 
<10 
<10 
<10 
2.00 <10 
<10 
<10 
<10 
-
<10 
<10 
<10 
<10 
tm 
w 
<10 
<10 
<10 
<10 
1,000,000 
420,000 
800,000 
0.69 1,000,000 
1,000,000 
6,500,000 
18,000,000 ++ 
1,000,000 
22,000,000 
48,000,000 
28,000,000 
mm 
mm 
+ 
1,000,000 
70,000,000 
190,000,000 
150,000,000 
140,000 
20IO60 
•510,000 
1,800^000 
0.74 140,000 
500,000 
4,100,000 
9,000,000 + 
140,000, 
13,000,000 
50,000,000 
19,000,000 + 
140,000 
70,000,000 
78,000,000 
78,000,000 
160^000 
61^000 
57,000 
40,000 
0.79 160,000 
210,000 
250,000 
300,000 
160,000 
37,000,000 
9j700,000 
12,000,000 
160,000 
4,900,000 
35,000,000 
33,000,000 
<10 
<10 
<10 
<10 
0.71 <10 
<10 
<10 
<10 
•M 
mm 
<10 
<10 
<10 
<10 
Mt 
<10 
<10 
<10 
<10 

lABLEXXV (c Dritimaed) 
Butter Holdins Tomperature 
^S«C. (4503?.) 13.SOC. (65op.j 
: ' Unsalted Salted « • Unsalted 
>3? i  
mt rPlavor'^ 
ilt: 
tE.M.B, Agar : ! 
:Plate Counts rPlavor''! 
« • • 
• • • 
E.M.B, Agar : 
Plate Counts : 
• 
• 
• 
Flavor*'' s 
E.M.B. Agar„j 
Plate Counts: 
- - • 
Flavor"'^ 
,50 280,000 
310,000 
3,300,000 
17,000,000 
-
280,000 
1,900,000 
26,000,000 
18,000,000 + 
280,000 
32,000,000 
170,000,000 
110,000,000 
+ 
++ 
+++ 
•
 
o
 
o
 
1 
1 
1 
f 490,000 
300,000 
830,000 
2,500,000 
-
490,000 
1,900,000 
17,000,000 
12,000,000 
Mt 
mm 
490,000 
30,000,000 
28,000,000 
29,000,000 
mm 
t
i
l
l
 
o
 
o
 • <10 
<10 
<10 
<10 
-
< 1 0  
<10 
<10 
<10 
mm 
«• 
w 
<10 
<10 
<10 
<10 
mB 
mm 
•69 -
mm 
1,000,000 
1,000,000 
6,500,000 
18,000,000 ++ 
1,000,000 
22,000,000 
48,000,000 
28,000,000 J L  
1,000,000 
70,000,000 + 
190,000,000 ++ 
150,000,000 +-M-
).74 - 140,000 
500,000 
4,100,000 
9,000,000 + 
140,000. 
13,000,000 
50,000,000 
19,000,000 
mm 
+ 
140,000 
70,000,000 
78,000,000 
78,000,000 
+ 
++ 
' 
- <o
 
1 ; 
« 
t 
1 
1 
1 
160,000 
210,000 
250,000 
300,000 
mm 160,000 
37,000,000 
9,700,000 
12,000,000 
-
160,000' 
4,900,000 
35,000,000 
33,000,000 
M4 
+ n.t. 
}.71 
m 
M 
<10 
<10 
<10 
<10 
mm 
<10 
<10 
<10 
<10 
«• 
mm 
<10 
<10 
<10 
<10 
mm 
M 
«w» 
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group. It Is probable that a ni:unbor of spoi'e-forining 
bactei'la developed In the butter duo to the fact that 
sll^'iht and pronounced off-flavors dovoloped in soiue 
of the contx-ols. 
Bacterial Coxmta at 7,2° C. (45° P.) 
Bacterial counts of the Escherichia-Aerobacter 
organism in aalted and unsaltod butter held at 7.2° C. 
(45° F.) are given in table XXVI. The data shov; that 
bacterial counts oia the fi-osh Eachex'ichla and Aex»obactei^ 
b-attGrs'"" xieve near enough alilfe to raako the studies 
compai'able. Seven Escherichia butters r'an^iod in coiuit 
fron 110,000 to 2,800,000 per cc. v;ith only one butter 
having a count exceeding 500,000 per cc. Eight 
Aerobacter butters ranged in count from 88,000 to 1,000,000 
per cc. with tliree bvitters exceeding 600,000 per cc. 
Salted Escherichia btitters held for tv.-o days 
gave counts ranging frora 21,000 to 130,000 per cc. shovring 
a reduction of over 60 per cent from the nximber of organ­
isms present in the fresh butters. After holding for ten 
days, the counts ranged from 6,500 to 60,000 per cb. showing 
a further decrease in number of organisms. 
"A The terra Escherichia butters refers to butter (more than 
one lot) churned from cream inoculated v/ith organisms of 
species belonging to the genus Escherichia while the terra 
Aerobacter "butter's refers to butter churned from cream 
Inoculated v/ith organisms of species belonging to the 
genus Aerobacter, 
-108-
TABES 
Bacterial Counts o 
Organisms in Salto 
Held at 7.2° C. { 4  
A, Spooles Belong 
-
Butter 
Eosin-methy 
Series Culture Species • « 
: After • • 
4 Churninf? t ' g'" • • • 
B~ C8 E. coli 2,800,000 
0 E. Coinmunior 300,000 
D . CI E. coll 300,000 130,000 
E C8 • ooll 110,000 29,000 
P M14 E. formica 260,000 21,000 
G M2 E. comraimior 490,000 52,000 
11- BM4 E. paragrunthali 160,000 61,000 
B. Species Belon 
Butter 
Eosin-meth^ 
Series Culture Species • • 
After • • 
Churning • • S • • 
A" C16 A. aerogenes 1,100;000 
B C23 A. oxytoctun 980,000 
C Cll A. cloacae 420,000 
E 016 A. aerogenes 88,000 9,000 
P C23 A. ozytocum 220,000 18,000 
G Cll A^ cloacae 280,000 110,000 •2 
H. HI A. cloacae 1,000,000 4 
H H3 A. aerogenes 140,000 20,000 c 

TABIE XXVI 
srial Counts of Esoheriohla-Aerobacter 
aiams In Salted and Unsaltod Butters, 
at 7.2° C. (45°P.) 
Species Belonging to Genus Escherichia 
Eosin-methylene-blue Agar Plate Coimta After Two Days at 37»5®C. 
SaTFeBT""^ : trnsalted ' 
rarmta s Days Held ! 
S t 5 ; la 5 • ; 5 : HT 
11,000,000 20,000,000 4,700~000 
830,000 360,000 660,000 
7,500 7j900 530,000 85,000 5,200,000 
17,000 6;500 130,000 97,000 150;000 
43,000 16,000 160,000 99,000 85,000 
50,000 60,000 300,000 830,000 2,500,000 
57,000 40,000 210,000 250,000 300,000 
Specios Belonging to Genus Aorobacter 
Eosin-methylene-blue Agar Plate Counts After Two Days at 37«5°C. 
Salted : Unsalted 
Days Held s Days Held 
2 : 5 : 10 : 2 : 5 ! 10 
9,000 
18,000 
110,000 
20,000 
69,000 
5,000 
330,000 
420,000 
510,000 
>500j000 
120,000 
180,000 
800,000 
1,800,000 
16,000,000 
740,000 
230j000 
190;000 
310,000 
1,000,000 
500,000 
7i;ooo,ooo 
76,000,000 
2,600;000 
75,000 
330;000 
3,300,000 
6,500,000 
4,100,000 
61,000,000 
>30,000,000 
4,900,000 
>1,000,000 
>1,000,000 
17,000,000 
18,000,000 
9,000,000 
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Unaaltcd Eschorlcliia biittors iiolrl for two iTays 
^avo counts I'anf^ing from 130,000 to 11,000,000 iier cc. 
In the mjority of caoeg, these counts were appro::liautely 
the aame as for the fresh butters shov/ing that little or 
no growth had ta^ron place. After holding for ten days, 
the counts ranged from 85,000 to 5,200,000 per cc. 31x 
o.f the seven counts were appreciably higher than coutits 
for the fresh butters ahov.'lng tlaat growth of organisms 
had toJcen place. 
Salted Aerobactei^ butters hold for two days 
gave counts /ancing from 9,000 to 110,000 per cc. and 
like the salted Escherichia butters, showed a reduction 
of 0V01? 50 per cent from the number of or'iianisins present 
in the fresh butters. After holding for ten days, the 
comats ranged from 120,000 to 1,800,000 per cc, showing, 
unlike the corresponding Escherichia butters, an increase 
in the bp.cterial coimts. 
TJnsalted Aerobacter butters ?.iold for two dtjys 
counts D.-'anging from 190,000 to 16,000,000 per cc. 
/dTtor holding for ten days, the counts ranged froan 1 to 
61 millions per cc. with four butters out of eight 
giving counts oKcoeding 10 millions per cc. This shov/s 
that considerable developraent of orgaxaisma took place In 
ten days. These counts v/ere several times higher than the 
corresponding lijGoherlchia butter counts. 
-110-
Prora the data obtainod, it is evident tliat 
(1) Aorobactor species find a teiiipGr'atux'e of 7.2*^ C. 
(45*^  r.) riore favorable fox* grov/tli in salted and un.-
salted butters than do EscliGrichia spooios; (2) both 
Escherichia and Aorobdctor spocles first decrease in 
nuiiiboi's in salted butters held at 7,S° C. (45° P.) v.-ith 
the Eschorichia species continuing to decrease in 
nuiubers during a ten day holding period while the 
j^erobactor species becorae mor-e salt tolerant and 
slowly Increase in nurabei's; (5) Escherichia-Aerobacter 
specioE develop mch more rapidly in unsalted butters 
than i n  salted when held at 7,2° C ,  (45'^ 1 ' . )  •  
Bacterial Cotmts at 18.3°C4650 P*) 
Bacterial counts of lischerichia-Aerobacter 
species in salted and unsalted buttei-s held at 18,3° C. 
(65° P.) is reported in table iLXVII. The fresh butters 
were duplicates of those held at 7,2° C* (45° F.) so tliat 
couiits on the fresh buttei's are the sasne as reported in 
table • 
Salted Eschex'ichia butters hold for tv/o -'ays 
gave counts ranging from 1,200,000 to 1,900,000 pei' cc. 
(a count of 37,000,000 is not included as it is not in 
agreement with the other counts and probably orronoous). 
After holdiiig for ten days, tho counts ranjj,od from 
-Ill-
TABIE 
Bacterial Counts < 
Organisms in Salt* 
Held at 18.3®C. (i 
A, Species Belong 
• 
• 
• 
SerieB ! Culture 
• 
• 
Species 
Eos in-me thylo: 
Biitter 
After 
Ghurnlnp: 
D 
: : 2  :  
B 08 B. coll 2,800,000 
C MS E* oomraunior 300,000 
D . 01 E. coli 300,000 1,200,000 1, 
E 08 E. coli 110,000 1'200,000 2, 
P . M14 E, formica 260,000 1;200;000 i; 
G , M2 E, coiODiunior 490,000 1,900,000 17, 
H , BM4 E. paragrunthall 160,000 37,000,000 S, 
B» Species Belon 
il. C16 A, aerogenea 1,100,000 
B C23 A. oxytocum 980,000 
0 Oil A. cloacae 420,000 ' 
E C16 A, aerogenes 88,000 22,000,000 23, 
F 023 A. oxytocum 220,000 2,100,000 3, 
a Gil A, cloaca© •280,000 i;900,000 
22,000,000 
26, 
n . HI A. cloacae 1,000;000 48, 
H H3 A. aerogenes 140,000 13,000,000 50, 
5?he control" in series A developed a count of 5,200,000 
of ten days. No explanation for tiiis could be ascertal 
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1,260,000 to 12,000,000 pcx' cc, Tlioae coixntn VIOVG 
aevcral tlines higher ulian. tlioao oi" uiae fresh bubtors 
Gl'iOv.'lr-S thy.u coriSiderable 3rovrt;.h of oi'ganiams had 
talcen place. 
Unsaltod Escherichia Ifuttoi's held for two 
days i^avo counts ranging from 4,900,000 to oO,000,000 
per cc. After holding for texi days, the coxuits ran^^cd 
fr-on 20,000,000 to 35,000,000 poi'" cc 3hov;i5aj2 lar(;;e 
incr'oaGO In the number' of or(n.inism3, the greater part 
of v/i.-'^lch toolc plaoo dui'*ing the first tv;o days of holding, 
oalted Aerohactcr 'buttGi^o hold for two -ays 
l^ aYO coiuits ranging fi^ora 1,900,000 to 22,000,000 por cc. 
.iftcr jjolding for ton days, the coimta :.-ansed fi'ora 
G,000,000 to 28,('00,000 per- cc, Tlir*eo of the five 
"butters ,:.avo counts considerably hishor than iony of the 
cor-r>ospending Escherichia "buttci's sho'ivin^ that conditions 
;vero i;io: e favorablo for tho grovrbh of tho Aerobacter 
opecios than for the lischcricliia apociea, 
Unsaltod Aorobacter butters hold for tv.'o days 
Cavo counta ranging fron 14,000,000 to 100,000,000 per cc. 
After holdin,^^ for ton days, tlio counta i'an;:ed froxa 
50,000,000 to 150,000,000 por cc. Thoao "'oacterial counts 
Y/'orc the highest found in the entii'e study and v;cre several 
times higher thoii counts for tlie corresponding Escherichia 
butters. 
Tho results sscm^ed show that (1) Escherichia-
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Aex-'obacter species increase more rapidly and reach 
higher numbers in butters held for ten days at 18,3° C. 
(65° F.) than in biitvers held at 7,2° C. (45° P.); 
(2) the Aerobacter species incx'ease more rapidly and 
reach higher numbers than do the Escherichia species; 
(3) Escherichia-Aerobacter species increase more 
rapidly and reach numbers several times as high in 
unsalted butters as in salted butters. 
The development of off-flavors by Escherichia-
Aerobacter species in salted and unsalted butters held 
at 7.2° C, (45° P.) and 18,3° C, (65° P.) is reported in 
table XXVIII. 
Salted control butters did not develop off-
flavors either at 7,2° C. (45° F.) or 18,3° C. (65° P.), 
TJnsalted control butters held at 7.2°C. (45® P.) for ten 
days developed a slifcht off-flavor in one out of five 
cases. At 18,3° C. (65° P.) for ten days, t;7o butters 
developed pronounced off-flavors. The off-flavors 
produced were not as objectionable as those produced by 
the Aerobacter species. Due to pasteurization of the 
cream at a high temporature, 82,2° C, (180° P.) for 15 
minutes, a heated flavor was normally present In all of 
the butter. 
Development of Off-Flavors at 7,2° C.(45°P.) 
Salted Escherichia butters held at 7,2° C. 
(45° P.) for ten days did not develop off-flavors. 
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TABLE 
Development of Off-Flavors In 
A, Species Belonging 
Holding 
Tempera-
tiiro 
Holding 
Period r 
in Days E. coli (S) 
Salted s Cnaalted 
Develomen 
iName of Species wi'th •  
is, coimmihloa? (13} 
Salted rtJnsal'ted 
IT. 
2 3- 3- 2- 2- 1-
7,2°C. 
(45OF.), 5 3- 3- 2- 2- 1-
10 3- 2- 2- 2- 1-
1+n.t. 
2 3- 2- 2- 2- 1-
l+n,t. 
18.3°C. 5 3- 2- 2« 1-
(650P.) 1+n.t. 
10 3- 2- 2- 1-
l+n,t. 
l++n.t. 
B, Species Belonging 
Holding 
P 
Holding ! Development of Of! 
Tempera- . Peri od s Name of Species with Number Tria] 
tuj?e in Days : A* Qoropjonos 13j ; A. 
: Salted ! tJnsalted : Salted : t/nBalted : Salt 
. , 
2 3- 3- 2— 2~ 2-
7,2°C, 5 3- 3- 2~ 2"" 2-
(45®P.I 
10 3- 2- 2- 1- 2-
1-f 1++ 
2 3~ 1- I-}- 1- 2-
1+ 1++ 
18,3°C. 1++ 
(65°P.) 5 3- 1- 1+ 1- 2-
2-}-+ 1++ 
10 1+ rz.t -» I. r 1+ 2+++ 1+-
1++ 

T/iBLE XXVIII 
3ff-Flavors in Salted and Unsalted Butters, 
lies Belonging to Genua Escherichia 
Development of Off-Plavors^"' 
Species with Kuuiber Trials t 1 1 f ... 
! Controls (5) (S; ; 12. formica (1; s K. parapirunthall (Ij  
altod : Salted : ti'nsalted s Salted : Unsalted ; ! Salted : tJns.alted . 
- !«• 1- 1- 1- 5- 4-
1+n.t. 
1- 1— 1- 1- 5- 4-
. 1+n.t, 
1- l+n.t. 1- 1- 5- 4-
1+n.t. 
1- 1- 1- 1- 5- 5-
1- 1- 1- 1- 5- 5-
1 * 1- 1- l+n,t. 5- 3-
2-H-n.t. 
cies Belonging to Genus Aerohacter 
elopment of Off-Flavors*^ 
m 
th Wuraher Trials • • + 
(2) ; • A. cloacae (2) : Controls ('5) 
aited : Salted : Unsalted : Salted • UnsaL ted 
2- 2- 5- 4-
++ 1+n.t. 
- 2- 2- 5- 4— 
1+n.t. 
Mi 2- 1+ 5- 4* 
++ 1++ 1+n.t. +++ 
«W 2- 1- 5- 5-
++ 1+ n.t. 
2- 1- 5- 5-
1++ 
TTT 1+4- 2+++ S- 3-
r '• " " 
2++n.t. 
- no off-flavor 
slight unclea; 
flavor charac 
is tic of Aero' 
species• 
pronounced un 
off-flavor ch 
acteristic of 
"bacter specie 
very pronounc 
clean off-fla 
characteristi 
Aerohacter sp 
off-flavors n 
characteristi 
Aerohacter sp 

E XXVIII 
n Salted and Unsalted Butters, 
e to Genua Escherichia 
ent of Off-Flavor 
number Trials 1 1 1 1 
1 Controls (5) S. forniioa (ij : E, parasrun-bhali (i; :
I't'ed : Unsalted : fealTj'e'd : ynsalted !  halted s XJnaalted 
4-
l+n.t» 
l+n.t. 
4-
1+n.t. 
1- 1- 1- 5- 5-
1- 1- 1- 5- 5-
1- 1- l+n.fc. 5- 5-
2-H-n,t. 
1-
1-
l+n,t* 
1-
1-
1-
1-
1-
5«» 
5-
g to Genus Aerobacter 
ff-Plavors"'''' 
al's" 
• cloacae \2) 
It'ed : ^nsal-bed 
Controls (5) 
Salted ; UnaaL tod 
2- 5- 4-
1+n.t. 
mm 2— 5- 4-
l*}*n • t. 
** 1+ 5- 4-
1++ 1+n.t. 
«• 1— 5- 5-
1+ 
1- 5- 5-
1++ 
++ 2+++ 5- 3-
2++n.t. 
- no off-flavor 
+ slight imclean off-
flavor character­
istic of Aerobacter 
species. 
++ pronounced unclean 
off-flavor char­
acteristic of Aero­
bacter apecioQ. 
+++ very pronounced un­
clean off-flavor 
characteristic of 
Aerobacter species. 
n.t. off-flavors not 
characteristic of 
Aerobacter species. 
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Unsalted Aerobacter buttei''s hold at 7»2° G. 
(450 p,) foj;, -iiQn days developed a alight 01* pronoxmced 
unclean off-flavor four tiiues out of so von or In over 
50 per cent of the cases. These rebuilts are slgnificajit 
and show that it is possible for Aerobactor species to 
develop objectionable off-flavors in lonsalted butters 
held at 7.2° C. (45° F.) in as short a holding time as 
ten days. 
Development of Off-Flavors at 18,3° C. (65° P.) 
Salted Escherichia butters held at 18,3° C. 
(65° F.) for ten days did not develop off-flavors, 
Unsalted Escherichia butters held at 18,3° C. 
(65° F.) for ton days developed a slight or pronounced 
off-flavor tliree times out of seven. As corresponding 
contx'ol butters developed pronounced off-flavors, tv/o 
tli'iies out of five, the foregoing re suit are not 
significant. In view of the high bacterial cotints at 
the end of the ten day holding period, between 20,000,000 
and 30,000,000 per cc,, it v/as siu'-pi'lsing to find that 
these butters showed so little deterioration as judged 
by the presence of off-flavors. 
Salted Aerobacter butters held at 18,3° G. 
(65° F.) for tv;o and five days developed a slight off-
flavor In one sample out of six. At ten days, all of 
the butter's showed a slight oi' pronounced off-flavor. 
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Theso results arc inportaiit becauso they show that 
organisms •beloncini3 to the Aerobactex> are 
aufriolently salt tolorant to develop appreciably and 
cause off-flavors in saltod butters hold at a toinpor-. tare 
18.3° C. (65^ li".) frequently encountered in stores and 
hones. The ten day counts of the salted Aei'»obactex'' 
butters reported in table XXVII, 0,800,000 to 28,000,000 
per cc., accompanied by off-flavor wore appreciably 
lov/er than ten day coionts of unsalted Escherichia butters 
(with one exception) v/here the off-flavors produced 
wore not significant. This indicates that the type of 
oi'ganism present is of more importance than mex'e numbers, 
from tlio standpoint of butter deterioration. 
Unsalted Aerobacter butters held at 18,3° 0. 
(G5° P.) for two days developed a slight or prcnoimcod 
off-flavor four tines out of seven. In ton days, all 
seven developed a very pronounced tmolean off-flavor. 
These rosul.ts show a cox'relation between the number of 
organisms belonging to the genus Aerobacter ajid the degree 
of off-flavox' development. Prom table il-IXVII, it will be 
noted that the bacterial counts, 50,000,000 to 150,000,000 
pex'' cc., were highei-' than for any of the other butters 
T/hile the off-flavors produced were more pronovinced. 
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Per Cent of Organisms of C:earn Retained In Butter 
The riiajoi'ity of the organisms present in cream 
are lost in the buttermilk dixring the churning process. 
Table :DIIX gives the number of organisms retained in the 
frenh butters after churning cream inoculated with 
Escherichia-Aerobecter organisms. The data shov; that 
from about 3 to about 20 poi" cent of the bacteria per cc. 
cream were retained per cc. butter. Eleven of the four­
teen butters retained less than 10 per cent of the 
bacteria per cc. cream. Theae results agree fairly well 
v/ith those of Grimes (15) who found tliat from about 5 to 
about 30 per cent of the bacteria pex" cc, cream were re­
tained per cc. btitter when Wie butter was made from 
sv;eet cream. 
Ratio of the Direct Microscopic to the 
Hosin Methylene Blue Agar Plate Count 
of Butter 
The development of a direct microscopic 
tecliniqtie for estimating the number of bacteria in butter 
by Haiitraer and Helson (19) at the Iowa Agricultural 
Experiraent Station suggested that this method might be of 
use in doterm:lning the dilutions necessary for the agar 
plate comits. Twelve sariiples of butter v/ere examined by 
this method. The ratios of the direct microscopic to the 
eoain methylene blue agar plate counts ai^e given in 
table XXX. The data show that the ratios of the direct 
lABLE XXIX 
Per Cent of Bacteria of Inoculated Creaa 
Retained in Butter. 
Series Gulttire 
;So3in-metiiylene-l3lue Agar ;Per cent 
tPlate Counts. 
Species tinoculated 
;Cream 
2 Days at 37.5 C«;of Bacteria 
tPer C.C. 
Butter After : Cream Retain-
Churning :ed Per C.C. 
:Butter 
A C16 A. aerogenes 30,000,000 1,100,000 3.7 
B ~ C23 A. oxytocum 23,000,000 980,000 4.3 
— 
C8 E. coli 14,000,000 2,800,000 20.7 
C Cll A. cloacae 7,600,000 420,000 5.5 
MS E. comnunior 5,300,000 300,000 5.7 
D CI E. coli 300,000 
E C16 A. aerogenes 1,300,000 88,000 6.8 
. . . . .  
C8 E. coli 2,100,000 110,000 5.2 
P C23 A. oxytocum 2,100,000 220,000 10.5 
• — 
M14 E. formica 3,400,000 260,000 7.6 
G Cll A, cloacae 9,600,000 280,000 2.9 
— 
M2 E. comnmnior 2,900,000 490,000 16.9 
H HI A. cloacae 14,000,000 1,000,000 7.1 
HS A. aerogenes 2,100,000 140,000 6.7 
BM4 E. paragrunthali 1,800,000 160,000 8.9 
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TABLE XXX 
Ratio of the Direct Microscopic 
to the Eosin Methylene Blue Agar 
Plate Count of Butter. 
Sample ;Direct Micro-
number :soopio Count 
:Individual 
:Bacteria 
: E o 3 In-me thy le ne-
ofrblue Agar Plate 
:Go\int, 2 days at 
:37.50G. 
Ratio of Direct 
to Plate Count 
1 2,700,000 420,000 6.4 1 
2 590,000 300,000 2.0 1 
3 SjSOOjOOO 740,000 7.0 1 
4 1,800,000 830,000 2.2 1 
5 210,000 130,000 1.6 1 
6 1,500,000 530,000 2.8 1 
7 2,200,000 360,000 6.2 1 
8 2,900,000 1,200,000 2.4 1 
9 34,000,000 25,000,000 1.4 1 
10 35,000,000 1,900,000 18.4 1 
11 31,000,000 30,000,000 1.0 1 
IS 31,000,000 1,900,000 16.3 1 
120-
mloroscopic to the plate count ranged from 1:1 to 
18.4:1. 
This wldo ra-Afje In ratios was surprising in 
viev/ of tho fact that the Sscheriohia-Aerobacter 
organisms grew well on the plating medium and were 
present in the microscopic preparations, mostly singly 
or in pairs, so that the ratios should have been quito 
narrov;. No explanation for this irregularity vms found. 
It v/as observed, however, in many cases that agar platns 
prepared, from the highest dilutions contained a number of 
colonies not commensurate v/ith the next lowest dilut1/>n, 
always being too few in number. This indicated consider­
able error in the plate method and suggested that the 
wido range in ratios v/as due to this factor. 
Discussion 
The data obtained on the growth of organisms of 
the Escherichia-Aerobacter group in salted and unsalted 
butter held at 7.2° G. (45° P.) and 18.3° G. (65° P.) show 
that the Eschericliia species find conditions less favor­
able for growth or survival than do tho Aerobacter species. 
These findings have been confirmed by the fact, already 
reported, that none of 25 Escherichia-Aerobacter cultures 
isolated from samples of defective butter by workers at 
the Iowa Agricultural Experiment Station proved;to be 
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Plsclioi'lcMa species. The temperature a at which hutter 
ia held do not favor the Escherichia speciee a s  
Y;O11 as the Aer-obacter. This becomes ovident v/hon it is 
romombered that the chief habitat of organisms belonging 
to the genus Escherichia is the intestinal tract of V7ariii 
blooded ani:uals v/hile the chief habitat of organisms be­
longing to the genus Aerobacter is soils and grasses. 
Tlie growth of both Escherichia and Aerobacter 
species in salted butters held at 18.3° C. F.) shows 
that Many of the cells are or become r.alt tolerant. Inas­
much as the salt is dissolved in the moistxire preoent, a 
b^^ttel•' containing 2 per cent salt and 15.5 per cent 
moisture has a brine concentration of 12.9 per cent in 
Y;hich the organisms are present. 
The peculiar raeclaanism of the bacterial deter­
ioration of butter is umlike that of other dairy products 
inasmuch as the bacteria are locked up in the moisture 
droplets, Rahn and Boyaen (34) estimate that there are 
between 10 and 18 billions of moisture droplets pei" gram 
of butter and state that no more than 60 millions of 
bacteria pei> gram have been fou3id. Consequently, a large 
percentage of the droplets must be fx'ee from bacteria and 
remain free, because bacteria can not move from one drop-
Idt to another# These workers deduce that in buttei* with 
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100,000 Ijacterla pel'' grmn, 88 per* coni: of the moistur© 
is storllo; with 10,000 bacteria, 99 -gev cent la oterilo; 
and v;lth 1,000 bactox'la, 99.9 pel* cent is sterile. The 
last butter cannot be attacked noticeably by bacteria. 
Consequently, the bacterial content of the freHli butter 
has an liiaportant beax-ing on tlie ability with which the 
butter can be attaclced, 
Smmmry 
Butter was churned from pasteurised creain 
inoculntod with a pure ctiltiu-'e of a species beloncjinp to 
the Escherichla-Aerobacter ^^iroup. Eight sei'ies of 
exper-lments vrore carried out with four different species 
belonging to the ,7,enu3 Escherichia and throe belonging 
to the genus Aerobacter. Half of each sample of butter 
v/as salted while the othoi' lialf was left vinsalted. The 
salted and vinsaltod portions were divided and held at 
C. (45° F.) and 18.3" C. (65° P.) for ton days. 
Eosin matliylene blue agar plate coimts and examinations 
for development of off-flavors were made at tv;o, five and 
ton day intervals. The resiilts obtained v/ere as follov.rs; 
1. Freshly churned Escherichia and Aerobacter 
btitters gave bacterial counts ranging from 88,000 to 
2,800,000 per cc. 
2. Salted Escherichia and Aerobacter butters 
held 2 days at 7,2® C. (45® F.) showed a reduction of 
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ovor 50 per cent (9,000 to 1.30,000 ijer cc.) from tho 
bactoi--ial counts of thobuttorc boforo holding (08,000 
to n,000,000 poi' CO.); salted EscJierlchia butters held 
10 days ahov/ed a further reduction in count (6,500 to 
60,000 por cc.) while corref3pondir?^ Aerobacter Imttea^c 
showed a .slif^Oat increase ovor the tv/o day coiint (120,000 
to 1,800,000 per cc.)* 
3. Unsalted Eschorichia butters held 2 days at 
7,20 G. (45*^ 1''.) showed no increase in bacterial coixnts 
(130,000 to 11,000,000 por cc.) v;hile corresponding 
Aerobacter butters shoi7ed a slight increase (190,000 to 
16,000,000 per cc.); vinsaltod Escherichia butters held 
10 d.aja showed an appreciable increase in count ovei* the 
fresh butters (85,000 to 5,200,000 per cc.) while 
corresponding Aerobacter butters gave counts several times 
higher (1,000,000 to 61,000,000 per cc.) tl~ian the 
Escherichia butters. 
4. Salted Escherichia butters hold 2 days at 
18.3° C. (65° P.) gave bacterial counts (1,200,000 to 
1,900,000 per cc.) three to five times higher than coimts 
of the fresh butters while corresponding Aerobacter butters 
gave counts (1,900,000 to 22,000,000 per cc.) seven to 
twonty ti^aes higher tlian the fresh butters; salted 
Escherichia butters held 10 days at 18.3° C. (65° P.) 
gave counts ranging from 1,200,000 to 12,000,000 por cc. 
while corresponding Aerobacter butters gave co\mts ranging 
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from 6,800,000 to 28,000,000 poi' co» wliicli were SGVOX'QI 
times ?ai?';Iior than foi- the Escherichia l3uttex''3, 
5. Unsralfced Ssclierichia butters held 2 '.^ays 
at 10,30 C. (65° P.) 3hov;od a rapid development of 
orsanisras (4,900,000 to 30,000,000 per oc.) wMle 
coi're3:iondlng Aorobaeter butters showed a still more 
rapid development (14,000,000 to 100,000,000 per cc.); 
imaalted Escherichia butters held 10 days at 18»3^ C. 
(65^ P.) gave bacterial countc from 20,000,000 to 
35,000,000 per cc. while the coi'respending Aei^obacter 
butters gave counts from 50,000,000 to 150,000,000 per* 
cc. v/hich were the highest counts encountei'ed during the 
entire study, 
6. Salted and Txnsalted Escherichia and salted 
AerobiLCter butters held 10 days at 7,2° 0, (45° P.) did 
not develop off-flavors while unsalted Aorobaeter buttei^s 
developed a slight or px'onouiaced unclean off-flavor (4 times 
in 7). 
7. Salted Escherichia butters iield 10 days at 
18,3° G. (65" P.) did not develop off-flavors while 
coi'res!lending Aerobacter butters developed a slight or 
pronounced uiiclean off-flavor in all cases, 
8. Unsalted Escherichia butters held 2 days at 
18,3° G, (65<^ P.) did not develop off-flavors v/hile 
corresponding Aerobacter buttei's developed a slight or 
pronoiuiced off-flavor four times out of seven; tmsalted 
Escherichia butters held 10 days at 18,3° C- (65o P.) did 
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rot show si^:n..irleant off-flavor devolopment wliilo 
coj;'res''ondino; Agrobacter iDixttero developed a very 
pronoiiiicod unclean off-flavor In all casos, 
9. The ijer cent of the bacteria per cc, creai: 
retained per cc. ljutter v/as from about 5 to about 20 
p:-!r cent, 
10, The ratios of the direct micz'oscoplc to 
the eosin iiiotliylene blue agar plate couaits ranped from 
1:1 to ia,4;l. 
ACTION OP ESCIIERICirfA-AiCROD/vGTER ORGANISES 
OIT TliE G0^ 3yITU:•^ ITTS OP MITJi: 
The action of the Eacherlchia-AcrolDaotop ni^oup 
oi' Oi'(;^,a'a;ls).u3 on the Tat, casoiri, lactose and citric acid 
ol' jnillc ia of the groatG;;.t importance from the standpoint 
of the chan^^ea brought about in dairy products, Unfortmi-
ately, iiiij.lc la a diffictilt nediuii: v/ith which, to v/ork'. ;ia 
saiTiples of niilk vary enou^ih at timea to cause variations 
in the actions of bacteria. Besides this, orGanisins 
acting in association v;ith other orp;nnisius, as they do 
in jTili:'-, do not usually a^t as they do in pure culture so 
that cax'e rauat be taken in the interpretation of resiilts. 
However, uiasatisfactory as laillc inay bo for a cultiu^e 
medium, it is far preferable to using simpler culture 
media and attempting to a 'ply the results to inillc. 
In this study, rcproaentative Eschorichia-
Aerobaeter species isolated from dairy products were grown 
in aiilk for the pui'pose of determining theix' action on 
the diffextent milk constituents. 
Methods Used 
Determination of Action on Butterfat 
I'he ability of Sschei^ ichia-Aerobactor organisms 
to attack butterfat was determined by streaking broth 
cultures of the t* st organisms on nilc blue sulpliate agar 
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containing a two per cent emulsion of butterfat. The 
nlle blue sulphate agar v/as prepared by adding 0.8 cc, 
of a 0,1 per cent aqueous solution of nile blue sulphate 
per liter of beef infusion agar. 
The principle involved in the use of this 
inedium rests vipon the fact that organisms \7hlch liave 
the ability to attack buttei'fat liberate free fatty 
acids which turn the fat droplets a deep blue color in 
the presence of nile blue sulphate as an indicator. 
Determination of Proteolysis 
The proteolytic action of Escherichia-Aerobacter 
organisms on the proteins of milk was determined as 
follov^s-: Skim milk in 325 cc, quantities was put into 
pint milk bottles, the weight of the bottle and the milk 
recorded and the milk sterilized at 15 pounds pressure 
for 24 minutes. The milk was then inoculated v/ith a 24 
hour milk culture of the test organism and incubated 9 
days at 30° C, Distilled water v/as next added to each 
bottle -until the weight was 1 gram less than the original. 
In precipitating the cxird, 1 cc. of glacial acetic acid 
was added to each bottle and thoroughly distributed the 
bottle slowly heated in a water bath to 60° C» and the 
contents filtered through paper until a clear filtrate 
was secured. 
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Amlno nitrogen was doterinilned "by the Van Slyke 
method, using 10 cc, of the filtrate. Results are 
expi^'eased as the number of cc. of nitrogen gas fonned 
over or under that of an unlnoculated control treated 
in the same manner as the inoculated samples. 
Soluble nitrogen was determined, using 25 cc. 
of the filtrate. The filtrate was transferred to a 500 
cc. Kjoldahl flask and digested after the addition of 
25 cc. of concentx'ated H2SO4, about 5 gr-aras of lIa2S04, 
a small piece of copper wire and about 2 grams of 
trichloracetic acid. The trichloracetic acid was used 
to limit foaming, When digestion was complete, 150 ce. 
of v/ater, a small pinch of paraffin, a small amount of 
sine and 00 cc. of caustic llaOH (60 per cent) were added 
to the K^eldahl flask and the flask connected to the 
distillation trap. The distillation was collected in a 
500 cc, Erleniiieyer flask containing 40 cc, of distilled 
water and 12,5 cc, of 0.2006 normal H2SO4, Five drops of 
sodium alizarin sulphonate wore added to the flask as an 
indicator, Y/hen distillation was complete, the back 
titration was mde using 0,1001 NaOH, The amount of 0,1 
noi^mal HgSOA neutralized by the ammonia distilled over was 
then determined by difference and the result expressed as 
the Increase per 25 cc, of filtrate over the control. 
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Dupllcate d'^tormlnations v/ei"-e mad© on the 
same filtrate, A negative value I'epreaents an instance 
v/hex'G there v/as less amino or soluble nitrogen in the 
filtrate from milk in which an organism had developed 
than in the filtrate from the control. 
Determination of Volatile Acidity 
The amount and nature of the volatile acids 
produced by Escheric.bJ s.-Aorohacter organisms in millc 
v/ero detei'mined as follov/s: Slcim milk in 1200 cc. 
quantities v/as sterilized in two liter flasks for 24 
minutes at 15 pounds pressure. After inoculation v/ith 
a 24 houi^ milk culture of the tost organism, the flasks 
of milk were incubated fi'om 7 to 26 days at room 
temperature. The large quantity of milk v/as used so 
that a sixfficient volume of volatile acid would be 
produced to run a determination of the par cent barium 
in the barium salt. 
At the end of the incubation period, the volatile 
acids were secured by steam distillation of the fermented 
milk, after the addition of 40 cc, of normal IIgS04 to free 
any volatile acids that might have been fixed by the milk 
constituents. 
For determinations of the total volatile acid­
ity, the first liter of distillate was collected, A 50 cc. 
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portlon vms titrated v/itb 0.1 normal KaOII, using 
phcnolplithaloin as an indicator, and tiie number of cc, 
roquir-od for noutralisation inultiplied by 20 to give 
a number ropreaonting the total volatile acidity. This 
number represented the nuxiber of ce. of 0,1 normal HaOH 
required to neutralize the first liter of distillate from 
the fermented milk. 
V/here the volatile acidity was stifficiently 
high (above 50) so that enough volatile acid was pi'oaent 
Tor the pi-eparation of a bariura salt, the remaining 950 
cc, of the distillate were nearly neutralized with 0,1 
normal Ba( 011)2 and th© aqueous solution of the bariuiiu 
salt evapox-ated to dryness on the y;ater bath. This barium 
salt v/as thoii dissolved by adding 50 to 75 cc, of hot 
water and decoloi'ized by adding a small amount of animal 
charcoal and filtering while hot. The filtrate was then 
evaporated and the salt ci'ystallized. Finally, the salt 
was dried at 100° C, to constant weight. 
Per Cent Barium in the Barium Salt 
The pex* cent barium in the bariura salt was 
determined in duplicate as follov;n: A portion of about 
0,3 gram vtaa weighed oi\t, ti'ansferrod to a 250 cc, bealcer, 
dissolved in 50 cc, of hot water, the vmter brought to 
boiling and 3,5 cc, of normal HgS04 added slowly. After 
digesting over night on the hot plato (under petri dish 
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llds 30 tliat the free volatllo acida ViTour'.d not be lost) 
the BaSO^j. v/as filtered off. Care v;as taken to transfer 
all of the preclpltato to the filter papor by rinsing 
the beaker repeatedly v/ith the filtrate and finally with 
diatilled water. 
The filter paper containing the BaSO^ v/as t]ien 
transferred to porcelain cmcibles (whose weight had 
previously been determined) and ignited to constant 
V,'eight in a mffle fux*nace, I?ror,i the v/eight of the 
BaS04 and the weight of tlie original salt, the per cent 
bariiM In the latter vas calculated. 
Duclaux Method 
For coiofirmation of the barium values, the 
Duclaux method vms cai-ried OLit on the filtrate left from 
the barium determination. The filtrate was made up to a 
volume of 110 cc. and distilled from a 500 cc. Erlenmeyer 
flask at the rate of 100 cc. in about 45 minutes. The 
volume of the solution being distilled was kept constant 
at 110 cc. After discarding the first 10 cc, of distillate, 
10 portions of 10 cc, each were collected and titrated with 
0,05 normal HaOH using phenolphthalein as an indicator. 
•••J-
Doterraination of Volatile Acidity Dofore 
and Aftex' Addition of Citric Acid 
Tho formation of volatile acidity in niillc 
to ?/liich sterile citric acid was added was deternined 
as follows; Skim milk was 3terili?,ed in 325 co. 
quantities in pint milk bottles. Citric acid at the rate 
of 0.4 pei-" cent or 0.2 per cent (1,3 graias or 0,65 grans) 
was sterilized aeperately in test tubes containing 5 cc, 
of v;ater and added to the sterile milk. 
TliS bottles of milk v/ere then inoculated v/ith 
48 hour milk cultures of the test organisms and incubated 
for 9 days at 50° C. Two iminoculated bottles one v/ith-
oi.it tho addition of citric acid, v/ere held as controls. 
Total acidities v/ore determined , using 20 grams 
of the fermented milk. Volatile acidities \yere deterinined 
by vreighing 250 grams into S liter x>ound bottom flasks. 
Fifteen cc, of normal H2SO4 were added to each flask 
before distillation with, steam in order to free any 
volatile acids that might have been fixed by the roilk 
constituents. The first liter of diatillate was titrated 
using 0,1 normal NaOH and the values expressed a^ the 
number of cc, required to rcutralize tho first litei' of 
distillate# 
Results Obtained 
Action on Butterfat 
Broth cultures of E. colij E, corjmuniory E» 
formica, E. paragrxinthaii, jl. cloacae, A. aerop;enes and 
A. oxytocum \7ore streaked on nile blue sulplmte agar 
contain3.ng butterfat and incubated for 48 hours at 37,5° G. 
Examination of the streaks s;:ov;ed that the butterfat was 
not attacked. 
Proteolytic Action 
The proteolytic action on the pi'oteins of -milk 
was measured by amino and soltible nitrogen determinations 
on the filtrate secured after Escherichia-Aerobacter 
species had boon allowed to act upon the railk for nine 
days at 30° G» The results secured vrith nine species 
belonging to the genus Escherichia and tteee species be­
longing to the genus Aerobacter are given in table iCCtl. 
The data show that in the majority of trials, 
amino and soluf.le nitrogen valuos were negative v/hen ex-
pi-essed as the increase over the control. These represent 
instances in which there was less amino or soluble nitrogen 
in the filtrate from milk in which organisms had developed 
than in the filtrate from the controls. In the case of 
culture 016, A, aerogenes, and HI, A. cloacae, a slight 
increase in the amino and soluble nitrogen over the control 
vms found. This increase v/aa not large enough to be 
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TABIE 7JKXI 
Proteolysis By EsohoriOhla-A 
I. Species Belonging to the 
• 
• 
3 Amino Nitrogen Per 10 CC. Pil 
Culture !  t C ,  of Ho Gas • • 
Number Species m ft • • Increa 
• 
• * 
m • 
• • Over 
: Trial 1 : Trial 2 ; Average : Contro 
.... 
Control 1.10 l.SO 1.20 
CI E. coli 1.00 1.10 1.05 -.15 
M2 E, conummior 1.05 1.15 1.10 -.10 
BM4 E. paragriinthali 1.15 1.10 I.IS -.12 
BM8- E. formlea 1.05 1.15 1.10 -.10 
BM54 E. pseudocololdes 1.15 i;20 1.18 -.07 
MS4 E. enterica 1.10 1.30 1.20 0.00 
BM5 E. vesiculiformans 1.10 1.15 1.15 -.12 
M25 E. grunthali 1.10 1.15 1.13 -.12 
B1.127 E. anaerogenea ,1.10 1.00 1.05 -.15 
II. Species Bolongin?; to tli 
.... 
Control 1.20 l.SO 1.25 
RPl A. aerogeneo i;20 1.15 1.18 -.07 
C16 A, aerogenes"'^  1.25 1.30 1.28 + .08 
CSS A. oxytocum 1.10 X ASO 1.15 -.05 
HI A. cloacae 1.60 1«50 1.55 +.35 
Cll A. cloacae"'^  1.10 1.25 1.18 -.02 
Atypical 
Distillate collected in 500 cc. Erlerauoycr flasks cc 
40 cc. of distilled water and 5 drops of sodivun alis 

TABI33 >C!CXI 
Escheriohla-AGrobaoter Spooies, 
longing to tlio Gems Beoheriohla 
Per 10 CO. Filtrabe 
: 
Soluble Nitrogen Per 25 CC. Filtrate 
CC. of U/IO IJaQH Required •Jh:- : CC, of N/10 • • 
Increase to Neutralize Distillate : HoSOa Jleutral- » Inoroaso 
Over » m • ; ized oy Distil- « • Over 
(rage : Control Trial 1 ; Trial 2 s Average : lato • Control 
,20 14.4 14.0 14.20 10.85 
,05 -.15 15.0 15.1 15.05 10.00 -.85 
,10 -.10 14.7 14.8 14.75 10.30 -.55 
,13 -.12 14.9 14.6 14.75 10.30 -.55 
,10 -.10 15.1 15.1 15.10 9.95 -.90 
,18 -.07 14 ;5 14.5 14.50 10.55 -.30 
^20 0.00 14.3 14.6 14.45 10.60 -.25 
•IS -.12 14.5 15 ;2 14.85 10.20 -.65 
,15 -.12 15.1 14.5 14.80 10.25 -.60 
,05 -.15 14.9 14.7 14.80 10.25 —. 60 
Selon^ing to the Genus Aerobacter 
, 25  14.4 14.0 14.20 10.85 
.18 -.07 15.0 15.1 15.05 10.00 -.85 
.28 + .08 15.8 15.9 15.85 9;20 -1.65 
as -.05 14.7 14.2 14.45 10.60 -.25 
.55 +.35 13.7 15.4 13.55 11.50 +.65 
.18 -.02 14.8 15.0 14.90 10.15 -.70 
moyer flasks containing 12.5 oc« of 0*2006 normal HgSO^ 
of aodi-um aliearin-sulphonate as an indicator. 

significant:. The above results indicate that the 
Kscherichla-Aeroloacter group of organioins do not 
oaune appreciable proteolysis In milk. 
"Volatile Acidity 
I'he volatile acidities 'nroducod in milk by 
six cultures representing three Eschericliia species and 
by tbree cultures representing two Aforobacter species 
arc given in table XXXII. The values given repi'esent 
the nximbei'* of cc. of 0,1 normal MaOH required to 
neutralise the first liter of distillate from a 1200 
gram portion of the fermented milk. The data shov; that 
the values for the Escherichia species ranged fi'ora 68.0 
to 80.5 vmile the values for the Aerobacter species 
ranged from 25,9 to 48,0. It is evident from those I'esults 
that the Escherichia species produced about tv/ice as much 
volatile acidity as the Aerobacter species, 
Haipjnier and Bailey (17) fotmd that the volatile 
acidity produced by ti^ree ctiltures of Bactei''lum aerogenes 
ranged from 9.7 to 13,2 ezicpressed In cc. of 0,1 normal 
NaOH required to noutralizo the first liter of distillate 
from a 250 gram portion of the fermented milk. 
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TABLE XXXII 
Volatile Acidities Produced 
"by EsoherlcMa-Aorobacter 
Species, 
Series 
: 
:Culture 
;Number 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Species 
• • 
• • 
: Incubation _ :Volatile,, 
: Period at 21 G.:Acldlty ' 
:ln Days t 
: : 
A 01* E. coll 7 68.0 
II 023 A, oxytocTim 7 25.9 
B 08* E, coll 10 68.0 
t! M2* E. comrrmnlor 10 71.0 
n M14''' S. f or»mica 10 68.0 
0 01 E. coll 26 80.5 
« 08 E. coll 26 76.3 
ti 016 A. aerogenes 26 48,0 
« 023 A. aerogenes 26 34.0 
4!-
Nature of volatile aolds determined by percentages 
of Ba in 'bariura salts and by Duclaux method, (See 
tables XXXV, XXXVII, and XXXIX). 
The number given represents the number of oc, of 0,1 
noranal NaOH required to neutralize the first liter 
of distillate from a 1200 gram portion of the 
fermented milk. 
Relation of '/olatllo Acidity to Citric 
Acid Content of Milk 
In ordex' to doteriiiino the part played "by 
citric acid in tho production of x^olatile aciditAr by 
boloiiging to the Sischerlchia-Aoi^obactor gi^'oup, 
c^.llt^^I•es of K. coll, A. oeroj^enos, A. o:'Cytocuiu and tv/o 
ciiltm-'os of Ji. cloacae woio grown in inilk v/itli and v;ith-
out the addition of 0,4 pc;r cent sterile citric acid. 
The total ajid vol.-itilc aeidit-y production aftor nine days 
inGUOntion at .'50° C. la reported in tablo jCCCIIl. E. 
oo3.i sl-ovod an incr-oaae in volatile acidity after tho 
addition of citric acid (40,V to 62.5) while the 
Aei'obactci-' apecier; showed a decr'oase in the volatile 
acidities in each of the four trialsj 10,6 to S,2j 14,3 
to 7,65 24.4 to 19,6; and 11.7 to 10.7, Those results 
that the amount of citric acid added (0,4 per 
cent) Ki.'^;ht have inliibited the development of the 
Aorobacter species so a trial v/as liiade using a smaller 
addition of citric acid (0.2 per cent). 
Giiltures of E. ooli, E, cominunior, E. 
paragri3aithaii, and tv/o cultxiros of A. aero'';enes Y/ere 
gx'ov/n in milk for nine days at 30° C. with and v;ithout 
the addition of 0.2 per cent stei'>ilQ citric acid. The 
total and volatile acidities produced are given in table 
XXXIV. The data confirm the results reported in table 
}LXXIII where 0.4 per cent citric acid v/as used. The three 
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TABLE XXXIII 
Volatile Acidities Before and After 
Addition of 0.4 Per Cent Citric Acid. 
: :Mllk Without :Mllk Plus 0.4 
; :Addition of ;Per Cent Citric 
; ; Citric A old :Acld 
Culture; Species : ; : : 
Number : :Total :Volatile:Total :Volatlle 
; :Acidity;Aoidity ;Aoidity:Acidity 
Control 0,11 1.6 0.36 1.5 
CX S. coll 0.35 40.7 0.44 62.5 
Cll^ A. cloacae 0.43 10.6 0.48 3.2 
C16^'' A. aerogenea 0.48 14.3 0.51 7.6 
C23 A. oxyijocuta 0.54 24.4 0.47 19.8 
HI A. cloacae 0.43 11.7 0.43 10.7 
Atypical 
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mBLE XXXIV 
Volatile Acidities Before and After 
Addition of 0,2 Per Gent Citric Acid, 
1 jMllk Without ;Milk Pitts' O.S 
J :Addition of :Per Gent Citric 
Culttire: xOitric Acid :Acid 
Humbor : Species j ; : : 
: JTotal :Volatile:Total iVolatile 
: :AoidltytAcidity tAoidity:Acidity 
Control 0,19 2.15 0.40 S.IO 
CI E, coli 0.46 46.40 0.51 56.60 
H2 E. comraunior 0.5S 57.00 0.55 61.85 
BM4 E. paragrunthali 0.52 46.90 0.55 57.75 
RPl A. aerogenes 0.56 6.35 0.60 4.85 
C16^^ A, aerogenes 0.66 9.50 9.65 
^ 016 - Atypical 
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Eschorlclila species gave Increased volatile acidities 
v/ith the addition or 0.2 per cent citric acidj 4G,4 
to 56.6; 57.00 to 61.85; and 46.90 to 57.75 while 
Aor-obacter species ahowod a decrease or insignificant 
inci^eaae (6,35 to 4.85 and 9.50 to 9.65), 
As culture 01, E. coli, gave an increaae in 
volatile acidity of 21.8 (40.7 to 62,b) after the addition 
of 0.4 per cent citric acid as compared to an increase of 
10.2 (46.4 to 56.6) after the addition of 0.2 per cent 
citric acid, the increase in volatile acidity v/as in 
direct proportion to the amoimt of citric acid added. 
Hastings, Mansfield and Helz; (20) found that 
the citric acid in EUIIC vias fermented by E. cell and A. 
cloacae hut was not tittacked by A, aerogones. In this 
study, the tv;o cultures of A. cloacae studied did not 
show increased volatile acidities after* the addition of 
citi-ic acid, Hov/over, this doea not necessarily moan th t 
the citric acid v/aa not attacked an it my have been 
broken down to non-volatile acids and othei^ additional 
products. 
I'he above v.-orkers point out organisms 
v/hich feriaent citric acid in nilk do not necessarily 
foiraent it in a different or*ganic r.iediuvii, and that 
orcaniams v/hich utilise citric acid in an inorganic 
medium \7ith no othei* source of carbon do not nece3sai''ily 
ferment citi'ic acid in milk. 
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Bo3v/orth ajad Prixclia (7) attrnsute tho 
destinictlon of citric acid in HouririG raillc to tlio action 
or Pact, lactia aorogenoa. Hov/evop, tlioy overlooked tho 
fact t3.iat oar-ganisina of tho citi.''(;voyo\x3 and _S, 
p gr a c A T r O vor ON a types wex'^e imdoubtodly pi'osont wlilch 
v;ePG capahlo of attac^iiiri^; the oiti'ic acid. 
Hature of Volatile Acids 
Tho of the volrtilo acids p?.^oduoed by 
t.'ie EnoheriCiiia apocies v/aa accoi'tnincd hy doterriiiniii^  
tho porcentanoa of hariun lu tho hax'iiiin nalts and lay 
Piiclaii:: va?axoa, ha tho Aorohactor apocies did jaot cive 
hi^i volatile aciditios (25.9 to 48.0) and the quantity 
of iiiilk r.'orlced with was small (1200 gi'ariia) the ariouint of 
volatile acid produced v/as not sui'ficient for tho 
preparation of bariijin salts, 
Tho pore entases of harimi in the 'bariiira salts 
pi-epared from the volatile acids produced hy the four 
Escherichia cultures listed in table XXiClI are given in 
detail in table JXvV v/hilo tho percentages of barium in 
the salts prepared f x'om c ornrjorcial acetic and propionic 
acids aro given in table ICCvVI, 
The Daclnux values doterrained on the free 
volatile acids remainii\r^ aftei" the BaS04 was filtered 
off are given in detail in table SOCVII v;hile IXiclaux 
values of comerci?.l acetic and propionic acids aro given 
TABIJD XXXV 
Percentages of Baritm in Bariim Salts Prepared 
from Volatile Acids Produced "by Escherichia 
Species, 
Culttire Species 
• 
• 
* 
• 
: Det. 
• 
• 
• 
« 
0 
» 
• 
• 
» 
:Bariua 
{Salt 
Wei^fc 
• t 
:Crucible 
« 
• 
: Crucible 
:plus 
jBaS04 
BaSO^ 
:'Pei' Cent 
:Barium in 
:Ba Salt 
• 
• 
• 
• 
CI E. ooli A • 0.2987 8.6817 8.9434 0.2617 51.57 
B 0.1828 8.6726 8.8524 0.1598 51.46 
M14 E. formica A 0.2749 11.1102 11.3552 0.2450 52.46 
B 0.3502 8.8838 9.1958 0.3120 52.44 
M2 E. comnrunior A 0.3284 9;5008 9;7926 0.2918 52.30 
-
B 0.2809 8.6476 8.8974 0.2498 52.35 
C8 E. coli A 0.2874 11.1478 11.3992 0.2514 51.44 
B 0.3040 7.5146 7.7801 0.2655 51.41 
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TAB3LE XXXVI 
Percentages of Barltm in Salts 
Prepared from Gonimercial Acetic 
and Propionic Acids, 
Salts 
• • 
• • 
: Per Gent Baritoa in ; 
i Barima Salt : 
: Average of Two Deter- : 
: mlnations* : 
; : 
Tlieoretical 
Ba acetate 
Trial 1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
53;56 
53,64 
53.27 
53,32 
53,46 
53.78 
Ba propionata 
Trial 1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
47,73 
47.65 
47.66 
48,24 
48.17 
48,46 
Ba salt of 
propionic and 
acetic acid 
Trial 1 
2 
3 
50,24 
51,02 
51,00 
Ba butyrate 44,10 
Determinations by Mr, M. Mi.chaelian. 
"•14:4 •" 
TABIE X3 
Duclaux Values of Dis 
Acids Produced by Eo( 
• 
9 
• • 
• • 
« • A 4 
Culture • • Species : Det» 
St) * • • A • i 1 
o
j Hj . . . . .  , , 
CI • E. coll A 11.96 24.26 36,21 
B 12.44 23.92 35,41 
M14 E. formica A 13,34 25.88 36,08 
B 12.33 24.15 35.96 
E. communlor A 12;40 24.80 36,49 
B 11.98 23,65 35.33 
C8 E. coli A 12.54 24; 77 36.36 
B 11.82 24,24 35.06 
w 
Porcentago of the titz'atlbn figure for the total 100 c 

I 
TiUBLB XXXVII 
Values of Distillates from Volatile 
roducod by Eochorlchia Species, 
Ducla-ux Values'"" 
CO', of 'Platlllato' 
: 30 "T 'W""' : SO ...  ^ : 70 . '80 : w t .100 
i5 
2 
36.SI 
35.41 
46; 51 
46.41 
57.48 
56.46 
66.78 
66,03 
76.08 
75.12 
84.03 
83.73 
92.36 
92,13 
100.00 
100,00 
18 
,5 
36,08 
35.96 
47,06 
46 .46 
57.25 
56,17 
66,67 
66,14 
75.69 
75.07 
84.71 
83.73 
92.94 
92,13 
100,00 
100,00 
)0 
)& 36,49 35,33 
47,44 
46.65 
57.42 
56.89 
67,12 
66,76 
76.28 
75,75 
84.92 
84.43 
92i45 
92.21 
100.00 
100,00 
rv 
14 
36.36 
36,06 
46,71 
46.36 
57,05 
56.97 
66.46 
66.36 
75.55 
75.46 
84.01 
83.94 
92.16 
92,12 
100.00 
100,00 
le total 100 cc. of dlotillato. 
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in table XXXVIII. Tlio data show that most of the 
values in table XXXYII are approxiinatoly the same or 
slightly lower than the values obtained for pure acetic 
acid in table XXXVIII showing tliat the volatile acids 
formed were almost entirely acetic. 
A summation of the barium and Duclaux values 
is given in table XXXXX. The data show that in two 
instances, the bariiim values were slightly above 51 per 
cent and in two others slightly above 52 per cent. As 
these values are much nearer the values obtained for pure 
acetic acid (53,2V to 53.64, table XXXVI) than, for pure 
propionic acid (47.65 to 48,24, table XJCCVI), they 
indicate that the volatile acids formed were largely 
acetic with small omoimts of propionic. These results 
are not confirmed by the Duclaux values which indicate 
that the type of volatile acid formed was entirely 
acetic, 
Sumanary 
Representative Kscherichia-Aerobacter species 
isolated from dairy products were studied in milk with 
respect to their action on butterfat, action on proteins, 
the amo\mt of volatile acidity produced with and v/ithout 
the addition of citric acid and the nature of the volatile 
acids formed. The results obtained were as follows: 
TABLE XXXVIII 
Duclaux Values of Coimnepcial Acetic 
and Propionic Acids''". 
Acid 
No, of Duclaux Values 
CO. of Distillate 
10 : SO : SO : 40 : 50 1 60 ; 70 W SO : 100, 
Propionic acid 12 15.68 29. S6 42 .70 53 .91 64.02 72.97 80.82 88.01 94.42 100 
Acetic acid 7 12.82 24.94 36 .54 47 .37 57.58 66.96 75.81 84.38 92.42 100 
Propionic and) 
Acetic mixed ) 6 13.77 26.62 38 .63 49 .79 60.01 69.64 78,24 85.27 93.40 100 
. - —. 
Values prepared by lilr, M» Michaelian. 
TABLE XXXIX 
S-uramary of Bari-um and Duclatix Values from Volatile 
Acids Produced by ISschericliia Species. 
• * 
; Volatile'^: Per Gent Barium in Barium Salt 
• 
• 
: Results of 
Culture Species ;Acidity : 
« • 
• • Det, A 
« 
: Det. B 
• 
• 
: Average 
; Duclaux 
• 
• 
01 E. coll 68.0 51.57 51.46 51.52 Acetic 
Mi4 E. formica 68,0 52.46 52.44 52,45 Acetic 
M2 E. comnmnior 71.0 52.30 52.35 52,33 Acetic 
08 E. coli 76.3 51,44 51.41 51.43 Acetic 
Humber of cc, of 0,1 normal NaOH reqtiired to neutralize the first 
liter of distillate from a 1200 gram portion of tlie fermentdd milk. 
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1, EschericMa and Aerobaotor species did 
not attack butterfat. 
2, Escherichia and Aqrobacter species failed 
to show appreciable proteolysis in milk. 
3, Eachericliia species produced volatile 
acidities ranging from 68,0 to 80,5 (number of cc. of 
0,1 normal HaOII required to ueutr-allze the first liter 
of distillate from a 1200 gram portion of fermented 
milli) while Aerobacter species pi'oduced volatile 
acidities ranging from 25»9 to 48,0, 
4, Y/ith the addition of 0,2 and 0.4 per cent 
citric acid, Escherichia species produced increased 
volatile acidities while Aerobacter species shov;ed a 
slight decrease in most cases. 
5, The volatile acids p' oduced by Eschei^ichia 
species v/ere largely acetic \7ith small amotmts of 
propionic as determined by the percentages of barium 
in the barium salts \7hlle they v/ere entirely acetic as 
determined by Duclaux values. 
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